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INTRODUCTION 

Since 1938, when it was first recognized that the ideological structure 
of the " three functions"—administration of the sacred, physical force, 
and abundance and fecundity—had a common Indo-European charac
ter, a comparative study of the theological and mythical expressions 
of each of those functions for the various peoples of the Indo-European 
family has been undertaken. After thirty years, there is a disequilib
rium in the results. 

For the first fiinction a simple and fully coherent picture quickly 
emerged, A well-conserved theological model was furnished by 
Vedic India, with its Varuna and Mitra. Iran provided verification, 
and Rome furnished yet another parallel tradition in the "h i s tory" 
of her two founders, Romulus and Numa. Scandinavia and Ireland, 
each with its own particular developments, were then found to con
firm this initial perspective. The services and the personages of the 
two minor sovereigns, along with the two principal aspects and 
personifications of sovereignty, were also analyzed. These minor 
sovereigns are to be found among the Indo-Iranians. the Romans, 
and the Scandinavians: the "manifestations" are diverse, but the 
underlying meaning is held in common. Though a number of points 
require closer study, there is apparently little to add to these basic 
lines. The situation is different for the gods and myths of the other 
two functions. 

One of the more immediately appreciable features of the third 
function is its breakdown into numerous provinces with indefinite 
boundaries: fecundity, abundance in men and in goods, nourishment, 
health, peace, sensual gratification, etc. These are notions which 
condition one another, which feed into one another by a thousand 
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capillaries, making it impossible to determine a simple order of deriva
tion from one to the others. Another feature of the same function is 
ICS close connection with the geographic, topographic, and ethnic 
bases of each particular society and, further, with the form, the vari
able components, of each economy. Thus, though the insights gained 
through the comparative study of the twin gods and heroes—those 
least engaged in the detail of the realia—hzvc indicated a certain 
number of traits and themes common to several Indo-Kuropean 
peoples, no general structure has yet appeared, aud one may doubt 
whether the future will disclose one. 

The second function, force, and primarily, as one might expect, the 
use of force in combat, presents a somewhat more promising situa
tion for the observer. But in prehistoric times this function did not 
enjoy complete systematization comparable to that accomplished 
for the level of sovereignty. Perhaps the theologians and philosophers 
responsible for the ideology, those who divided sovereignty into its 
religious and juridical aspects, did not reflect with such care upon 
activities more removed from their own; or perhaps the realities 
presented by events thwarted theorization. As a result, comparison 
here has unveiled less in the way of structures than of aspects, and 
even the latter are not entirely coherent. For each of these aspeas 
taken separately, however, the recognition of precise and complex 
correspondences between India (most often the Indo-Iranians) and 
Rome or the Germanic world gives clear indications of great antiquity. 
Three such correspondences constitute the subject of the present 
book. With a number of excursuses, each of the three parts sets out 
essentially to obtain the certification or, to put it more colloquially, 
the label of Indo-European for a group of well-known Indian represen
tations of the principal personage of the second level, Indra: the 
sequence of his most famous exploits; his reputation as "sinner among 
the gods" ; and the elements having to do with his title " V f t r a h a n " 
and the story of some of his exploits which seem to suggest certain 
social practices and rimals. 

These three essays by no means exhaust what has been said about 
the warrior function among the Indo-Europeans. They constitute only 
a personal contribution to this larger investigation. Other "aspects ," 
here only noted or, in the course of the book, merely referred to in 
passing, are certainly no less iinportant. 
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First, we have the division of the function between representatives 
of two types, bearing a relation to each other that is not seen as 
complementary, like that between Mitra and Varuna, but in which, 
at least, neither figure can be reduced to the other. Such are the types 
which the Mahabharata incarnates in the heroes Bhima and Arjuna, 
and which the Indo-Iranians, as the scholars from Uppsala recognized 
so early, saw as being patronized by the gods Vayu and Indra—the 
fathers, in fact, of Bhima and Arjuna in the epic. Heracles and Achilles 
illustrate these two types among the Greeks. But it is in the Germanic 
world, with a modification that is its own peculiarity, that this distinc
tion has its greatest bearing: there, the second level has boldly spilled 
over into the first with the result that the principal sovereign god, the 
Scandinavian Osinn, finds himself at the same time one of the gods 
most preoccupied with war. The contrast between OOinn, insofar as he 
presides over battles, and ]?6rr, the solitary champion, is reminiscent, 
irLcertain features, of that between Indra-Arjuna and Vayu-Bhima, 

Then there is the existence of "warr ior societies," effective agencies 
of conquest. The mariannu, chariot fighters who in the second millen
nium spread terror among the nations of the Near East, are probably 
the most andent direct testimony to the existence of such societies, 
and the Marut of Vedic mythology, so often qualified as mdrydh, 
transpose this type of social organ into the other world. The study of 
these societies was launched in 1938 and. in its initial foray, greatly 
advanced by Stig Wikander in his Der arische Manner bunk, a book 
which has only begun to receive its due (in the so-called humaniries 
the denial of an advance for twenty-five or thirty years is the usual 
practice, if not a commendable one); that study has recently been 
brilliantly continued by Geo Widengren in his book Der Feudalismus 
im alten Iran (1969), especially in chapters 1-4. The Germans of 
antiquity and of the early Middle Ages knew of such Mdnnerbmde; 
but the double value—sovereign and warrior—assumed by their 
patron 6ainn, in these societies also, led to a characterization on two 
levels, thus constituting an original type. Shortly before Wikander's 
book, in 1935, Otto Hofler dealt with societies of this kind in the hrsE 
volume—the only one to be published—of his Kultische Geheimbtinde 
der Germanen. A variety of articles, some of them short but full of 
substance, have recently opened up numerous avenues within this 
domain: connections between the warrior and the king, the mystique 
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of the warrior, etc. .Among these are: Andreas Alfoldi, "Konigsweihe 
und Mannerbund bci den Achamcniden" (Sc/iwei^. Arc/iiv/iir Vo\ks-
feunde 48 [ i 9 5 i ] : i i - i 6 ) ; Lucien Gerschel, " C o r i o l a n " {Hommage d 
iMCitn Fefrvre 2 [1953] 133-40); and, in the line of descent from J . W. 
Hauer's tine works Der Vr&Kya (1927) and Der Yoga (1958), Herbert 
Fischer's "Indogermanischer Kriegeryoga" (Fest5c/tn/l Wa/ter Hdnrkh. 
[1953]: 65-97). French scholars, especially, have concentrated on 
Greek traditions of the same kind. In particular, Francis Vian, who 
took up the problem, with special reference to the gigantomachles, at 
the point to which it was brought by Henri Jcanmaire, has recently 
presented his discoveries under the title " La fonction guerri^re dans 
la mythologie grecque" in Jean-Pierre Vernant's collective work, 
?roh\&mts At \a guerre dans la Grece ancienne (1968, pp. 53-60). My 

personal part in these investigations consists only of an article in 
Journal asiatique (241 [1953]: 1-25), an attempt to demonstrate that in 
the Zoroastrian rcinterpretation of Indo-Iranian mythology the 
Marut (as they were understood by Wikander) are relieved of their 
post by the immense horde of the FravaSi. 

Then there are the connections between the nature mytholog)' and 
the social mythology of the second level or. to put it more simply, in 
the context of India, the double value of Indra and the Marut, at once 
the models for earthly warriors and the divinities of thunder and 
storm, the latter with their terrible manifestations and their fortunate 
consequences. Though it is erroneous to regard Indra's connection 
with fecundity as his most important feature, as Johann Jakob Meyer 
did in his learned but confused Trilogie allindischer Mcichle und Feste 

der Vegetation (1937; see the assessment by Jan Gonda, " T h e Indra 
Festival according to the Atharvavedins," Jowrna/ of the American Ori
ental Society 87 [1967]: 413-29), there was, nonetheless, within the god 
a natural propensity in that direction, just as there was in the Norwe
gian j?6rr, "goodman Jjorr," "j)6rr the peasant" (the "Hora ga l les " of 
the Lapps), and, to a lesser degree, in the thunder god Jupiter of the 
Roman viticulturists. (Another problem, which can only be formu
lated in passing since it remains, with diverse solutions, peculiar to 
a few societies, is the passage of the thunderbolt, or the mythical wea
pon which corresponds to it, into the hands of a god of the first level— 
MiSra, Zeus, Jupiter.) In short, Indra is a complex god, one whose 
main outlines can be properly appreciated in the late Herman L o m -
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mel's Der arische Kriegsgott (1939). and which has been studied com
paratively by Franz-Rolf Schroder in his article " Indra, Thor und 
Herakles" (Zeilschrifl fUr deutsche Philologie 76 [1957]: 1 -4 1 ) . For my 
part, I have encountered the "nature-society" problem only in one 
case—a striking one: in the Nart legends of the Ossets where the hero 
Batraz, who has certainly inherited a part of the mythology of the 
Scythian war god Ares, includes among his traits, on his passage from 
birth to death through numerous epiphanies, those of a genie of the 
storm (Legendes sur les Nartes [1930], note 3, pp. 179-89, "Mythes 
d 'orage" ; cf. Mythe et epopee i[i968]:57o-75). 

Then, too, there are the rapports of the warrior function with 
youth, with the iuuenes—at once both a social age group and an organ 
entrusted with a society's chances for durability or renovation— 
whose name was shown by Emile Benvcniste, in 1937, to have an 
etymological connection with the notions of "vital force"—Vedic 
dyu{s), Greek alwv—and "eternity"—Latin aeuom—{Bulletin de la 
Societi de Linguistique de Paris 308:103-12). From the traditions of many 
ItaUan towns that proclaim as their founders a band of iuuenes led by 
an animal consecrated to Mars, from such Germanic legends as the 
origin of the Lombards, the idea emerges that the opposition of age 
groups figured frequently as a contributing factor to the expansion of 
the Indo-Europeans. First raised in 1939 in Mythes et dieux des Germains 
(chap. 5, "Conflits d'ages et migrations," pp. 65-78), the question will 
presently be explored in depth. 

It would be easy to prolong this sampling. One could mention, for 
instance, the connections between the warrior ideolog)' with its social 
manifestations and the various realia, notably the arms, above all the 
war chariot. But it has served to call attention to the variety and 
dimension of the problems posed by the second function, and, by the 
same token, to reduce to their proper place the three "aspects " that 
are to be dealt with in this book. 

The first two essays, with considerable alterations and new notes, 
reproduce the two parts of a book that appeared in 1956 from Presses 
Universitaires de France, in the Bibliotheque de I'Ecole Pratique des 
Hautes Etudes, Section des Sciences Religieuses, vol. 68, under the title 
Aspects de lafonction guerriire che^ les Indo-Europeens. The Wissenschaft-
liche Buchgesellschaft of Darmstadt published a somewhat modified 
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edition in 1964, rendered into German by Dr. Inge Kock. The third 
essay revives and rounds out some older publications: sections of two 
chapters from Mythes et dieux des Germains (1939), and several articles 
from Revue de I 'Histoire des Religions. This unitary' publication of re
vised studies constitutes part of the general updating in which I have 
been engaged for the past five years, in an effort to prepare for the 
inevitable autopsy as proper a cadaver as possible, that is, to deliver to 
the critic of the near future, in an organized and improved form, the 
results of the endeavors, of varying success, carried out over the past 
thirty years. The book thus takes its place in what will be my last 
series of publications, neither program nor Vorarbeiten but a balancing 
of accounts, alongside La religion romaine archaique (1966; translated as 
Archaic Roman Religion [Chicago, 1970]; here cited as RRA), Mythe et 
epopie, volume i (1968; here cited as ME i) and volume 2 (in preparation), 
[dies romaines (1969), and two books which will appear later: a defini
tive Jupiter Mars Quirinus and a Thiologie de la souverainete. 

I have left these three studies in sketchlike form, stressing only what 
is essential and reducing the references and notes, and the discussions 
too, to what is strictly necessary: the materials used are in the public 
domain, and the novelty is only in the way they are brought together 
or set in order. When he comes to the allusions implied in certain 
phrases, the informed reader will recognize that everything which is 
not cited or discussed is not necessarily ignored. Encouraged by some 
happy experiences, and despite more numerous disappointments, I 
continue to hope that for each Indo-European province there will be 
specialists, better equipped than the comparativist but sensitive to the 
comparative reasoning that has led to the picture submitted to them, 
who will reconsider the treatment of the portion that concerns them, 
refining the detail and exploring more fully, uncovering implications 
which, by giving substance to new comparative inquiries, would 
make for new Indo-European formulations. 

The method will become sufficiently clear from the expositions 
themselves: it is unnecessary to theorize about it here. I shall content 
myself with emphasizing an obstinate and settled opinion, which is 
not a postulate but the conclusion drawn from a great deal of research, 
and which underlies all my discussion of Indian material: xYitl^gVeda, 
the Vedic literature in its entirety, does not yield all the mythology 
that India inherited from her Indo-Iranian or Indo-European past. 
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Often what is read in the epics either as estabhshed Vedic myths or as 
myths absent from the R.gVeda is actually a rejuvenated form, of a 
para-Vedic, pre-Vedk tradition. The hymns, therefore, do not offer 
the only material that may be utilized in comparisons, nor even, at 
certain points, is this the best material. This was demonstrated most 
generally by Wikander, in 1947, in his article on the Pandava and the 
mythic background of the Mahabharata (in Swedish, Religion och Bibel 
6:27-39), which the first part of Mythe et epopee I (31-257) merely 
develops. Up to now few Vedicists seem to know of it. Yet there it is, 
and the future belongs to whoever takes it into account. 

This, moreover, is just a particular case of a larger necessity. In 
India as elsewhere, one must often abandon one's attempt to deter
mine among the attested versions of a mythical narrative the one 
form from which all the others, whether contemporary or later, have 
supposedly derived. Even from the most ancient times variants have 
existed, each as legitimate as the next. By the same token, narratives 
about similar but distinct subjects—for example, Indra's various 
battles—have many times, even before the first documents, resulted 
in mixed forms, some more stable than others, and not unlike those 
encountered today by the student of folklore and living oral tradition 
in general. Philology's claim to such documents is certainly legitimate, 
but as to the derivations, osmoses, confusions, contradictions, and 
so on, these call more for the observational and analyric techniques 
of the folkiorist. 

I am happy that the University of Chicago Press has decided to 
make this collection of essays known to American and other English-
speaking readers at the same time that it is being published in France; 
happy also to have met in Atf Hiitebeitel a skillful interpreter whose 
command of the subject has allowed him to rethink it while trans
lating. I warmly thank the Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes (Section 
des Sciences Religieuses) for permitting me to revise, and to repubUsh 
outside of its Collection, a work, now out of print, which first appeared 
under its imprint. 

Princeton, Institute for Advanced Study 
October 1968 



F I R S T P A R T 

SERVICES 

The Epic of Tullus Hostilius 

and the Myths of Indra 



MYTH AND EPIC 

" A land that has no more legends," says the poet, " is condemned to 
die of cold," This may well be true. But a people without myths is 
already dead. The function of that particular class of legends known as 
myths is to express dramatically the ideology under which a society 
lives; not only to hold out to its conscience the values it recognizes and 
the ideals it pursues from generation to generation, but above all to 
express its very being and .structure, the elements, the connections, 
the balances, the tensions that constitute it; to justify the rules and 
traditional practices without which everything within a society would 
disintegrate. 

These myths may be of diverse types. With respect to their origin, 
some are drawn from authentic events and actions in a more or less 
stylized fashion, embellished, and set forth as examples to imitate; 
others are literary fictions incarnating important concepts of the 
ideology in certain personages and translating the relations between 
these concepts into the connections between various figures. With 
respect to their settings and to the cosmic dimensions of the scenes, 
some are located outside the narrow confines and the few centuries 
of national experience; they adorn a remote past or future and inac
cessible zones where gods, giants, monsters, and demons have their 
sport; others are content with ordinary men, with familiar places, 
and with plausible eras. But all these narratives have one and the 
same vital function. 

The comparative investigation of the oldest Indo-European civiliza
tions which has been going on for about thirty years has had to take 
into account both this functional unity of the myths and this variety of 
mythic types. In particular, it at once became apparent that the 
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Romans are not, after all, a people without mythology—as the 
textbooks, alas, still delight in characterizing them—but rather that, 
for them, mythology, and tn fact a very ancient mythology' in large 
part inherited from Indo-Huropean times, while it has been destroyed 
at the level of theolog}', has prospered under the form of history. The 
test has been applied in several particularly important instances. 
The narratives and the types of personages, and the very structures 
of the traditions concerning these personages, which, either totally 
or in their essential features, were ascribed by the Indians and the 
Germans to the divine world, have been rediscovered in the Roman 
setting with the same structure and the same lesson, but ascribed 
exclusively to men, and to men who bear typical Roman names, 
belonging to authentic gentes. Roman ideology thus offers itself 
to the observer on two parallel planes which have only rare and 
narrow points of contact; on one level, a theology, neat and simple 
in every area of which we have any knowledge, defining abstractly, 
ordering a hierarchy, and, according to these definitions, setting up 
groups of powerful gods, bur gods without adventures; on the other 
level, a history of origins tracing the significant adventures of men 
who, in their character and function, correspond to these gods. 

Let us consider the central motif of Indo-Kuropean ideology, the 
conception according to which the world and society can live only 
through the harmonious collaboration of the three stratified functions 
of sovereignty, force, and fecundity. In India, this conception is ex
pressed at once in divine and human terms, in a theological ensemble 
and an epic ensemble; but the gods no less than the heroes are 
portrayed as having colorfiil adventures, or at least as performing 
deeds or interventions which express their essences, their tasks, and 
their relations. 

At the first level of Vedic theology, the two principal sovereign 
gods, Varuiia, the all-powerful magician, and Mitra, the contract 
personified, have created and organized the worlds, with their plan 
and their overall mechanisms; at the second level, Indra, the physically 
powerful god, is engaged in a number of magnificent duels, con
quests, and victories; at the third level, the twins Nasacya are the 
heroes of a whole series of brief but well-defined scenes, which con
tinually bring into relief their qualities of bestowing health, youth. 
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wealth, and happiness. A parallel is found in the epic material from 
the Mahabharata, which became established only later but which 
has been shown by Stig Wikander• to have prolonged a very andent 
and partially pre-Vedic tradition; Pandu and his five putative sons, 
by their character and by their actions and adventures, develop the 
same ideology of the three functions: Pandu and the eldest of the 
Pandava, Yudhi?thira, both of them kings in distinction from the 
others, incarnate the two aspects—Varunian and Mitrian—of sover
eignty; the second and third Pandava, Bhima and Arjuna, incarnate 
two aspects—brutal and chivalrous—of the warrior's force which the 
^gVeda brings together in the solitary Indra; the fourth and fifth sons, 
the twins Nakula and Sahadeva, incarnate several of the qualities of 
the divine twins: benevolence, humility, readiness to serve, and also 
skill in the breeding of cattle and horses. 

India thus presents a double mythical expression of the trifitnctional 
ideology, both in the adventures of her gods and in those of her heroes. 
The study of the connections between these two mythologies has 
only begun, but it is now known that, in part at least, they overlap. 
It was shown in 1 9 5 4 ^ that one of the V^edic exploits of the warrior 
god Indra, his duel with the Sun god, has a precise analogue in one of 
the epic exploits of the warrior hero Arjuna: just as Indra, in the duel, 
is the victor because he "detaches" or "pushes d o w n " one of the 
wheels of the solar chariot, so Arjuna, the .son of Indra, in the eighth 
book of the Mahabharata, succeeds against Karna, son of the Sun, only 
because one of the wheels of the latter*s chariot sinks itself miracu
lously into the ground. Hive years later, the whole staff of sovereignty 
was similarly recognized as transposed into the figures of the king 
Yudhi?thira, his father, and his two uncles.^ 

In the Roman context, another tableau, a documentation of another 
form, is evolved. Theologically, the three functions are well expressed 
and patronized, in their hierarchy, by the gods of the pre-Capitoline 

1. " Pandavasagan och Mahabhara tas myt iska fftrutsattningar," Religion Bitwl6(i947): 
27-39; developed in Mylhe et ipopie i ; 53-102. T h e first v o l u m e of Mythe et ipopee, hereafter 
cited as j V I K i , was pubhshcd in 1968. 

2. "Karija et les Papijava," OrientjiUa Su^iami j (19^4) = (MSanges H. S. Nyberg, pp . 
60-66: comple ted (part icularly by the t h e m e of ihe two mothe r s , c o m m o n to the Sun 
and to Karoa) in .ME i : 115-44. 

.3. " L a transpcsit ion des dieux souverains mineu r s en heros dans le M a h a b h a r a t a , " 
Inda-lraniitn Journal 3 (i959):i-i6. T h e investigation, extended co other figures in the 
p o e m , resul ted in t h e first pa r t of M £ 1 : 3 1 - 157 . 
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4 . S. Wikander , "Su r le fonds c o m m u n indo-iranien des €popies de la Perse et de ITnde," 
la Scuvelte Ctio 7 (1950): 310-19. 

5. Most recently, ME 1 :271-74. 
6 . T h e passage of the sixth book of the Aeneid in which Anchises describes t h e future 

founding kings of Rome to Aeneas contains excellent definitions of these functions, each 
wi th veritable key words : 

triad, those of the major flamens. But having observed that Jupiter 
and his variant Dius Fidius represent the two aspects of sovereignty, 
" p o w e r " and " l a w , " that Mars is the strong warrior god, and that 
Quirinus expresses and guarantees directly, or serves through his 
flamen, certain important aspects of the third function (the social 
mass and vigilant peace; agricultural prosperity), one has exhausted 
what may be said about these divine figures. Their connection is to 
be found in their hierarchy, their entire being in their definitions, and 
these definitions leave no place for any narrative accounts. 

In contrast, this dramatic unfolding of character, which is lacking 
to the gods, forms the very scaffolding of epic, of an epic—accepted 
as history by Titus Livius and by Plutarch, the former with reticence, 
the latter with devotion—the history of Rome's first kings. Here we 
have a sequential history, for Roman mythology has not assembled 
her " trifunctional heroes," like the Mahabkdrata, into a group of 
contemporaries, of brothers hierarchized so that the first alone is 
king and the others his specialized auxiliaries. As seems to have very 
soon been the case in the Iranian epic also,'* Roman tradition has 
distributed them in time, in a succession of kings each of whom, by 
his character, his founding actions, his entire life, expresses and adds 
to the common undertaking one of the functions, or an aspect of 
one of the functions, necessary to the welfare of the society. 

Although the significant character and structure of the first reigns 
has been analyzed several times in the past thirty years,^ it is worth 
reconsidering here, since one of those reigns, that of Tullus, will be 
the object of our new research. 

But let us first observe—and we cannot insist on it too strongly— 
that the " s y s t e m " formed by the first kings of Rome is not one of our 
own findings; the Romans comprehended it, explicated it, admired 
it as a system, and saw in it the effect of divine benevolence: we have 
only had to take notice of their own sentiment.* Florus ( 1 . 8 ) , in his 
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R O M U L U S ( V V . 7 8 r - 8 i ) : 

Fn huius, nate, auspiciis iUa iitduta Roma 
i m p e r i u m terris, animos aequabit Olympo. 

N U M A P O M P I L I U S ( V V . S O S - I I ) : 

Quis prociil ilU autem ramis tnii^nLs oUuae 
sacra/erens? nosco crinis incanaqut menta 
regis Romani, primam qui Icgibus vrbem 
fitndabit 

T O L L U S HosriLiL-s 8 u - i s ) ; 

...cui deinde subibit 
oUa qui rumpet patriae residesqw^ mmiebit 
Tullus in a r m a uiros ct ifltti diswew triumphii 
agmina 

A N C U S M A R C I U S ( V V . 815-16): 
Quern iusta sequitur iactantior Ancus, 

nunc quoque iam nimium gaudens popu l adbus auris. 
Cf. Fiorus, Epitome, i.S (presenting a different aspect of Ancus): 

Nam quid Romub ardeni ius ? tail opus fitit, ut insmderel rsgnum. Quid Suma religiosius? 
Ita res poposdl, ut ferox pepului d e o r u m m e t u miligarmir. Quid iJle militiae artifex 
TuUus ? beWatorihus uirii qmm necessaTius, u t acucrct ratione u i r t u t e m ! Quid acdificator 
A n c u s , H i urbem coioma exiendertt, pome iungeret, mure tuerelur.... 

"Recapirulation" of the royal history, before characterizing each 
reign by a phrase, says justly and emphatically that this initial growth 
of Rome was effected under personages quodam fatorum industria tarn 
uariis ingenio nt rei publicae ratio et utilitas postulabat. Before him 

the Laelius of the De repubiica (2.21) had remarked, basing his 
authority on Cato: perspicuom est quanta in singulos reges rerum bomrum 

et utilium fiat accessio. 

Rome thus concentrated her beginnings, the pre-Etruscan ages, as 
a progressive formation in several stages, the solicitude of the gods 
bringing forth each time a king of a new type, founder of new 
institutions, in tune with the need of the moment. And it has been 
shown that these stages correspond to the Varunian aspect, then 
to the Mitrian aspect, of the function of sovereignty—creative and 
terrible power, organizing and benevolent authority—; to the 
function of martial force; and to certain facets of the complex 
third function. These kings, then, are: ( i) Romulus, the demigod of 
mysterious birth and childhood, creator of the city, the redoubtable 
king armed with axes, rods, and bonds; (2) Numa the wise, the 
religious and totally human founder of cults, priesthood, and laws; 
( 3 ) Tullus Hostilius, the exclusively warlike leader, offensive, who 
gives Rome the military instrument of power: and ( 4 ) Ancus Marcius, 
the king under whom there was a large increase in the Roman plebs 
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and in commercial opulence, and who made war only when com
pelled for Rome's defense.'' 

This functional interpretation of the founding kings has been 
generally accepted for the first three: the obviously deliberate anti
thesis between Romulus and Numa, recalling the two opposite yet 
necessary aspects of the first function, and the wholly warUke charac
ter of Tullus, demand little discussion. It has been otherwise for the 
fourth king, .^ncus Marcitis, Despite the anachronisms that have long 
been recognized in the work attributed to him, one cannot help 
having the impression that it is with Ancus Mardus that historical 
authenticity begins to carry some appreciable weight in the traditions; 
that he represents, in the series of kings, the point at which a purely 
fictitious history, which is intended merely to explain, is welded to a 
history retouched, reevaluated, to be sure, but in its inception genuine 
and recorded. This sort of coming to earth of the speculations that a 
people or a dynasty makes upon its past is always a delicate point 
for the critic: Upon what ordinal term, for example, in the series of 
Ynglingar—those descendants of the god Freyr who little by little 
become the very real kings of the Swedish Upland, then of southern 
Norway—must the human mantle first be placed? The matter con
tinues to be debated, and there is considerable divergence of opinion. 
Mutatis mutandis, it is just the same for .Ancus, so that one hesitates— 
and many evince some reluctance—to recognize, even in one part of 
his " history " or a part of his character, a last fragment of a pseudo his
tory of mythical origin only intended to illustrate the successive ap
pearances of the three functions.'' 

Whatever may be the epic expression of the third function, which 
always presents complicated and sometimes elusive problems since it 
is itself multiform, the interpretation of the first two functions and 
their representatives, the two founders Romulus and Numa and their 
immediate successor Tullus, is assured. That alone will suffice for 
the problem we shall now take up. 

In a little book, inordinately praised by some, denounced by others as 
outrageous, which has nevertheless survived more than a quarter-
century of self-criticism, the "mil i tary function" of king Tullus has 

7. T h e aspecls of the third fuiiaiori found in .^ncus have been set forth in D u m i z i l , 
Tarpeia (1947), pp . 176-82 ("Ancus, la guerre , la paix et I '^conomie") , 181-89 ("Ancus ei 
U p l6be") , 189-93 ("Ancus et la troisidme fonct ion") ; cf. ME I ;J8O -8I . 
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been followed in detail, in his character, in his institutions, and in his 
career. Horace et les Curiaces presents him as follows. 

The chapter of Florus' Epitome which concerns him, and which retains 
only what is essential (1.3), begins in these terms: "Numa Pompilius was 
succeeded by Tullus, to whom the kingship was voluntarily offered out of 
respect for his courage. It was he who founded all military discipline and the 
art of warfare. So when he had wondrously trained the soldiers [iuuentus] of 
Rome, he ventured to challenge the Albans, an important and for a long 
time a leading people Livy (1.22.20) depicts the king himself as a 
typical iuuenis: "This monarch was not only unlike the last [the pacific 
Numa], but was actually more warlike [ferocior] than Romulus had been. 
Besides his youth and strength, the glory of his grandfather [the most pres
tigious of Romulus' companions] was also an incentive to him. So, thinking 
that the nation was growing decrepit from inaction, he sought excuses even'-
where for stirring up war Tullus is so much the specialist of war, and 
more particularly of the military life and of the mihtary formation, that, 
again according to Livy (1.31.5), even when Rome was afflicted with a pesti
lence, "no respite from service was allowed by the warlike king who believed, 
besides, that the young men [iuuenes] were healthier in the field than at 
home " Finally, fiis entire funeral eulogy consists in a single phrase: 
magna gloria belli regnauit annos duos et Iriginta. Four centuries later, offering 
a bird's-eye view to the history of the world, the Christian Orosius was to 
reiterate this constant tradition in three words: Tulius Hostilius, miiitaris rei 

instilutor 

On the strength of this functional definition of the third king of 
Rome, we attempted in 1942, in the book referred to above, to inter
pret the most celebrated episode in the reign of Tullus—the duel 
between Horace and the Curiaces—in the light of the comparadve 
study of the myths, legends, and rituals associated, among other Indo-
European peoples, with the same funcrion, that of the warr ior . " It 
.seemed to us that this little drama in three scenes—the duel against 
the three brothers from which one of the three Roman champions 
emerges, alone, but victorious; the cruel scene where the warrior, in 
the intoxication and excess of triumph, kills his sister before the gates 
of the city for her crime of revealing the feminine weakness of a lover's 

8. Translation of Edward Seymour Foster (Loeb Claisical Library, 1929). 
9. Citations from Livy are from the translation by B. O. Foster, (Loeb Classical Library, 

1919). 
10. Pp . 79-81. 
11. Sec below, p p . 133-38, 
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grief; finally the judgment and the expiations which preserve this 
youthful glory and this youthful force for Rome while effacing its 
blemish—is but the Roman adaptation, reduced to the usual cate
gories of experience, emptied of its mysterious causality, and colored 
in accordance with Roman morality, of a series of scenes readily com
parable to that in an Ulster legend which constitutes the story of the 
first combat, the initiatory combat, of the celebrated hero Cuchulainn. 
Still a child, Cuchulainn makes his way to the frontier of his country, 
provokes and defeats the three sons of Ncchta, constant enemies of 
the Ulates; then, beyond himself, in a frightful and dangerous state of 
mystical/uror bom of combat, he returns to the capital where a 
woman—the queen—tries to calm him by the crudest of sexual 
propositions, Cuchulainn spurns the offer, but, while he looks aside, 
the Ulates succeed in seizing him and plunging him in gigantic vats of 
cold water which literally extinguish him; henceforth, in order to 
reinvigorate himself when combat demands, and so as not to imperil 
his own people, he will keep in reserve this gift offuror which renders 
him invincible and which is the precious result of his initiation,'^ 

A consideration of the Irish account and the ritual realities which it 
preserves, placed side by side with the purely literary work of Horace, 
is the subject of our 1942 study. There we proposed a " m o d e l " of 
evolution to provide an understanding of the passage from one style 
to the other: once the/uror which had been the savage ideal and the 
grand manner of the Italic warriors of prehistory (as it remained that 
of the warriors of Celtic and Germanic epic) '^had been depreciated for 
the sake of legionary discipline, the scenes of the narrative, while 
retaining their order of succession, were articulated differently, took 
another point of attack. Passions of the soul took the place of mystical 
forces; a justified and alnrost reasonable anger, provoked from 
without and following the exploit, was subsrituted for the physical 
and spontaneous exaltation of the entire being in the course of the 
exploit; and, above all, the confrontation of aggressive virility with 

12. Against a s t range interpretat ion <H. J, Rose) of the legend of t h e Horaces and ilie 
Curiaces, tying this legend in wi th the places men t ioned (Tigi i lum soror ium, Pila Horat ia , 
etc.), and of the adjective sororius itself, sec in the G e r m a n edition of this book (1964). 
p p . i T - 2 1 , a polemical note which I will no t reproduce here bu t which is still complccel) ' 
valid, 

13, T h e warrior 's furor (Irish ferg, Horn. Greek i^vo^, etc.) is the subject of the first 
chapter of Horace les Curiacei (Paris, 194^), pp , n - 3 3 -
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unleashed femininity abandoned the troubled regions of sex and took 
the form of a moving moral conflict between a homicidal brother 
and a widowed sister. 

It is only in the conclusion of the book (pp. 126-34) that, passing 
beyond this limited comparison, we mentioned that the exploits of 
Cuchulainn and Horace are two variants, or rather two neighboring 
forms of one and the same variant, of a ritual or mythical exploit 
known from other examples in the literatures of several Indo-Euro
pean peoples; the combat, fraught with consequences, of a god or 
hero against an adversary endowed with some form of triplicity. 
Significantly, the Indo-Iranian tradition knows of other expressions, 
similar in intent, of the same theme: on the one hand, Indra's duel, 
or the duel of a hero he is protecting, with a tricephalic being; on 
the other, ©raetaona's battle with another monster formed from the 
same mold.^^ 

These results are valuable. It remains true that the Irish version, 
humane and pseudo-historical like the Latin, is the most apt to help 
explain some important details, especially all that relates, or has 
related in the probable prehistoric form of the story, to the notion of 
furor. However, less striking at first glance because less colorful, are 
certain correspondences between the defeat of the Indian Tricephal 
and that of the Curiaces which illuminate both of these in a more 
philosophical light, and open perspectives upon the warrior function 
that are far deeper than those disclosed by the legend of Cuchulainn. 
Moreover, almost the entire legend of King Tullus Hostilius has, 
from one stage to the next, found its parallel in the most famous 
exploits of the god Indra. Thus, between Rome and India, that re
markable and profound identity—first observed at the level of 
Romulus and Varuna, Numa Pompilius and Mitra—will extend itself 
to the second cosmic and social level, both in the ideology and in 
its mythical expression. 

Let us now go back to the adventure of the young Horace, con
queror of the triple opponent, and confront it with a structured 
series of Indian materials. 

14. Sec below, p . 135, n. 45. 
15. See below, p p . 157-60. 



I 
THE " H O R A T I I " } 

AND THE "APTYA" 

In all the other episodes of his warrior career, the leading role belongs 
as it must to Tullus, the master warrior, the man who has given his 
young army its admirable training. Against the Veians, against the 
Sabincs, he will hold sway as he did previously in the definitive 
settlement of the fate of Alba. He steps aside only once, but at one 
of the most crucial moments : when it comes to the point of conquer
ing the Latin empire, it is the survivor of the three Horaces who gives 
it to Rome, and to Tullus her king. 

Indeed, Tullus negotiates with the Alban chief for the combat 
between the two sets of triplets, substituting it for a wholesale battle. 
It is he who establishes the conditions, accompanies the three Roman 
combatants and encourages them; and after the victory, it is he who 
receives the triumphant Horace, helps him to escape the consequences 
of his homicidal excess, celebrates a triumph, and reaps, with Alba's 
submission, the political benefit of the victory. But it is not he who 
fights. Ferocior Romuh. he does not, however, enter into a duel with 
another leader like the one who adorns the legend of Romulus 
and brings forth the first spoha opima. 

Dionysius of Halicarnassus would appear to have sensed some 
difficulty here, for in the interview at which the combat between 
the Horaces and the Curiaces is worked out he has the Roman king 
make the following proposition to the Alban: 

For Tullus desired that the fate of the war might be decided by the smallest 
possible number of combatants, the most distinguished man among the 
Albans fighting the bravest of the Romans in single combat, and he cheerfully 
offered himself to fight for his own country, inviting the Alban leader tc 

I Z 
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emulate him. He pointed out that those who have assumed the command 
of armies' combats for sovereignty and power arc glorious, not only when 
they conquer brave men, but also when they are conquered by the hrave; 
and he enumerated all the generals and kings who had risked their lives for 
their country, regarding it as a reproach to them to have a greater share of 
the honours than others but a smaller share of the dangers. [3.12.2,]^ 

If we do not witness a replica, then, of the duel between Romulus 
and the king of Caenina, the fault is not that of Tullus, but of his 
interlocutor: 

The Alban, however, while approving of the proposal to commit the fate 
of the cities to a few champions, would not agree to decide it by single com
bat. He owned that when commanders of armies were seeking to establish 
their own power a combat between them for the supremacy was noble and 
necessary, but when states themselves were contending for the first place 
he thought the risk of single combat not only hazardous, but even dishonour
able, whether they met with good or ill fortune. [3.12.3.] 

The controversy and the arguments are from Dionysius, the Greek. 
But they serve well to underline the feature which brings them forth: 
in this case and—spanning the royal history and especially the reign 
of the king who is most typically a warrior—only in this case, an 
important military advantage is secured for Rome by a combatant 
other than the king. Beside the king, delegated and encouraged by 
him, the champion intervenes. 

Mutatis mutandis, India presents an analogous situation, merely 
replacing the relation between king and champion by that between 
god and hero; for the victory over the triple adversary, over the 
tricephalic son of Tvajft", does not refer to "history," but to divine 
my tholog)'. As so often happens, the Rg Vedic hymns contradict them
selves, sometimes attributing the exploit to Indra alone, somerimes 
to Indra aided by Trita Aptya, and sometimes appearing to treat the 
two names as synonymous.^ But this must be the effect of a divine 

1. Citations from The Roman Antiquilies of Dionysius of Halicarnassus are from the 
translation by Karnest Gary (Loeb Classical Library, 1939). This and o ther excerpts from 
the Loeb Classical Library are repr inted by permission of the publishers. Harvard 
LJniversity Press. 

I. w h e n deahng with Tri ta , Namuci , the sins of Indra , etc. , we should no t lose sight 
of the fact that the re need not exist a unique , s tandard tradit ion, bu t ra ther , since Vedic 
t imes , n u m e r o u s variants in keeping with the theme ' s celebri ty and impor tance . Beyond 
the indispensable philological analyses of the Vedic references, in verse and in prose, one 
mus t also investigate t h e m as e thnographers and folklorists usually do wi th their mater ia ls . 
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imperiaJism of which there are other examples, the poet willingly 
attributing to the divinity, whom he praises or prays to, the entire 
accomplishment of feats in which, at first, he took only a part. The 
inverse movement, the dispossession of the god to the advantage of 
the hero, would at all events be less readily conceived. Variations 
like this should not depreciate the value of texts like 10.8.8, even if 
the immediately following strophe restores to Indra the final act 
itself, the decapitation of the monster. 

Trita Aptya, knowing the paternal weapons and urged on by Indra, com
bated the three-headed, seven-bridled being, and, killing him, made off 
with the catde of the son of Tva^tf. 

Thus the principal credit for this act, so necessary to the salvation 
of the gods and the world, falls again to a hero, Trita, only "urged 
on by Indra," indrefitah. This feature is ancient, Indo-Iranian, as the 
Avesta also attributes the exploit to a man rather than a god: A^i 
Dahaka of three heads (the Zohak of the epic) is killed by ©raetaona 
(the Feridun of the epic), whose name is a derivative (with the ever 
puzzling ao) of ©rita, the Iranian form of the Vedic Trita, The only 
thing which refers us back to the Iranian equivalent of the god Indra 
Vrtrahan is that ©raetaona can be assured of victory by partaking 
of both the power of vsr^Bra^na, the ability to shatter the defense, 
and of ama, the assailant force {Yost 14,40). In other words, as Hmile 
Benveniste and Louis Renou have remarked, the hero "draws from 
the god VarsOragna the offensive force which will hurl down the 
dragon."^ But ic is he himself, and not the god, who fights. 

The Indian and the Iranian names for the heroes who kill the 
triple adversary are remarkable; Trita, ©raetaona, Since the ^gVeda, 
Trild—the same word, except for the accent, as the Greek rplros— 
has been understood as " t h i r d , " The Brahmai;ia made him the third 
of three brothers, with artificial names, Ekata, Dvira, Trita, "First , 
Second (cf. dvitiya, av. bitya, old pers. duvitiya). Third , " and already 
^gVeda 8.47,16 associates him at least with Dvita. For his part, in liis 

For [he extent of the variants concerning Tr i ta and his connection wi th Indra , after Abel 
Bcrgaigne, La religion vc'dii;MC i Ci833):325-3o, and H e r m a n n GiJntert, Derarische WeltkSriig 
urui Heiland (1913), p . iS , see Emile Benveniste and Louis Rcnou, Vrtra et VrSragna (1935), 
p . 106, n, r. Vrn'a et Vr$ragna is hereafter cited as V. ec V. 

3. V.etV.,p, i s s i M e b e l o w . p . 115. 
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march against the Triccphal, Ferldun is accompanied by his two 
brothers. In the ^ShNameh, the monster's vizier tells his master of their 
fatal approach in the following terms: 

Three great men with troops have arrived from a foreign land. The one 
that stands between the other two is the youngest, but he has the stature 
of a cypress and the visage of a king. Although he is youngeiit, he is superior 
in dignity and it is he who stands forth amongst them.'* 

The attempts of several modern critics to justify another etymology 
for the name Trita (for example, Trita as " K u r z n a m e " for *Tri-tavan, 
according to Jacob Wackernagel; contra: Jacques Duchesne-Guille-
min)5 have not been convincing, and the majority of scholars hold 
to the meaning " third." One may recognize here an epic application of 
a folkloric motif found frequently in the tales of every continent: 
the youngest of three brothers succeeds where his ciders have failed 
or faltered, or, more generally, he distinguishes himself before them. 
This interpretation is all the more probable since often, in the stories, 
the first two brothers, jealous of the last, seek to make him perish, 
just as Trita, in an itihasa to which there is already a reference in a 
Vedic hymn, is hurled into a well or abandoned in a well by his two 
elder brothers,^ and as Ferldun, in the S^hNAmeh, is forced to outwit 
his two elder brothers when they try to crush him beaeath an 
enormous rock while on their march toward the Tricephal. One need 
only add that this feature must have had a special importance for 
the Indo-Iranian conqueror of the triple adversary, since it gave him 
his name. 

In the Roman version, though his rank is not indicated by his name, 
it is nevertheless a " t h i r d , " the third Horace—the sole survivor of 
the three brothers (Horaces)—who, on his own, kills the "tr iple 
adversary," this time interpreted as a group of three brothers. 

Let us now confine ourselves to setting forth, without seeking 
an interpretation, the formula which sustains the Roman intrigue 
just as it does that of India and Iran: " T h e third kills the triple." ' ' 

4. Reuben Levy, tr.. The Epic of Kings (Chicago: Universiry of Chicago Press, 1967), 
p . 22. 

5. Indogermanische Forschungen 54 (i935):205; Manfred Mayrhofer, Kur^efasstes ety-
mologisches WSrterbuch des Ailindischeji 1 (1956):534-35, s.v. " w o h l ' d e r D r i t t e . ' " 

6. See now ME 1:199-201. 
7 . As :o the Irish hero Cuchulainn, whose " w a r r i o r in i t ia t ion" is also achieved by 

combat wi th a triple adversary (of the R o m a n t y p e : three brothers , the th ree sons of 
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Nechta ; see above p . 9-10, and below pp. r 3 3 - 3 4 ) , t h e characteristic o f t h i rdnes s " is present 
in a r e m a r k a b l e fo rm: Ctjchulainn's conception, unders tood as an incarnation of the god 
Lug, takes place in th ree stages (Ernst Windisch, Irischc Texle i ( 1 8 8 0 ) 1 1 3 8 - 4 0 , second 
version). His m o t h e r Dechtire gives bi r th to a boy who dies very soon; then , re tu rn ing 
from the funeral ce remony, while dr inking, she swallows " a smal l a n i m a l " ; a d r e a m 
reveals it to be identical with the child she has lost, a second form of Lug, but immedia t e ly 
she vomits it forth and again becomes virginal; finally, from her husband she has a third 
cfuld, or ra ther a third fo rm of the s ame . Setanta, who will later take the n a m e Cuchula inn, 
D o g of Cillann. T h u s we get the expression from the. nar ra t ive ; "And he was the child 
of the three years," ecus ba he mac na teuru m-bliaiian in sin. In the case of the Greek hero 
Heracles, conqueror of the triple adversary (Indian t y p e : Geryon has three heads), " t h i r d -
ness" is expressed in a difl'erent but related way, one which turns to tr ipl ici ty: his concep
tion occurred not in three, years and three a t t emp t s , but in one night th ree t imes as long as 
n o r m a l (see below, p . 9 7 - 9 8 ; Diodorus 4 . 9 . 2 : rdi' yap 6ta FJ^i/jyoittrnv 'AXKFI,rfvT) TpnrXaaiav 
TT)y vvKTa TTOi^ai, Kai Tui T r A ^ f l e i t o u npos rriv TraiBomuay dvaXtudeiTos XP"""" -Tpofrqjxijvai 
Tt/y vTTtp^OX^v rqi T O U yeni^BTiaofif'yov ptunijs). Hor Starcathcrus, reduced to a thi rd of his 
original form, see below, chap, 4 , n. 4 ; for BoSvar the third ( two elders partially animal , 
he himself purely h u m a n ) , see pp. 1 4 3 - 4 4 . 

8, If one were to adopt the explanat ion of Jacob Wackernagel (Wackernage l -Debrunner , 
Altindische Grammatik 2 , p i , 2 [ r 9 5 9 ] : 7 o o , § 5 1 3 g, . ' \nm.; cf. Hanns Oerte l . Syntax afCasa 
[ 1 9 2 6 ] , p . 3 2 8 , with a table of supposed derivations, m a k i n g use of a suggestion of Wacker
nagel), who derives Vedic Aptya and Avestan A 8WYA f rom an Indo-Iranian *Atpya, the re 
would still r emain , in the /ac t s at o u r disposal, the definite ritual connection between the 

The Indian legend is not content to name the hero " T h i r d , " and, 
consequently, his brothers " S e c o n d " and "First . " It adjoins to these 
designations a sort of common family name. The Vedic Trita is 
Trild Aptyd', the Brdhmana refer to Ekata, Dvita, and Trita as " t h e 
A p t y a " or, more rarely, " t h e Apya . " This feature is Indo-Iranian as 
well ; the Avestan hero ©raetaona is called ASwyani, in that he is 
from the clan or family of the A6WYA. Whatever may be the diver
gence in the forms, one cannot separate, indeed no critic has separated, 
Aptya from A9WYA, 

The Indians understand Aptya as derived from the theme of ap, 
" w a t e r , " apah, " w a t e r s . " The complex archaic suffix-tya serves above 
all in Vedic Sanskrit to form adjectives and substantives from adverbs 
(nitya, " r e l a t i v e " ; nistya, " s t r a n g e r " ; dpatya, "pos ter i ty " ; sdnutya, 

"d i s tant " ; dviftya, "mani fes t " ; amatya, "belonging to the same 
house") , a formation that does not apply to our present case. But the 
argument does not suffice to dismiss an etymology which, on the 
contrary, is confirmed by ritual acts, surely ancient, in which these 
personages are meptioned and which are in fact based upon the use 
and the qualities of water. As to the Avestan AQwya, which is without 
direct etymology, it must be understood as the deformation of an 
Aptya whose sense was no longer perceived.^ Though we cannot 
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Aptya and the water , which would have favored the t ransformation o f the n a m e into an 
apparent derivation f r o m ap-, " water(s) ," But the hypothetical word *Atpya has a s t range 
form, without significance; Manfred Mayrhofer, {Kur^gefassres eiymahgisch^s Warterhuck 
I [i956], S . V . ) , says r ight ly: "Wahrscheinl ich i.si dplya von apah beinflusst, wenn nicht 
direkt ( t rotz manchen Schwierigkeiten in Iran) als -Ija von diesem hergeleitet Gegen 
T r e n n u n g von AP- (die Wackernagel bei Oertel 3 2 8 gefordert liatte) vgl, mi l richtigen 
G r u n d e n L o m m e l s FESTSCHR. ScJiiflrin^ 3 1 Anm, 2 (auch zu aw. ASWYN)." 

9. Kasten Ronnow, Triia Aplya, einc vcdiichc Gollheit 1 = (Uppsala Universitcts A r s s k r i f t , 

1 9 2 7 ) , p t . 5 . p p . X L \ - X . \ , 

10. See TDTPEIA, p p . 5S-59; M £ 1 : 1 0 4 - 5 . 

11. Marijan Mole, in La le^tnde de Zoroastre selon lis testes PMevis {1967), p . 1 5 7 (referring 
t o H. W. Bailey, ZoToastrian Probtems in the Ninth Century Books [ i 9 4 3 ] ) , wr i tes : " T h e r e is 
n o doub t that the translation o( x''ar3nah by " g l o r y " should be d r o p p e d ; bu t if the t e r m 
is derived from the root ar- " t o obta in ," its m e a n i n g is not s imply " f o r t u n e . " W h a t we 
are really dealing wi th here is the " l o t " a t t r ibu ted t o each m a n in order t o m a k e h im 
able t o FUIRUL his task. This meaning, at the same l ime broader and m o r e precise than 
that postula ted by Mr. Bailey, takes into account all the uses o f the t e r m , notably its 
near equivalence to xviskdrih"; and Mole then refers t o liis 1 9 6 3 b o o k Culte, mylhe el cos-
malogie dans I'Iran anden, p . 4 3 4 . Wi th this in mind , we can consider " g l o r y " as a verbum 
techntcum. 

accept the overexclusive and too naturaHstic views of Kasten Ronnow 
on "Tr i ta Aptya als Wassergottheit," his defense (particularly against 
Hermann Gijntert) of the Indian explanation of Aptya is fully as 
convincing as his critique of the meaning " third," for Trita, is uncon
vincing.^ Now, in the Indo-Iranian apportionment of concepts and 
elements among the three hierarchized functions of sovereignty, 
force, and fecundity, the waters—fertilizing, nourishing, healing, 
cleansing—belong as fundamentally as does the earth to the third 
function. 1 will recall here only that Haurvatat, the Zoroastrian 
sublimation of one of the Nasatya twins, has water for his " associated 
element," and that in the trifunctional title of the trivalent goddess 
Aradvi Sura Anahita, " the Humid, the Strong, the Immaculate," it 
is Aradvl, " t h e Humid, " which gives the differential note for the 
"third function.""* 

In the Iranian tradition, where the coniieaion between the name 
and the waters is forgotten and ^Aptya is corrupted into A6wya, the 
relationship of ©raetaona, and of the AOwya, to the third function is 
nonetheless conserved. One tradition, which we will treat again in 
fuller detail, tells how the x''armak, " the Glory," of Yima abandoned 
him three times or in three stages, each x''ar^nah^^ or each third 
then incarnating itself in a different personage. According to Yost 
19.34-38, these personages are Mi9ra, "©raetaona of the clan (vis) of 
the AOwya, who killed the Tricephal," and the hero Karasaspa, 
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Darmesteter^^ has set forth the grounds for recognizing representa
tives here of the first (MiOra), of the third (©raetaona), and of the 
second (Karssaspa) functions. The ascription is quite clear for MiSra 
and for Karasaspa. For ©raetaona, Darmesteter was disturbed by 
the hero's well-established title of conqueror of the Tricephal— 
mentioned in this very passage—a feat which would seem more likely 
to classify him within the warrior function, under the same heading 
as Karasaspa but with different nuances, than within the third 
function. The learned commentator argued, however, that " t h e 
family of the AOwya seems to have been above all a family of agricul
turalists, for the great number of its members bore names composed 
from the name of the ox . " '^ His insight was a sound one. Another 
variant of the tripartition of the Glory of Yima, more homogeneous 
and in many respects more satisfactory, derived from a lost portion 
of the Avestan corpus, has been conserved in the Denkart^'^; this time, 
it is the text itself which declares the trifunctional interpretation. 
Here then, from the translation which Marijan Mole so kindly 
communicated to me, is the destiny of the third of the Glory which 
pertains to the third function: 

It [the "transmission of the word"] returned, in another epoch, from the 
share allotted by the distribution of Yam's "Glory" to the religious function 
[den pesak] of agriculture, to Freton of the family of Aswyan] the Pehlevi 
name for " ©raetaona of the clan of the ASwya"], when the latter was found 
in the womb of his mother, and thereby he became victorious, [§25] 

And, after menrioning the victory over the Tricephal (§26), the text 
continues: 

By agriculture, the third religious function, he taught men the medicine of 
the body which makes it possible to diagnose the plague and chase away 
sickness. [§27] 

Later we will have a better understanding of this mobilization of 
the third function, by the second, into the zone of .combat—the 
association with the warrior god of a hero who is equally martial 
but named in accordance with a concept from the zone of fertility 

12. LeZend Avesta 2 (1892): 624-26, and nn. 50-56. 
13. Ibid., n. 55. 
14. 7.1.20-36; Edward W. West , Poh/avi Texu 5 = Sacred Books of the East 47 (1897): 

9-15. 
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and still maintaining a connection with this latter zone. For the 
moment, the fact of this mobilization is significant in itself, for it is 
found again in the Roman legend. 

While Livy tells us that historians were in disagreement over the 
question of who—the Horaces or the Curiaces—had been the cham
pions of Rome, he himself conforms to the side unanimously preferred 
by our sources: Rome was represented by the Horatii, and saved 
by the third Horatius. Now, this name is derived, by the complex 
suffix -tius, from Hora, the very name of the goddess who is paired, 
as "spouse," with Quirinus, In other words, Hora is the name of the 
feminine entity who is simply intended to express the essence, or one 
of the essences, of Quirinus, just as Nerio expresses one of the essences 
of Mars—and Quirinus, as we know, figures in the ancient triad as the 
canonical god of the third function. We will soon see that the religious 
service of thegefis Horatia in Roman society corresponds to an impor
tant mythical and liturgical service of the Indian Aptya, a service of 
purification which, as such, belongs to the third function. 

The murder of the Tricephal, son of Tvastf, has in every period of 
Indian tradition been viewed as an ambiguous act: justified, necessary 
either because of certain unspecified dangers threatening the gods or 
because of considerable and clearly specified injuries; but at the 
same time contrary to a moral rule presented in some cases as a 
violation of the Tricephal's rank within the society of superhuman 
beings, in others as an infraction of the kinship which unites him to 
the murderer. 

The Brahmana and the epic literature hold above all the crime of 
brahmanicide, one of the gravest of all crimes: the Tricephal was a 
brahman. And more than just a brahman; he was, despite his demonic 
affinities, the chaplain of the gods. It is in fact in this very role, and 
through its offices, that he betrays them: "PubUcly," says Taittinya-
Samkitd (2 .5,1), " i t is to the gods that he allocated the benefit of the 
sacrifice, but, secretly, he allocated it to the demons" ; and titurgicatly 
only the secret allocation counts,'^ 

As Tva^jf's son, however, he had another connection with the 
gods, which lessens the strangeness of the preceding account: this 

15. See " D e u x irairs du mons t r e Tr icephale mdo-iraniei i ," Revue de rhistoire des religions 
120 Ci939):7-ri , and now MoU, p p . g- io (text), p p . 9-11 (trans.). 
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chaplain of the gods was rheir nephew, their "sister's son," svasri^'a. 
He was one of those beings whom a double kinship relates to both of 
the parties—the asura and the deva, the demons and the gods—who 
dispute over sacrifice and the world. 

The ^gVeda does not articulate the terms with such precision. But 
the theology of the hymns admits readily of an alliance between 
Tvastf and the gods, and the result is the same: the murder of 
Tvastf's son by Trita at Indra's instigation, or by Indra himself, is 
perpetrated in violation of the very bonds which should have pre
vented it. These are the terms in which ^gVeda (2,11 ,19) addresses 
itself to Indra: 

[Unto us] who desire [optative] to win by vanquishing all enemies, the dasyu, 
with your help, with the arya,—unto us [you delivered of old into our hands] 
the son of Tvajtr Visvarupa,—you delivered unto Trita [i.e.. unto one of us, 
to a man like us] [the son] of the being bound by friendship.'* 

This last word, sdkhyd, an adjective of appurtenance derived from 
sakhyd, "friendship," probably concerns Tvajfv- who is related to 
the gods through marriage, yet still their rival. Moreover, the transla
tion " fr iendship" is inadequate, but it is difficult to establish with 
precision the variety of social rclarionship which the word sdkhi— 
probably from the same root as the Latin iocius—signifies. 

The Roman legend, as one can see, admits of a parallel feature. In 
Livy, the Horaces and the Curiaces are described as future brothers-
in-law, one of the Albans being betrothed to the sister of the Romans. 
But Dionysius of Halicarnassus, and there is no reason to think that 
this is his own invention, adds consanguinity to this bond: the three 
Horaces and the three Curiaces are first cousins, their two mothers 
being sisters, daughters of the Alban Sicinius. For their Roman 
adversaries, the Curiaces are ambiguous beings, represenring and 
sustaining the power hostile to Rome, yet united to them personally, 
on the feminine side, by the closest bonds of kinship. 

16. One could also t ranslate the second half of the s t rophe by giving a different sense 
to the dative which opens verse 3 and to the one which ends verse 4; " I t is for us, for our 
benefit, tha t you have delivered Visvarupa, the son of Tvaj t r , [ the son] of the being bound 
[to you] by friendship, over to Tr i t a . " The o the r construction and the o ther mean ing 
proposed for jafehyrfjyd ( . , . " t o Tr i ta . [ m e m be rj of the fr iendship-group") are i m p r o b a b l e ; 
sdkhydsya, in line 4, is m o r e readily connected wi th the genitive included in the p a t ronymic 
tvditrdM and. thus detached, isolated for effect, it Suggests the idea: "even though he was 
the son of a being bound to you by fr iendship." 
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In Indian myrhology this natural and social situation results in the 
gravest consequences. The ^gVeda, a book of eulogies and invocations, 
does not, indeed could not, emphasize this troublesome side of the 
necessary exploit accomplished or patronized by Indra: how could 
the allusion (in 2, 1 1 , 19) to the sakhyd between the murderer and his 
victim be fraught with reproach when the author of the hymn men
tions Trita's exploit only to ask Indra for more help of the same 
kind? Nonetheless, all the later literature is in agreement on one 
point: Indra's victory, or that of Indra and Trita, produces a stain. 

The Roman legend, as recounted in the third book of Dionysius, 
elegantly avoids this consetiuence. The subtle text deserves apprecia
tion, despite its verbosity. When the Alban dictator Mettius Fuffetius 
tells Tullus that divine providence has prepared these two groups 
of triplet cousins—equal in beauty, force, and courage—to serve the 
two cities as champions, the Roman king responds that the idea is 
good; but he makes an objection on principle: it would not conform 
to divine law, OATOV, for cousins, fed on the same milk, to take up 
arms against each other. And if their respective chiefs should compel 
them to execute these sacrilegious murders, FJ.TAT<F>OVELV, the stain 
produced by the shedding of familial blood, t o e / x ^ u ' A t o f AYOS, t o 

AVYY^VK FJ-LAAFMI, would fall to those responsible, Metrius Fuffetius 
has foreseen the difficulty: to prevent any stain upon the chiefs and 
the cities, it is necessary and sufficient that the combatants fight 
voluntarily. And so, with this in mind, he has already consulted the 
Curiaces, who have accepted with enthusiasm (15.3-4). In turn, 
Tullus addresses himself to the Horaces, leaving their choice entirely 
free. They put the quesrion to their father, who again leaves it entirely 
up to them. Then the eldest of the three brothers makes this reflec
tion: " A s for the bond of kinship with our cousins, we shall not be 
the first to break it, but since it has already been broken by fate, 
we shall acquiesce therein. For if the Curiatii esteem kinship less than 
honour, the Horatii also will not value the ties of blood more highly 
than va lour " (17,4-5). Thus, in the last analysis, the sole bearers of 
the €|J^<F>VXLOV DYOG are the Curiaces, Not only do Rome and her king 
avoid stain by not compelling their champions, but so do the cham
pions themselves by establishing juridically that the bond has already 
been broken in the choice taken by their partners. Yet this does not 
prevent the host of spectators, less expert at sophisms, from blaming 
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the chiefs (18.3), at the moment when the champions come forth, 
for "great heartlessness, in that, when it was possible to decide the 
battle with other champions, they had limited the combat on behalf 
of the cities to men of kindred blood and compelled the pollution 
of fratricide (ETV «V<̂ VATOC alfia Kal (jvyy€viK6v ayos)." 

We are well aware of the revenge which the famiUal blood will 
take in the course of the story. The young, viaorious Horace will 
kill his sister, herself as guilty of ambiguous behavior as the Indian 
Tricephal—Roman in race and name, Alban at heart, in words and 
tears: fj.iad6€X<f>€ Kal ava^la TUiv npoyovojv (21.6). the "executlonet" 

will say to her, piercing her with his sword. This episode is without 
parallel in the Indian plot. Moreover, it brings an element into play 
that is foreign to the action of Trita: anger or indignation. As we 
suggested above, such a disposition is itself a psychological and 
probably specifically Roman transposition of the/«ror—both physical 
and supernatural—which, in Indo-European times, was engendered 
by combat in the warrior elite, a power experienced and put to use 
by Indra and his Marut companions in numerous circumstances, 
although not in the one under discussion. The conflict between the 
brother and the sister, the loving woman and the triumphant 
warrior, the provocation of the one and the excessive violence of 
the other are the end result of a different " t h e m e of the second 
function," added to the one—juridico-religious in nature—that we 
arc now analyzing, and this secondary theme has attached to itself 
the notion of stain, which was inherent in the first: the young Horace 
is brought to trial (Dionysius 22.3) "on the ground that because of 
his slaying of his sister he was not free of the guilt of shedding a 
kinsman's blood, ' TOS 01) KaOapov alfxaros djjitfivXlov Bia TOV R^S ASEA^^J 

(jlOVOV. 

The stain demands expiation, purification. And it is probably here 
that the functional correspondence of Trita and the Aptya on the one 
hand, and of Horace and his gens on the other, appears in its most 
suggestive form. Beyond the particular episode of the murder of the 
Tricephal or of the Alban triplets, and no longer mythically, but 
ritually—for India, in the ordinary liturgy of the sacrifice, and for 
Rome, in an annual ceremony—the Aptya and the Horatii are 
lastingly and repeatedly charged—in the former for the advantage 
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of the sacrificers, in the latter for the Roman state—with the role of 
cleansing the stain caused inevitably, and renewed increasingly, by 
the blood of Indian sacrifices (and, analogically, by other causes), 
and by the blood of Roman battles. 

We know the conclusion of the story of young Horace: at first 
condemned to death for the familial murder which, if left unpunished, 
would contaminate the city and, on this account, deserves the heavy 
designation perduellio, the young hero sees his sentence finally com
muted to a purification. Says Livy: 

And so, that the flagrant murder might yet be cleansed away, by some 
kind of expiatou)' rite, aliquo piaculo, the father was commanded to make 
atonement for his son at the public cost, pecunia publka. He therefore offered 
certain piacular sacrifices, which were then handed down in the gens Uoratia, 
and, erecting a beam across the street, to typify a yoke, he made his son 
pass under it, with covered head. It remains to this day, being restored 
from time to time at the state's expense, and is known as "the Sister's Beam," 
sororium tigiUum. [1.26.12-13] 

We shall never know the details of these expiations which the 
gens Horatia conserved, probably until its extinction. Dionysius says 
only that these were the expiations which customarily cleansed 
involuntary homicides, oh f o ^ o s TOVS OLKOVOIOVS <f>6vovs ayvit,ta6ai 

Kaffapfiot?. It is the Roman state which has taken them over, in the 
light of history, by maintaining the beam and offering a sacrifice 
to it once a year. Every October first, in fact, a public sacrifice was 
celebrated at the tigillum sororium near the altars of Janus Curiatius 
and Juno Sororia. The ancients approximated Horace's passage 
beneath the Beam to the passage under the yoke which freed captives 
of war after their capitulation; and I myself observed, in 1942, that 
the rite calls to mind certain well-known modes of desacralization, 
of transfer from one world to another, of return from the super
natural or the exceptional to the ordinary and the human. On the 
other hand, the date of October first is remarkable: just as the feriae 
Marlis of March first opens the month of the Ecurrifl, of the Salian 
festivals, of the tubilustrium, and, in practice, the month in which the 
armies set out on campaign, the Horatian ceremony of October first 
opens the second military month of the year, that of the October 
equos, of the armilustrium, the month of the armies' return. From these 
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short but precious ritual indications the idea emerges that the legend 
of Horace—victorious, furious, criminal, and purified—served as 
myth at the annual ceremony which marked the end of the miUtary 
season, in which the warriors of primitive Rome passed over from the 
domain of Mars unleashed to that of " M a r s qui praeest p a d , " thus 
to Quirinus, thereby desacralizing themselves, and also cleansing 
themselves for their acts of violence in battle which, if not " involun
tary," were at least necessary. Presumably the gens Horatia—whose 
name derives from the wife-and-essence of Quirinus—was the 
depository for the eflficacious secret of this cleansing. 

The liturgists of India, who are here our only guides, have differed 
in their application of the privilege of purifying, which Trita and his 
brothers, the Aptya, possessed. What interested this class of authors 
was not war but sacrifice, the casuistry of sacrificial techniques which, 
like those of war, require that there be destructions, acts of violence, 
necessary murders. At the end of the last century, Maurice Bloom-
field devoted to "Tr i ta , the Scapegoat of the Gods," a penetraring 
article'^ which Kasten Ronnow'^ has deservedly appreciated and 
reinforced, and which today, in our perspective, acquires its full 
value. Trita and the Aptya are purifiers, in charge of expiations, in a 
double sense: once, in the distant past of the Great Time, in the myth 
of the murder of the Tricephal; and still today, in the ever repeated 
sacrifices. 

The two forms, the mythical introducing and justifying of the 
liturgical, both preceded by a " b i r t h " of the Aptya, are found re
joined in the following text from ^atapathaBrakmaim: 

1 . I'ourfold, namely, was Agni [fire] at first. Now that ."̂ gni whom they 
at first chose for the office of Hotr priest passed away. He also whom they 
chose the second time passed away. He also whom they chose the third time 
passed away. Thereupon the one who still constitutes the fire in our own time 
concealed himself from fear. He entered into the waters. The gods, having 
discovered him, dragged him out of the waters. He spat upon the waters, 
saying, "Bcspitten are ye who are an unsafe place of refuge, from whom 
they take me away against my will!" Thence sprung the Aptya deities, Trita, 
Dvita, and Ekata. 

2. They roamed about with Indra, even as nowadays a Brahman follows 

17. American Journal of Philokgy 17 (i896):430-37. 
18. Trita Aptya, p p . 15-36. 
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3, And the people thereupon said:" Let those be guilty of the sin who knew 
about his going to be killed!" "How?" they asked. "The sacrifice shall wipe 
it off you [shall transfer it to] them!" they said. Hence the sacrifice thereby 
wipes off upon them [the guilt or impurity incurred in the preparation of 
the offering], when they pour out for them the water with which the dish 
has been rinsed, and that in which he [the adhvaryu] has washed his fingers, 

4 , And the Aptyas then said: "Let us make this pass on beyond us!" 
"On whom?" they asked. "On him who shall make an offering without a 
dakjina [gift to the officiating priests]!" they said. Hence one must not 
make an offering without a daksina; for the sacrifice wipes [the guilt] off 
upon the Aptyas, and the Aptyas wipe it off upon him who makes an offering 
without a daksina. 

5, . . . That [rinsing water] he pours out [for each Aptya] separately; thus 
he avoids a quarrel among them. He makes it hot [previously]: thus it becomes 
boiled [drinkable] for them. He pours it out with the formula, "For Trita 
thee!" "For Dvita thee!" "For Ekata thee!" [1.2.3]'* 

This sacerdotal text, in which Trita's role as murderer in the 
Tricephal episode has evidently been transformed into a sort of sin 
by intent, or rather by prescience, does afford a glimpse of a inore 
ancient form—alluded to at the level of the hymns—in which Trita, 
by actually killing the Tricephal liimself on Indra's behalf and with 
his encouragement, contracted the blood stain and was obliged to 
discharge it, to transfer it. As to this transfer, to which two hymns in 
the AtharvaVeda (6.112 and 1 13) make predse allusions, other 
brahmanic texts present it as an operation in multiple stages, only 
the first of which involves the Aptya. .Such is the case in Maitraymu-
Samhitd 4.1.9. Furthermore, there is a specification in this text as to 
the nature of the "sacrificial stain" which the Aptya wipe away: it 
is the bloodshed, " the bloody [krura] part or aspect" of the sacrifice. 
This detail should bring us closer to the original mythical form, since 
the decontaminating vocation of the Aptya first manifests itself on 
the occasion of a murder, the spilling of the blood of the Tricephal. 

19, C u a t b n s from SalapathaBrahmana are from ihe t ransUiion by Julius Eggeling, 
Sacred Books of tht East, vols. 11 , 26, 41, 43, and 44 (1882-1900). 

in the train of a king. When he slew [jaghana] Visvarupa, the three-headed 
son of Tva^Vf, they also knew of his going to be killed; and straightway 
Trita slew him [jaghSm again = became the murderer, by mystic trans
ference of the guilt]. Indra, assuredly, was free from that [sin], for he was a 
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THE GODS DID NOT FIND A PERSON UPON WHOM THEY MIGHT BE ABLE TO WIPE 

OFF FROM THEMSELVES THE BLOODY PART OF THE SACRIFICE [THAT IS, ANY ONE UPON 

WHOM THEY MIGHT TRANSFER THEIR GUILT]. THEN AGNI SPOKE: " I WILL CREATE FOR 

YOU HIM UPON WHOM YE SHALL WIPE OFF FROM YOURSELVES THE BLOODY PART OF 

THE SACRIFICE." HE THREW A COAL UPON THE WATERS; FROM CHAT EKATA WAS BORN. 

[HE THREW] A SECOND ONE [DVITFYAM]; FROM THAT DVITA [WAS BORN]. [HE THREW] A 

THIRD ONE [TRTIYAM]; FROM CHAT TRITA [WAS BORN]. . . . THE GODS CAME WIPING 

THEMSELVES UPON [EKATA, DVITA, TRITA]; CHEY [IN TURN] WIPED THEMSELVES ON 

ONE WHO WAS OVERTAKEN BY THE RISING SUN [I.E., ONE OVER WHOM THE SUN RISES 

WHILE HE IS ASLEEP]; THIS ONE [WIPED HIMSELF] UPON ONE WHO WAS OVERTAKEN 

[ASLEEP] BY THE SETTING SUN; HE UPON ONE AFFLICTED WITH BROWN TEETH; HE UPON 

ONE WITH DISEASED NAILS; HE UPON ONE WHO HAD MARRIED A YOUNGER SISTER BEFORE 

THE OLDER ONE WAS MARRIED; HE UPON ONE WHOSE YOUNGER BROTHER HAD MARRIED 

BEFORE HIMSELF; HE UPON ONE WHO HAD MARRIED BEFORE HIS OLDER BROTHER; HE 

UPON ONE WHO HAD SLAIN A MAN; HE UPON ONE WHO HAD COMMITTED AN ABORTION. 

BEYOND HIM WHO HAS COMMITTED AN ABORTION THE SIN DOES NOT PASS. 2 0 

Thus THE Aptya are less the "scapegoats" OF the sacrificing gods 
AND THE priests who imitate them than technicians OF purification, 
in EFFECT, at once both passive and a a i v c , who burden themselves 
with the sacrificial stain only, in turn, to " w i p e it off" from them
selves, to transfer it, through a few or through many intermediaries, 
onto such criminals as are unworthy of pity and utterly lost. 

Beginning, it seems, from the myth of the Tricephal and the ritual 
USAGE which corresponds TO IT, the competence of the Aptya as 
technicians of purification soon involved them in other matters: 
different kinds of stains and even other human perils such as sins, 
BAD omens, illnesses. ^gVtdLa 7.47 implores the gods to remove onto 
Trita Aptya " that which, overtly or secretly, has been wrongly done," 
DXKSKNDM (strophe 13), then asks the Dawn to bear away bad dreams, 
Amvmpnyam (strophes 14-18) , toward Trita Aptya. The extant Avesta 
knows ©rita—the exact onomastic equivalent of Trita—(Vitfevdflt 
10.1-4) only as the first of men who, thanks to hundreds, thousands, 
and myriads of medicinal herbs given him by Ahura Mazda, repulsed 

2 0 . Translated by Maurice Bloomfield (see n. 4 above), p . 430. Concerning the parallel 
text of Tflrtt.Brfl/im. 3.1.8.9-12, see Paul-Emile Du tnon t , joumaX cf the Amencan Oriental 
Society 76 (1956):! 87-88. In the epic, " t h e parti t ion of the s t a in" of Indra (Trita being elimi
nated) is depicted in diverse ways; see Edward Washburn Hopkins , Epic Mythology (1915). 
p p . 130-32. W e find it also applied to the " t e r r i b l e w a r r i o r " Batraz, who has conserved 
certain traits of the Scythian Ares ( j V I £ 1:570-75, and below, p p . 137-38). in the Nar t epic 
of the no r the rn Caucasus. See m y Legended .sur les Nartes (1930), p. 73 (variant f). 
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illness, death, the varieties of fever, contagion, and all the calamities 
created by Anra Mainyu to counter the welfare of men. And then 
one recalls that,^^ according to Denkart 6,1,27, ©raetaona (Freton), 
once provided with the third of the Glory of Yima pertaining to the 
agricultural estate, not only conquered the Tricephal, but " taught 
men the medicine for the body which permits one to diagnose the 
plague and to drive off disease."^^ 

It will probably be of some value to set in a double table, at the 
risk of some impoverishment and hardening of the materials, both 
the logical sequence of the moments in the drama, and the points of 
agreement and divergence between the Indian and the Roman ver
sions of the plot (see table i ) . 

Some huge questions emerge when one reads such a table: What 
is the significance of the agreements and the divergences? What is 
the meaning itself, the " l e s s o n " of the structure set in evidence? Let 

2 1 . Sec above, p, iB. 
2 2 . T h e r e is p robab ly a survival o r 0 r i t a in the Srit of several Pahlavi texts, " t h e seventh 

of seven b ro the r s , " a warr ior and the servant of the legendary king Kayus (av, Kavi Usan, 
ved, Kavi Cinnn). Kayus c o m m a n d s h im co go and kill the marvelous ox which, at every 
dispute, just ly indicates t h e t rue frontier be tween Iran and T u r a n and thus keeps the 
king from m a k i n g i l legit imate annexations. T h e ox lectures the king's emissary severely, 
announcing to h i m that in the future, Za ra tu l t , " the mos t eager of all beings for just ice," 
will m a k e his wicked deed known. Srit hesitates and re tu rns to the king, mak ing h im 
confirm the order , which the king does. Then he kills the ox. But his soul is immedia te ly 
filled wi th grief, and he presents himself again before t h e king, this t ime asking the k ing 
to kill h im for his misdeed. " [ W h y ] shotild I kill you, when it is not you who decided i t ? " 
"]f you will not kill m e , then I will kill you," responds Srit. " D o not kill m e , for I a m 
the sovereign of t h e wor ld [dehpat i gihdn}." Srit's pleas continue until the k ing tells h i m : 
" G o to such a place; there is a sorceress the re in the fo rm of a d o g ; she will kill you," 
Srit goes to the place indicated, str ikes the sorceress, who immedia te ly divides herself 
in two. And so it goes until , when there are a thousand of her , " t h e y " kill Srit and tear 
him apar t (Zatspram n , 8 - i 5 [9-^6 in the edition of Behramgore T, Anklesaria, Bombay , 
1964]; t ranslated by Marijan Mole, La li$inde de ZoroOiire selpn Jes textes Fehlevii [iy57J. 
pp. 166-67; cf Dinlian 7,2.62-66, and Mol£, p p . 14-25 [ text] , pp . 25-27 [trans,]). Here one 
will recognize the " s c a p e g o a t " who kills following an order , like Trita in the Tricephal 
m y t h ; and, again, as Trita does for Indra, Srit takes the king's sin upon himself, expiat ing 
h im by taking his place (bu t wi thout the p o w e r to transfer tjie sin: it is not even said that 
it passes on to the sorceresses). W h a t he expiates is the m u r d e r of the ox, jus t as, in the rite, 
Trita (with his brothers) expiates the cruel , bloody aspect of every animal sacrifice. T h e 
deed itself is s imply m o r e serious in Iranian than in Indian mythology, since the m u r d e r 
of the ox, even sacrificially, is condemned by Zoroastrian ism. Moreover, the ox which is 
killed by Srit is actually a veri table index; he " s h o w s the right," Finally, Srit is still presented 
as the youngest of a g roup of brother.?, bu t because the e tymology of his name , transcribed 
from the Avestan, was no longer apparen t in Pahlavi, the n u m b e r has been changed, 
" t h r e e " being replaced by " seven , " a sacred n u m b e r f requent ly used in Mesopotamia 
and I ran: he is said to be " t h e seventh of seven." 
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TABLE I 

I N D I A 

I . (a) I n t h e g r e a t r i v a l r y b e t w e e n t h e g o d s 
and [he demons , [he life or the power of 
the gods being menaced by the Tricephal , 

(b) who is the " son of the f r iend" (R V) or 
[he first cousin (Br) of the gods and, m o r e 
over, a b r a h m a n and the chaplain of the 
gods (8r), 

R O M B 

I . (a) ' i o settle the rivalry (fc irtiperio b e 
tween the Romans and the Albans, the 
Horatii t r iplets fight against the Curiatii 
t r iplets , 
(b) who are their first cousins (D. Hal), or at 
least their future brothers-in-law (Livy, 
1> Hal). 

(c) Tri ta , the " t h i r d " of the three Aptya 
brothers , urged on by Indra (RV), o r l n d r a 
aided by Tri[a (RV), or else Indra alone 
(R V, ET), 

(d) kills the Tricephal and saves t h e gods . 

(c) The lone survivor of the three brothers , 
the third Horat tus, acting as Tul lus ' cham
pion, 

(d) kills the Curiatii triplets and gives t h e 
emp i r e to Rome , 

1 , (a) This m u r d e r , in that it is t h e m u r d e r 
of a k insman or of a b r a h m a n , involves a 
stain; 

(b) Indra discharges it from himself o n t o 
Trita, o n t o the Aptya (Br), who ritually 
l iquidate the stain (Br). 

2.. (a) wi thout incurr ing a stain, thanks to a 
dialectical artifice which annuls the dut ies 
of kinship (D. Hal). 
(a') But in the p roud furor of victory, the 
thi rd Horat ius kills his sister, the desolate 
fianciSe of one of the Cur ia tu ; this m u r d e r 
of one 's own kin involves c r ime and stain; 
(b) Tu l lus organizes the p rocedure which 
c i rcu [ 1 1 vents t h e legal pun i shmen t for the 
c r ime and sees to it tha t the ritual liquida
tion of the stain is .issured by the Horatii 
themselves . 

3 . Ever since, the Aptya receive upon 
themselves and ritually hquidate the stain 
which every sacrifice entails (jBr), due to the 
spilt blood, and, by extension, they absolve 
and l iquidate o ther stains or mystical 
threats {RV. AV, Br). 

3 . Ever since, each year, at t h e end of the 
mil i tary season, at the expense of the state, 
t h e Horatii renew the ce remony of purifica
tion (probably for the benefit of all com
batants , the Roman "spil lers of b lood") . 

US postpone these questions, for it is possible to establish a second 
table which, by analogy, will make the questions more precise and 
orient us toward their solution. 



METTIUS FUFFETIUS 
AND NAMUCI 

The features common to the Indian and to the Roman forms of the 
murder of the triple adversary, discussed in the previous chapter, 
invite an extension of the confrontation of the warrior king Tullus 
with the warrior god Indra to other incidents of their careers. But 
these careers are neither of the same scale nor of the same richness. 
Whereas Indra is the hero and the victor of a number of combats, 
Tullus, after the war settled by the duel of the Horaces and the 
Curiaces, has no further tasks than the definitive, highly picturesque 
liquidation of Alba, and a Sabine war, drab and with no incidents of 
note. But by a chance which is perhaps not a chance at all, rather an 
indication that the path we are following is reliable, the liquidation of 
Alba lends itself to a structural analysis of the same type as the 
preceding and to a comparison with another of Indra's exploits, the 
second, it would seem, in importance and notoriety—the liquidation 
of Namuci, 

It is now seventy-five years since Maurice Bloomfield' underscored 
the fact that the ^gVeda contains unquestionable allusions to two 
significant features of traditions known to the Brahmarui. On the one 
hand, it tells us that Indra "severed the head of Namuci with the 
f o a m " (RV 7 . I 4 . I 3 = Vajasan.Samh. 1 9 7 1 ) ; on the other, that Saras-
vati and the Asvin aided Indra when he drank, to the point of nausea, 
of the evil alcoholic beverage known as sura (RV 10.131 .4-5 = V.S. 
10.33-34; 20.76-77)- These indications—on the basis of which it is 
more than imprudent to reconstruct, as Karl F. Geldner has done, 

1 . Maurice Bloomfield, " C o n t r i b u d o n s to the Interpretat ion of the Veda, pt . i. The 
Story of Indra and Namud,"Joi i rBal of ike American Oriental Society, 15 C 1 8 9 3 ) ; 143-63. 
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a complete version—suffice at least to show that at the time of the 
redaction of the hymns the myth of the murder of Namuci was well 
known; it was no doubt appreciably close to its traditional, more or 
less constant form, attested from the Br&hmana on, which we shall 
now proceed to analyze. 

Namuci, as early as the ^gVeda, is qualified as a demon {dsura, 
dsurd] ddsa; mdyin) and named in some groups of demons. However, 
Bloomfield notes: "As clearly as this evidence places Namuci in 
the position of a natural enemy of Indra, ultimately to be slain by 
him, there is on the other hand conclusive proof that for some reason 
or other a friendly agreement, in the nature of an alliance, truce, or 
compact, existed between the two prior to the final falfing out."^ 
In his commentary on VajasaneyiSamhita 10.34, Mahidhara, for 
example, says that the asura Namuci was indrasya sakhd, " the socius 
of Indra," and in Makabkdrata 9.42.30^ Indra, having in the previous 
sloka formed a friendship, a .social bond, with him {tenendrah sakhyam 
akarot), calls him asurasreffha sakhe, " t h e best of the asura, my 
socius." Their accord is based upon an agreement: Indra and Namuci, 
as many texts say, sam adadhstdm, " h a v e made an agreement" (sam 
dha-: cf. Greek uvvridiadai flprfvqv, <j)iXiav; awBrficr]). For example, 

MailrdyaniSamhitd 4.3.4 says that at first the two had fought, or 
rather that Indra had tried to trap Namuci without succeeding, and 
that Namuci had proposed: sakhdyd asava, " l e t us both be sociiV 
In response to this, Indra promised: " I will not kill you [nd'ham 
hani^yam\]\" And he added: " I am going to agree to an agreement 
with you [samdhdm te samdadhai]; that I will kill you neither by day 
nor by night, with neither the dry nor the wet [yathd tvd na divd 
handni m naktam na su^kena ndrdrena]!" Such is the short form, and 
probably the primitive one, of the pledge. It has soon expanded: in 
iatapathaBrdhmayia 1 2 . 7 . 3 . i , for instance, Indra relates that he is 
bound by oath (sepdno'smi) to kill Namuci neither by day nor by 
night, neither with staff nor with bow, neither with palm nor with 
fist, neither with the dry nor with the wet. As to the circumstances 
which precede the pact, these are variable: either, as we shall sec, 
there was a struggle, and it is Namuci, the stronger, who makes the 

2. Ibid., p p . 146-^7-
3. The MahdbhSrata is cited according to the Poona edit ion, but o ther variants of the 

text have somet imes been preferred. 
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proposition; or else, in the epic, it is Indra, finding himself inferior, 
who takes the initiative. In either case, the two personages are hence
forth bound to their agreement. 

One day Namuci abuses the trust which has resulted from this 
agreement—an incident already alluded to in ^gVeda 10. 131 ,4-5, 
Taking advantage of the state of inferiority which has been forced 
upon Indra by Tva^tf, who was enraged by the murder of his son 
the Tricephal, it seems that Namuci puts the finishing touch to Indra 
with the help of the evil liquor sUra, stripping him of all hts advantages: 
force, virility, soma, nourishment {^atapathaBrdhmaria 12 .7 . 1 . lo- i i). 

In distress, Indra addresses himself to the canonical divinities of 
the third function—the function of health, fecundity, and abundance 
—that is, he calls upon the twin Asvin and the goddess Sarasvati; 
^gVeda 10.131 .4-5 alludes to this also. These divinities intervene in 
two capacities: first the Asvin, who are the healers, and Sarasvati, 
the true " r e m e d y , " care for Indra and restore his force, after which 
they demand a recompense (this being the origin of the sacrifice of 
three animals known as the Sautramanl^); second, informed by Indra 
of the agreement which protects Namuci, the same divinines, playing 
the role that the kluge Rdtselloser plays in many folktales, teach him 
how not to uphold it while all the time fully upholding it: he can 
assail Namuci at dawn, which is neither day nor night, and with 
foam, which is neither dry nor wet. Or else it is they who fashion 
the weapon of foam, as in ^atapathaBrahmatta 12.7.3,3: " T h e Asvin 
and Sarasvati then poured out foam of water [to serve] as a thunder
bolt, saying, 'It is neither dry nor moist . ' " 

Provided with this strange weapon, " at the departure of night, but 
before the rising of the s u n " {SaLBrdhm., ibid.), Indra kills Namuci 
without warning, "whi le walking with his socius," the Mahabharata 
will say. The agreement is thus eluded, not violated. And, in order 
to underline sufficiently that it has been upheld, the act of murder 
is noted with preferential treatment, as early as the ^gVeda, by the 
use of unusual verbs, proper to this adventure: " t o churn" (manth-: 
RV 5.30.8; 6.20.6), " t o cause to turn" (causative of vrl-; 5.30.7; with 

A. See Dum^zi l , Tarpeia, p p . 123-24, and La religion romaine archalque (.1966; to be 
published in (ranslaiion by the University of Chicago Press: hereafter cited as RRA), p p . 
238-41, 
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the preverb ud: 8.14.13). It is difficult to specify the nature of this 
churning, or spinning, but, as Bloomfield remarks with humor: 
" Why not? The act of taking off a head with the foam of the waters 
is correspondingly unusual. The root manth means ' rub, churn' ; the 
conception that the head was churned off in a mass of foam offers 
quite as natural a picture as any other means of taking off a head 
with foam,"^ 

Indra is thus disencumbered of his perfidious enemy. Has he acted 
well? The exacting consciences of his faithful worshipers, the priests, 
have taken up this question and resolved it with a severe turn, one 
which may evoke surprise. Again Bloomfield remarks judiciously: 
" A Western reader of this story would not easily repress the feeling 
that the artful device of the gods in slaying Namuci 'with the foam of 
the waters' was a permissible evasion of the compact, inasmuch as 
Namuci had not played Indra fair. Some of the Brahmana and the 
Mahabharata take the occasion to moralize, to accuse Indra of deceiving 
a friend."^ In fact, it has become a commonplace in the literature for 
the blame to fall upon the god. In i'aittiriyaBrdhmana 1.7.8, the 
severed head of N a m u d expresses the current opinion itself when, 
pursuing the murderer, it cries out: "Milradruh, liar, betrayer of 
friendship!" In the epic, it is none other than the odious Duryodhana 
who, in order to persuade his father to lay a trap, under the pretext 
of friendship, for the virtuous Pandava brothers, supports his argu
ment by referring to Indra's treatment of N a m u d and brazenly 
affirms that it aroused universal approbation {Mahabharata 2.50.20). 
But Duryodhana is not an authority on matters of inorality. 

Such are the three moments of what one can hardly call a victory; 
in any case, it is a victory quite different from that over the Tricephal. 
The narrative is built entirely around the notion of samdhd, "agree
ment . " It displays a diplomatic casuistry in accord with the best 
models of all times, distinguishing the letter from the spirit. And it 
is exhibited in a short drama: Indra, at first the vicrim of a definite 
disloyalty, rather than denounce the pact, holds to it instead, the 
better to surprise his partner, who suspects nothing, and to execute 
him, 

5. Bloomfield, p . 157. 
6. Ibid., p . 160. 
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The same casuistry of the pact underpins the second episode in the 
career of Tullus Hostilius, after the story of Horace and the Curiaces. 
The " l iquidat ion" of the dictator of Alba and of Alba itself are now 
at stake. The narrative, outHned below, is built entirely around a sort 
of depravation ofjides and oifoedus, and displays dramatically a theory 
of legitimate duplicity. 

The .-^Iban dictator, Mettius Fuffetius, is himself the one who has 
planned, by an agreement drawn up with Tullus, the duel between 
the Horaces and the Curiaces, and has accepted its consequences. 
After the defeat of the Alban champions, in conformity with the 
agreement, he placed himself at the command of the Roman king, 
who confirmed him in his rank and ordered him to hold himself 
ready, saying that he would require his services in case war broke 
out against Veil (Livy 1.26.1). 

From this moment on, Mettius Fuffetius changes character. Livy 
( i .27 . 1 -2 ; cf. Dionysus 3.23.3) shows him seeking to regain the popu
larity he has lost among his own countrymen for having left the 
destiny of the state in the hands of only three men. His recta consilia 
having proved unsuccessful, he turns to praua. He desires in pace 
beilum, a confused state of affairs, particularly detestable to the land 
of the fetiales, the land which distinguished so carefully between Mars 
and Quirinus. And so he adopts a political attitude in which he keeps 
up the appearance of a socius while planning treason, suis per speciem 
societatis proditionem reseruat. From behind the scenes, he induces 
the Veians and the Fidenates to go to war against Rome, while he 
himself joins ranks with the Roman army, appearing as a loyal ally. 
On the battlefield, where he occupies the right flank, facing the 
Fidenates, what will he do? He betrays without betraying, thinking, 
as one might say, " just so nobody sees." He withdraws to high ground 
and observes the course of events, placing Tullus and the Romans 
in mortal danger while biding his time so as to throw in his lot with 
the victor (Livy, ibid., 5-6: Albano non plus animi erat quam fidei. h'ec 
manere ergo nec transire aperle ausus, sensim ad montes succedit. Inde ubi 
satis subisse sese ratus est, erigit lotam aciem, jluctuansque animo, ut 
tereret tempus, ordines explicat: consilium erat, qua for tuna rem daret, 
ea inclinare aires). 

Tullus, however, saves the day by liis presence of mind, first of all 
by ordering his cavalry to raise their spears to conceal the Alban 
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maneuver from the foot soldiers, thus avoiding any demoralizing 
effect, and, in addition, by loudly shouting, so as to alarm the enemy, 
that Metrius has acted by his command in order to carry out an 
outflanking maneuver. But he also addresses himself to the gods; he 
vows to establish a new college of Salian priests, these of Quirinus, 
and to build temples to Pavor and Pallor (Livy 1.27.7; the authenticity 
of Pavor and Pallor is rightly suspected). Now Dionysus of Halicar
nassus, apparently for reasons of literary balance, has transferred this 
vow to a later war, one which would otherwise be lacking in all 
color, just as it is in Livy. But Dionysius is more explicit and more 
satisfactory with respect to the names of the gods (3.32.4; cf 2,70.1-2): 
here Tullus promises to establish the Salii Agamies, that is, the Salii 
of Quirinus, in opposition to those of Mars allegedly founded under 
N u m a , ' and to establish public festivals to Saturn and to Ops: thus, 
in each case, concerning himself with divinities who clearly patronize 
the various aspects of the third function.^ And so Tullus and the 
Romans are saved. 

In the face of the Roman victory, thinking that Tullus has not 
noticed his betrayal, Mettius makes his troops descend (Livy 1.28.1). 
According to Dionysius (3,26.1), he makes himself truly detestable at 
the end of the battle by doubling his zeal in destroying the vanquished 
Fidenates. In either case, Tullus pretends to be taken in, congratulates 
the Alban, and speaks to him with friendship (gratuiatur, alloquitur 
benigne). It is his turn to play the part of the^des: he brings the two 
allied armies together into one camp, ostensibly to perform the 
lustral sacrifices of the morrow. At dawn, ubi illuxit, he convokes them 
to a contio; moved by curiosity, without defiance and unarmed, the 
Albans come up to the front ranks to hear him; meanwhile, the armed 
Roman troops, whose centurions have received previous orders, 
surround them (Livy 1,28,2-3). In Dionysius (3.27.3), the stage settings 
for the^des are more clearly delineated; Tullus invites the Alban 
dictator and his leading officers to come before him, as if he is about 
to honor them. Then he rises to speak. 

It is at this point that vengeance takes its toll. Tullus denounces 

7, See the i m p o r t a n t a r t ide ofLucien Gers t :hel ,"Sal iensde M a r s e t Saliens d e Qui r inus ," 
Rtvue de I'kiitoiTe des religipm ij8 (1950):'45-51. 

3, See " Les cukes de la regia, les trois fonctions et la t r iade Jupp i t e r Mars Qui r inus ," 
Laurniu 13 (1954) :i 19-39; RRA, PP. 177-79-
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Mettius' treason and has him seized; then he says to him: " I f you were 
capable of learning, yourself, to keep fides and abide by treaties, you 
should have lived that I might teach you this; as it is, since your 
disposition is incurable, you shall yet by your punishment teach the 
human race to hold sacred the obligations you have violated. Accord
ingly, just as a little while ago your heart was divided [ancipitem] 
between the states of Fidenae and Rome, so now you shall give up 
your body to be torn two w a y s " (Livy 1,28.9)- Mettius then dies by a 
truly dreadful torture, one which conforms symbolically to his 
conduct: his body is torn apart by two teams of horses pulling in 
opposite directions (Livy, ibid, 10). Then the Roman army demolishes 
the city of Alba. 

Tullus and Rome are thus rid of a perfidious enemy. But has 
Tullus acted well? As to the principle behind the act, the Roman 
annalist answers without hesitarion: there is only one traitor in the 
affair, and that is the Alban; the ruse by which Tullus has had him 
neutralized, seized, and punished, is legitimate, Rome can only 
congratulate herself for having had so ingenious a leader, and Mettius 
is only shameless when, on being delivered to the executioner, he 
becomes indignant, cries out loudly, and invokes the pact which he 
himself has annulled by violating it (Dionysus 3.30.5: RAS aw6-qKas 
IVAKOXOVFIIVOV, &S avTos 4ieX4yx0r] TRAPCUJTTOVBOJV). Whatever blame 
Tullus incurs is relegated to a single detail, which is no more than 
incidental: Tullus has sinned, but right at the end, by an excess of 
cruelty, in the odious form of punishment he inflicted on Mettius, 
Livy writes: " A l l eyes were turned away from so dreadful a sight. 
Such was the first and last punishment among the Romans of a kind 
that disregards the laws of humanity. In other cases we may boast 
that with no nadon have milder punishments found favor" (ibid,. 

As to the meaning of the exemplum presented in this piece of epic, 
we see, from beginning to end, that the two leaders have rivaled 
each other in duplicity and in playing deceitfully with fides: the 
diplomatic duplicity of Mettius, bringing about in pace belium, associa
ting these oppositcs in a dilTerent manner but just as sadly as they 
have been associated in our own day in certain episodes of the "cold 
w a r " ; the military duplicity of the same Mettius, who withdrew 
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from his post without passing over to the enemy, nec manere nec transire 
aperte ausus, Jluctuans animo; in response, the duplicity in protocol 

and matters of ceremony on the part of Tullus, lavishing the marks 
of honor and friendship upon the one who has secretly betrayed him, 
the one whom he is about to surprise and crush; and finally the 
material and symbolic "dupfic i ty" of a torture which tears the body 
in two in imitation of the soul. 

How necessary is it to delineate the close parallelism in both struc
ture and meaning between this episode and the myth of Namuci, 
between the variations upon fides oruvvdTJKT} and the Indian variations 
upon samdha"! 

One point must again be emphasized: there is a sin on both sides; 
but between the Brdhmana and the Roman accounts, the same distinc-

TABLE 2 

India 
1 . Afcer the initial hostilities, Indra and 
Nanmci m a k e an agreement . They will be 
sakhayah, friends. On this occasion, Indra 
lays himself under the part icular obliga
tion to kill N a m u c i " nei ther by day nor by 
night, ne i ther wi th the dry nor with the 
wet . " 

R O M P . 

I . After the initial hosulities, in conformity 
wi th a previous ag reemen t , Tu l lus and 
-Mettius arc socit. Tul lus confirms .Mettius as 
leader of the Albans and the la t ter receives 
the part icular o rde r to aid Tul lus in an up 
coming bat t le . 

2 , (a) T h a n k s to the t rus t ing familiarity 
born of this ag reemen t , by surprise, unde r 
cover of drunkenness , Namuci strips Indra 
of all his forces. 

2 . (a) Thanks to this ag reemen t , catching 
Tul lus by .surprise in the midst of bat t le , 
.Mettius breaks his trust , s t r ipping h im of 
half his mil i tary forces and p l a u n g h i m in 
mor ta l danger . 

(b) Indra addresses himself to the canoni
cal gods of the third function, the goddess 
Sarasvati and the twin .'Vsvin, who restore 
his force to h im, 

(b) Tul lus addres.ses himself to the canoni
cal divinities of the third function, Quir inus 
[Ops and Saturn] , who apparen t ly give h im 
t h e means to restore the situation and 
achieve victory. 

(c) and tell h im the means to surprise or to 
kill N a m u d with the help of the agree
m e n t and wi thout violating it ( " foam." 
" d a w n " ) ; and he acts accordingly. 

3. (a) Acting as if he respects the agree
m e n t and does not suspect the preceding 
t reachery, Tul lus surpri'ses Mett ius un
a r m e d , and has h im killed. 

3. By a bizarre technique, depending upon 
ambiguities, employed only this once, and 
adapted to the in,"!trumeni which allows 
Indra to get a round the agreement (churn
ing, tu rn ing the head in t h e foam), Namuci 
is decapitated. 

(b) By a horr ible technique, employed only 
once in Roman history, which transfers 
on to the body the duplicity wi th which he 
has abused the ag reemen t , .Mettius is 
dragged apar t , divided in two . 
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tion can be perceived that has been perceived earUer in connection 
with the murder of the triple adversary: in India, we recall, h is 
the murder itself that causes the stains of Indra and of Trita, whereas 
it leaves Horace and Tullus innocent: the additional murder ot 
Horace's sister is the act that leaves the young hero stained with 
sin. 

Here it is just the same: the sin of Indra, recognized and deplored 
by ancient Indian authors, lies in the very ruse by which Indra gets 
around the agreement, in the very act of getting around it. These 
authors are less sensitive, as we have seen Bloomfield remark, to the 
fact that Namuci was the first to act treacherously than they are to 
the fact that Indra has made a commitment which has meaning 
only if it amounts to an unconditional and total renunciation of 
violence. 

The sin of Tullus, recognized and deplored by Livy, lies elsewhere; 
Tullus was justified, even morally, in punishing a traitor and in 
meeting duplicity with duplicity. His offense began only with his 
cruelty when he inflicted an excessive, inhuman punishment on the 
guilty party. 

Thus, in the Roman version it is not in the essential, in the center 
of the episode, that the fault emerges, but in a supplementary, 
peripheral, ideologically superfluous detail. If one believes, as I do, 
that the Indian accounts are more reliable on this point, simpler 
and stronger in tenor, one will admit that in the Roman version there 
was a shift of the points on which the blame was fixed. Perhaps, no 
less for the conqueror of the Curiaces than for the murderer of 
Mctrius, this retouching resulted from the narional, even nationalist, 
character assumed by the epic: Rome could not consider two murders 
committed in her own most obvious interest as sins, for these would 
have soiled Rome herself; it was necessary chat the exploit of Horace 
and the ruse of Tullus, to the degree that these two personages saved 
and represented Rome, should be depicted as entirely " g o o d " deeds. 
The notion of " s i n " which tradition had probably attached to the 
prototypes, to the prc-Roman forms of these two acts, was not 
thereby lost in the shuffle; it was only transferred to points at which 
neither Horace nor Tullus implicated Rome, where the one gave 
way to his pride and anger, where the other gave vent to his cruel 
nature, transforming a necessary execution into a revolting torture. 
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In the history of the reign of Tullus, there is not only a succession, 
but a causal bond, betvt'een the episode of the Curiaces and that of 
Mettius: the Curiace triplets and, through them. Alba, are defeated 
by the third Horace, and this leads directly to the exchange of fraudu
lent uses of the fides by Mettius and Tullus, ending in the ruin of 
Mettius and, through him, of Alba, The connection between the two 
episodes is that Mettius seeks revenge for the defeat of the Curiaces. 
Has Indian tradition a counterpart to this interrelated body of 
material? 

Where interrelation is concerned, the testimony of the Vedic 
hymns will always be evasive. The RgVeda is not, indeed cannot be, 
narrative. Assuming that traditions—the so-called itihdsa, the "fifth 
Veda"—are known, the authors of the poems who give praise to 
Indra sometimes make mulriple references to the most diverse 
parrs of this tradition, sometimes exalt one particular point, but they 
do not trouble themselves to present an episode in full, or to establish, 
between their allusions to several episodes, a logical or chronological 
nexus; they do not even confine themselves to a single variant, as 
we have seen in the case of Trita, or balk at contradictions in the 
same hymn: what does it matter, when all the versions of these 
grand events work together for the glory, the "increasing," of the 
god? One must not expect a document of a special type to provide 
information it cannot give. 

Despite their later date, the Brdhmana and the epics are in this 
respect the better texts. To be sure, the setring, the detail, and the 
spirit of these adventures may have been brought up to date, but, 
when it comes to considering the dogmatic or dramatic representa
tions, the authors are attentive to the coherence, to the causal connec
tions in an episode, and somerimes to those between several episodes. 
Certain " links " are repeated with too great a consistency from variant 
to variant, no matter how appreciably different these may be, for 
them not to rely on an authentic tradition. Thus, whereas the natural 
pointillism of the hymns docs not openly reveal these " l inks , " it docs 
not on that account authorize a denial of their existence. Is such a 
" l i n k , " then, to be found in the body of material that we are dealing 
with here? 

The Brahmanic tradition has not established a regular connection 
between the Tricephal and Namuci episodes; each is often recited 
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on its own. Nevertheless, certain texts do declare a logical sequence; 
in the ^atapathaBrAmaria account dted above (12.7.1-9 and 10-13),^ if 
N a m u d can strip his " f r i e n d " Indra of his powers, it is because Indra 
has previously been enfeebled by Tvajtf, the Tricephal's father, who 
sought to avenge his son. In a number of epic and puranic versions of 
the second episode, Indra's victim sometimes keeps the name Nam
uci, sometimes receives that of Vftra.^'' In the latter case, the conflict 
is very frequently presented as a logical consequence, even more 
direct, of the Tricephal's defeat; enraged at the murder of his son, 
Tvastr engenders or magically creates Vftra, a very powerful being, 
to avenge him, and it is with Vj-tra that Indra concludes the pact, the 
same pact as with N a m u d , often enriched with new, colorful clauses 
which he gets around in the same manner. We will soon rediscover 
this correlation in an even greater structure. Is it possible that, under 
one form or another, the most andent Indian mythology had already 
established a temporal and causal succession between these two 
enormously consequential acts of Indra, and that the two lessons 
complemented each other there as they did in the deeds of the warrior 
king of Rome? 

9. See Tarpeia, pp. 123-14-
30, See already Lfon Pee r . " Vritra et Namoutch i dans le Mahabha ra t a , " Revuedel'kistoire 

des religions 14 (7886): 291-307. 



4 
THE WARRIOR FUNCTION 
AND ITS RELATIONS TO THE 

OTHER TWO FUNCTIONS 

A great number and variety of questions arise from a reading of the 
"parallel l ives" of Indra and Tullus and the tables that summarize 

them. Here only the principal ones need detain us. 
For one thing, no great emphasis can be placed on the interrela

tionships of fact and fiction in this fragment of the Roman legend of 
origins: few authors, it seems, are inclined to seek a historic basis for 
the Alban war or, more generally, even for the reign of Tullus. 
Even interpreters whose methods and views differ considerably from 
those expressed here have remarked how improbable it is that the 
" R o m a n s " of the Palatine huts,,so close to their beginnings, would 
have been in a situation to take the lead in the pohtics of Latium, to 
provoke, to humiliate, and to supersede the old metropolis. Is it to 
be assumed that these traditions rest upon posterior events, simply 
set back several generations, transposed to the legendary reign of 
Tullus? Perhaps, but this is only an unverifiable hypothesis and in 
any case tells us little. The material furnished by this historical basis, 
if indeed the latter existed, would have been so thoroughly rethought 
and cast along the lines of the traditional ideology of the second 
function, itself constitutionally bound up with the figure of Tullus, 
that it would interest us as no more than dramatic expression of this 
ideology. This s truaure itself, then, such as it is, must be interpreted 
before all else.' 

The complementary meaning of the two epi,sodes, in Roman as 
in Indian tradition, appears most clearly and most .simply when the 
personages of the second fiinction are viewed from the perspective 

1. See ME 1 :9-10, 26l-<>2, 281-82, 432. 
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of their relationships to the leading concepts and personages of the 
first and the third function. 

In the murder of the Tricephal and the murder of Kamuci, the 
post-Vedic Indian literature—the hymns purposely do not fully 
reveal the views of their authors—acclaims two neccessary acts and 
denounces two stains; after the second, Indra is mitradruk, "betrayer 
of friendship," after the first, he is brahmahan, charged with " brahma-
nidde," and at the same time murderer of a kinsman or some 
variety of " s o d u s . " We see at once that these various themes all 
involve assaults upon the "Mit ra half" of sovereignty; the brahman 
and the chaplain are people of Mitra, who is himself the prototype 
of the priest alongside of Varuija, the cosmic king; equally, the sodal 
ties—kinship by blood or by marriage, treaties and friendships, all 
the key notions of the two narratives—also fall under the jurisdiction 
of Mitra or his assistant, Aryaman. 

Even though they are fully relegated to peripheral points in the 
two accounts, the faults committed by the young Horace in the first 
and by king Tullus in the second belong to the same ideological 
province: Horace, though no longer guilty for spilling the blood of 
his cousins, becomes so by spilling the blood of a still closer relation; 
Tullus, though no longer guilty for having responded to the treason 
of Mettius with treason of his own, becomes so for having inflicted 
an excessive and terrible punishment upon him, that is, for having 
abused justice and offended humanity, two fundamental " M i t r i a n " 
values or, in the Roman context, " P o m p i l i a n " ones. As we know, 
the bond between the just and good Numa Pompilius and the terrible 
and capricious Romulus forms a close parallel, on the plane of legend, 
to the Vedic bond between the gods Mitra and Varuna. 

In the background of the second Roman account, there is, besides, 
a sin that is more general and more serious, one the Roman historians 
have been careful not to dwell upon, but which has occasionally 
troubled some consciences, the same that were deeply disturbed 
also by the sack of Corinth: Roma interim crescit Albae minis. Rome, 
under the reign of Tullus, and Tullus, accounting for Rome, destroyed 
Alba, the mother of Rome. T o be sure, when Dionysius has Mettius 
jusrify to his officers the treason which he is about to commit, the 
discourse abounds in Greek rhetoric and Greek conceptions: that is 
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how we must take it when he says, for example, that Rome was the 
first to violate more than an agreement, more than oaths—namely, 
the fundamentals of the "universal law of both Greeks and Bar
barians," which urges that fathers shall rule over their children and 
mother-cities over their colonies (3.23.19). But there is no doubt that, 
since before the time when the canon of royal history was established, 
probably between 350 and 270, and perhaps because of a tenuous but 
firm memory of a historic reality, the Romans sought their ancestry 
in Alba, and took care both in politics and in religion to present them
selves in the Latin confederation as the natural heirs of the .A.lbans. 
The annalist's reassuring, almost noble-minded account relieved the 
scruples but did not alter the fact. From the heights of his tribunal, 
Livy's Tullus can thus proclaim: 

"May prosperity, favor, and fortune be with the Roman people and 
myself, and with yon. Men of Albal I purpose to bring all the Alban 
people over to Rome, to grant citizenship to their commons, to enroll the 
nobles in the senate, to make one city and one state. As formerly from one 
people the Alban nation was divided into two, so let us be reunited into 
one." [1.28.7] 

Nevertheless, when the unifying troops arrive in condemned Alba, 
what meets them is a tacica maestitia. It is not by chance that the 
royal legend has conferred this mission—so painful and, one may 
add, somewhat impia—upon Tullus. The anachronism justifies itself 
ideologically: such an enterprise could have been attributed neither 
to Ancus Marrius, the king of defensive wars, not to the pious and 
peaceful N u m a ; and would it not also have run counter to the spirit 
of Romulus, who, before departing for his Palatine adventure, had 
restored his grandfather to the Alban throne? Indeed, the pure 
warrior, the almost irreligious Tullus, was the only one qualified 
for such a task. 

Symmetrical to this opposition of a god or hero of the second 
function to the Mitra- (or Dius Fidius-) half of the function of sover
eignty is an opposition, well attested by other myths, to its Varuna-
(or Jupiter-) half Certain hymns of the ^gVefld—from which the 
historicists have drawn imprudent conclusions as to the respective 
ages of Indra and Varuria, whereas the hymns only put the antithesis 
between the functions in dramatic form and push it to extremes— 
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show Indra either defying the magical sovereign, or inviting him in a 
superior tone to place himself under Indra's laws, in the manner that 
an Eddie poem in dialogue, the Hdrbardsljod, from which chrono
logical consequences have also been drawn with no more justification, 
presents a flood of defiances and ironies exchanged between the 
magical sovereign 69inn and the brutal Nordic divine champion 
pOTT. Perhaps it is a tradition of the same kind that led the Zoroastrian 
reformers to make Indra into the archdemon opposed to the arch
angel A5a VahiSta, " the Best Order ," that is, to the moral sublimation 
of *Varuna. In Roman mythology, the end of Tullus ' career conserves 
a trace of this antagonism in the terrible revenge chat the great master 
of magic, Jupiter, exacts upon the warrior king who has flouted him 
for so long: 

Not long after this Rome was afflicted with a pestilence. This caused a 
reluctance to bear arms, yet no respite from service was allowed by the 
warhke king, who believed, besides, that the iuuenes were healthier in the 
field than in the home, until he himself contracted a lingering illness. Then 
tha: haughty spirit was so broken, with the breaking of his health, that he 
who had hitherto thought nothing less worthy of a king than to devote his 
mind to sacred rites, suddenly became a prey to all sorts of superstitions 
great and small, and even filled the minds of the people with religious 
scruples. Men were now agreed in wishing to recall the conditions which 
had obtained under King Numa, beUeving that the only remedy left for their 
aihng bodies was to procure peace and forgiveness from the gods. The king 
himself, so tradition tells, in turning over the commentaries of Numa dis
covered there certain occult sacrifices performed in honour of Jupiter Elicius, 
and devoted himself in secret to those rites; but the ceremony was im
properly undertaken or performed, and not only was no divine manifestation 
vouchsafed, but in consequence of the wrath of Jupiter, who was provoked 
by his faulty observance, he was struck by a thunderbolt and consumed 
in the flames of his house, p..ivy 1.31.5-8] 

In the theater of the myths, such are the relations of the canonical 
representatives of the warrior function to those of sovereignty: 
disregard or defiance. Since the service of the myths is to define 
sharply, by magnification, the distinctive features of the ideological 
concepts and of the figures of the theology, the antagonisms between 
some of these concepts or functions must, when it comes to myth, 
naturally be translated into the terms of clashes, indeed of war, in 
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the same way as the likenesses and logical affinities between some 
others become alliances or family ties. But let ns not suppose that 
these spirited definitions exhaust the understanding that the faith
ful had of their gods. They do not even account for what is essential. 

While the myths have rudely taught that Indra for example, is 
"altogether other" than Mitra and Varuna and that contracts and 
laws are not his proper concern, practical piety and ritual strategy 
hasten to return things to their place, that is, to make these divinities, 
happily so diverse, collaborate for the best interests of the world, 
of society, and of the individual. The eloquent verses of ^gVeda 1 0 . 8 9 
cast a reassuring light on the disquieting Indra of the Tricephal and 
Namuci myths; 

8. You, Indra, who cleverly make the debts^ be paid, are a clever requiter; 
as the sword (upon) the limbs, so do you cut asunder the falsehoods (of 
whoever) violaces, as people violate the alliance of friendship, the laws of 
Mitra and Varuna. 

9 . .Against the wicked ones who violate Mitra, and the agreements, and 
Varuna, against these foes, o male Indra, bull-like, fire-colored, sharpen a 
strong murder! 

12 . . . . Like the stone hurled from the sky, strike with your most fiery 
rage the betrayer of friendship! 

To be droghamitra already counted as one of the greatest sins of 
the Indo-Iranians, and, in the Avesta, the Midrc.druj is both he 
who Hes to Miflra and he who breaks contracts. Here we find the 
object of Indra's vengeful acts justly designated. We are far from 
the myth where it is Indra himself whom the severed head of Namuci 
can stigmatize with the name mitradruh. 

The preceding reflections have set the stage for understanding 
the inverse relationship which necessitates that Indra and Tullus, in 
their respective difficulties, have recourse to the auxiliary services of 
the third function. 

The reader will remember the essenrial significance of the Aptya 
and the Horatii; heroes who for the sake of the god or the king under
take the act which involves or occasions a stain, and who then, passively 
or actively, have the task of cleansing and continuing to cleanse, 
throughout all history, all such stains as are like their own. Thus the 

Z. Or " f a u l t s " ; rna has bo th mean ings ; see Louis Renou, Eludes vidiques « panineennes 
1 6 ( 1 9 6 7 ) : I 2 3 , 
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Aptya bear the quahries of water in their name, their Iranian counter
parts the ASwya are the representatives of rural prosperity, and the 
gens Horatia draws its name from Hora, the partner of the canonical 
god of the third function, Quirinus. 

Similarly, in the second episode, at the moment of distress, when 
the one has lost his own physical forces and the other half of his 
military forces, Indra and Tullus, seeking to restore the situation, 
turn one to SarasvatI and the Asvin, the other to Quirinus (and, if w e 
reinstate in the Alban war the vow that Dionysius of Halicarnassus 
transferred to the Sabine war, then also to Ops and Saturn), that is, 
once again, to the canonical gods of the third function. In a situation 
that resembles Tullus' plight in many features, Romulus, according to 
legend, had made his appeal to Jupiter. 

The essential features of this relationship between the second and 
the third functions have been indicated in my 1947 essay devoted to 
the Roman sacrifice of the suouetaurilia (a boar, a ram, and a bull 
offered to Mars) and the parallel Vedic sacrifice of the sautramarii (a 
goat offered to the Asvin, a ram to Sarasvati, a bull to Indra)—a sacri
fice for which the adventure with Namuci serves as the etiological 
myth.^ In the broader perspective that we have now attained, we can 
orient these remarks more precisely and summarize them in a few 
words: in the same circumstances in which he violates the rules of the 
first function and ignores its gods, the god or king of the second func
tion mobilizes into his service the gods of the third fiinction or some 
heroes born within it. And ic is through these purifiers, healers, and 
givers of substance that he cither hopes to escape, and, in effect, does 
escape from the grievous consequences of his useful but blameworthy 
deeds, or to recover the forces he had lost because of a false ally's 
duplicity. In other words, in these ambiguous situarions the third 
function—itself paying no great attention to the first—is put, or puts 
itself, at the disposal of the second, in accordance with its rank and 
nature. 

3 . Sec Tarptia, pp, 1 5 4 - 5 8 ; RRA, pp. 1 3 8 - 4 1 . 



THE INDO-EUROPEAN 
HERITAGE 

N o w chat w e have depicted the parallel ideological settings for the 

legend of Tullus and a segment of the mythology of Indra, w e are 

faced with a more difficult problem; W h a t import should be attri

buted to the correspondences, to what extent is a c o m m o n Indo-

European heritage to be presumed? 

It is difficult to believe that, in the functionally homologous person

ages of Indra and Tullus, chance conjoined t w o complex episodes 

which, here and there, present one direction and so m a n y c o m m o n 

elements. In contrast, all is explained quite readily if we admit that 

the Indians and the Romans—once again, as in the parallels between 

the conceptions_Qf.the sovereign gods Varuna and Mitra and the 

founding kings Romulus and Numa—conserved one and the same 

ideological datum, the Indians setting it in scenes of the Great T i m e , 

as fragments of the cosmic, supramundane history, the Romans in 

episodes of R o m a n time, as events of the national annals. 

Note that we are dealing with one and the same " ideological datum " 

and not with " m y t h i c a l d a t u m . " Indeed, it is through the ideology, 

and through the lesson that w c have been able to draw from the 

various scenes, that the correspondences appear rigorous and striking, 

and not through the details of the narratives, which are very different 

on each side. Mettius has certainly never been a demon hke N a m u c i ; 

neither have the Curiaces been a tricephalic monster! W h a t the Indian 

and R o m a n thinkers have maintained in clearcut form, are; 

(i) the idea of a necessary victory, a victory in single combat in 

which, inspired by the grand master of che warrior function (either 

king or god) and for his .sake, " a third hero triumphs over a triple 

a d v e r s a r y " — w i t h stain implicit in the exploit, and with a purification 

46 
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of the " third " and of the society which he represents, so that he finds 
fiimself to be the speciaHst, the agent, and the instrument of this puri
fication, a sort of scapegoat after having been a champion; 

(2) the idea of a victory brought off not by combat but by a surprise 
which follows upon a betrayal, betrayal and surprise succeeding one 
another under the pretext and within the context of a solemn agree
ment of friendship, with the result that the surprise act of revenge 
includes a disquieting note. 

This is the doctrine, moral and political, the piece of second-function 
ideology, which the Indo-European stewards of the collective memory 
and thought—probably priests of some sort—and their Vedic and 
Latin heirs continued to understand and depict in dramatic scenes. 
The personages, the places, the interests, and the ornaments of these 
scenes might renew themselves, and the literary levels as well , 
sometimes epic or history, sometimes phantasmagoria. The motiva
tion remains the same. And it is the sum of such motivations, well 
articulated, that everywhere constitutes the moral conscience of a 
people. 

Here we have a situation fully comparable to one that we have 
outlined several times in connection with the Roman and Scandina
vian forms in which the pair One-Eyed and Onc-Handed has come 
down to us.' In the scene where Horatius the Cyclops alone holds 
the Etruscan army at bay and saves Rome, in the twin scene where 
the other savior of Rome, Mucins, becomes the Left-Handcd as a 
result of burning his right hand before the Etruscan king as a gesture 
vi-hich guarantees a false affirmation, the narrative is entirely different 
from the scenes of the Scandinavian epic in which 69inn the One-
Eyed god, paralyzes the combatants, and the mythical scene in which 
the god Tyr loses his right hand in the mouth of the Fenris wolf, 
as security for a false affirmation, in order to save the gods. And yet 
the motivations for these two groups of actions are the same. The 
connection between the diptych of actions or intentions and the dip
tych of mutilations are also the same in the two cases: the single 
eye fascinates and paralyzes the adversary; the right hand 
deliberately sacrificed to guarantee an affirmation leads the ad
versary to believe what is said, and it is on this that the salvation 

1, Dum^zU. Mitra-Varum, chap. 9; M £ i;4a4-28. 
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of the society depends. How can such a concurrence, so complex 
and rich in meaning, be taken as fortuitous, when it has not been 
noted in any instance outside the Indo-European world, and, 
more particularly, when it does no more than depict a parricular 
form of the general diptych in which the Indo-Europeans 
distributed the modalities of the first function, magic and law? It 
is far more likely that we have here, conserved by the two " b a n d s " 
after the dispersion, the result of the reflection of the Indo-European 
thinkers on a question that their tripartite ideology might naturally 
have raised: With what means, signs, advantages, and risks do the 
magician and the jurist operate when they have to take the place of 
the warrior, whom exceptional circumstances, in particular, most 
dreadful enemies, have rendered inadequate? 

Cases of this kind have begun to muldply. So, before entering into 
debate, let the critic avail himself of two more comparative analyses 
of the same type: a comparison of the war between the ^ s i r and the 
Vanir with the battle betw een Romulus and Titus Tatius, the definitive 
form of which is to be found in L'heritage indo-europeen d Rome (pp. 
126-42) ;2 and a comparison of the production and the liquidation of 
the Indian Mada with the production and liquidation of the Scandin
avian Kvasir, as proposed in Loki (pp. 97-106; pp. 62-74 in the German 
edition). The confrontation of these very difi'erent studies^ will afford 
a better understanding of the principles and procedures involved. 

Reflections such as these are sometimes objected to on the grounds 
that it is not permissible to treat myths in this way, to extract "sche-
mas " from them which are supposed to epitomize their substance but 
which, all too easily, only distort them. Let us be careful to distin
guish between principle and practice. In particular cases, the analyst 
may very well deceive himself by regarding secondary traits as 
characteristic, and retaining them, while neglecting traits that are 
truly primary. He will have to reconsider every case in which this 
abuse has been diagnosed with serious arguments. But as to the 
opportunity, the necessity, of extracting the motivation and, accord
ingly, the meaning, the raison d'etre, of a myth, there can be no 
yielding. For a believing society, as w-e said at the outset, a myth or 

2 . T h e essentials of this text are reproduced in RRA, pp. 7 8 - 8 4 -

i. Cf. " L e puits de Nech tan , " Cehka 6(,196})•- 5 0 - 6 1 ( Indo-Iranian-Ir ishcorrespondence.) 
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an entire mythology is not a gratuitous product of fanc)', but the 

repository of traditional w i s d o m ; myths perform the same service 

—-but surely more a m p l y and on more levels—for adults of successive 

generations, as Aesop's fables, with all that derives from them, 

performed for the educators of the young throughout the Occident; 

and, as with these fables, so w e must grasp the lesson contained in 

the myths, that very lesson which coincides with the development of 

the plot, with the " s c h e m a " itself It is now simply a matter of tact, 

of rigorousness, probity, and submission with regard to the subject; 

and one m a y hope, with progressive studies and m o r e and m o r e 

numerous applications of the principle, that the control over previous 

results imposed by every advance will progressively lessen the 

danger of error and subjectivity. 

T h e two " s c h e m a s " extracted here are thus submitted to fair-

minded examination. If investigations and discussion confirm their 

validity, scholars will have to concede that the complexity of these 

" s c h e m a s , " and the fact that they are linked together in order to il

lustrate the careers of t w o figures w h o occupy, in R o m a n " h i s t o r y " 

and in Indian mythology, the same rank in the same functional 

structure, make it unhkel'y that they are independent inventions, 

and suggest that to explain them in terms of the Indo-European 

ideological heritage remains the most satisfactory solution. 





S E C O N D P A R T 

FATALITIES 

The Three Sins of the Warrior 





SOLITUDE AND LIBERTY 

T h e oldest document in Indian theology to have c o m e down to us 

—the list of gods under whose guarantee an A r y a n king of Mitanni 

from the fourteenth century B.C. gave his word, enumerates the 

canonical patrons of the three functions,' First of all, closely associated 

b y the grammatical expression of a compound dual, are Mitra and 

Varuna, the t w o sovereigns; then comes the warrior god Ind(a)ra; 

then the twins, the Nasatya. Between the two pairs, Indra is alone. 

W h e n the religion of Zoroaster, in abolishing Indo-Iranian poly

theism, sought to preserve and moralize the analysis of the cosmic 

and social forces which had sustained its ancestral theology, it sub

stituted a hierarchic list of Entities for the list of patron gods of the 

three functions.^ T h e following scheme was thus produced: at the 

fore, nearest to God, were two closely allied Entities, V o h u Manah 

and ASa, sublimations of * M i t r a and * V a r u n a ; next came an Entity 

whose name, XSaOra, evokes the Indian ksalriya w h o had Indra for 

rheir special g o d ; and, at the third level with Armaiti , " T h e Pious 

T h o u g h t , " patroness of the Earth (who replaced some Indo-Iranian 

goddess), were the t w o nearly inseparable Entities, Haurvatat and 

Amargtat, patrons of W a t e r s and Plants, transpositions of the twin 

*Nasatya. Between che pair of sovereign Entities and the group 

" A r m a i t i + p a i r " of the third level, the substitute for Indra remains 

alone. 

Does this m e a n that the warrior god of the Vedic and pre-Vedic 

Indians was a stranger to the g a m e of associations, undisposed to the 

pattern of pairing? Certainly not. In fact, a juster understanding, 

1. See Dum^zi l , Naissance d'Archanges (1945), chap, i : ME t {l963):l47-49, 
Z. Naissaiice d'Anhanges, chaps. 1 - 5 ; .ME i ; 105-6. 
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richer in nuance, of his basic position can be attained by observing 

his partnership in the pairs into which he enters easily. For it is 

upon this idea of the pair that the Indo-Europeans probably, and the 

Vedic Indians certainly, constructed their mythology of the three 

functions, as well as several other provinces of the mythology. On 

the whole, at each of the functional levels, even at those whose es.sence 

was oriented either toward unity or toward multiplicity, the pair 

appeared as soon as the theological presentation took on some dimen

sion. But the values and the formulas of composition are distinct in 

each case. 

On the level of the first function, the results of the cumulative 

research carried out in Mitra-Varum (1940; 2d ed. 1948), Le troisieme 
souverain (1949), and Les dieux des Indo-Europeeiis (1952: chap. 2, " L e s 

dieux souverains") offer a detailed picture, valid for most of the 

Indo-European field, of how this divine realm was populated. T o 

confine ourselves to the Vedic domain, where sovereignty is che 

respoasibility of the Aditya, the formula of the pair is here funda

mental. First in rank in the realm of sovereignty are t w o gods, Mitra 

and Varuna, whose connection is .so close that they are often named 

in a compound duel, with the sense " the two, Mitra and V a r u n a . " 

Both gods have beside them lieutenants, t w o minor .Aditya^ (Arya

man and Bhaga beside Mitra, Dakija and A m s a beside Varuna), w h o 

reconstitute pairs among themselves (.A.ryaman-Daksa, Bhaga-Arns'a) 

according to the same formula as the principal pair. A n d the mecha

nism is so well estabHshed that, as the mythology of the Aditya devel

oped in extent at the same time that it reduced in comprehension 

and importance, the gods were always added to their n u m b e r in 

pairs so that a passage from the Mahabharata could describe t h e m 

as " t h e supreme kings invoked by pairs of n a m e s . " 

3. The second chapter of Les dieux des Indo-Europ^ens began the s tudy of these minor 
divinities of the sovereign function; i: has been corrected, with regard to the Scandinavian 
mater ials , in the third chapte r of Les dieux des Germains (1959); now see ME 1 : 149-51. 
These successive sl<etches will be coordinated and updated in a for thcoming book on the 
Indo-European theology of sovereignty (University of Chicago Press), A[so examined in 
that work will be the recently developed views of several Indologists and Iranicists, 
notably Heinrich LiJders (Varuna, rtd); Paul T h i e m e (the .aditya, ari, arya); Bernfried 
Schlerath (the Vedic god-kings); llya Gershcvitch ( the .^msSa Spanta, Mitra-MiQra). in the 
m e a n t i m e , see the various discussions in : Jourml asiatique 146 (i958):67-84 (Th ieme) ; 247 
(i959):i7i-73 (Th ieme, Gershcvitch); 149 (i96i):42.7-J0 (Schlerath); Bulletin de I'Acadimie 
Royale de Betgique, Classe des lei t rcs , 5* serie. 47 (1961): 165-98 (Thieme) . 
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T h e meaning of this tenacious structure is clear. Sovereignty 

aligns itself on t w o planes, at once antithetical and complementary, 

necessary to each other and consequently without hostility, with no 

m y t h o l o g y of conflict. E v e r y specification on one plane calls forth a 

homologous specification on the other; and, between them, they 

exhaust the whole domain of the function. These planes, defined 

above all by the comportment of Mitra and V'aruna, are those of 

juridical sovereignty, near to man, luminous, reassuring, etc., and 

magical sovereignty, far from man, dark, terrible, etc. On almost 

every matter each god has his w o r d to say, his m o m e n t to act, but 

their tasks do not overlap. On the matter of contracts, for instance, 

Mitra—whose own name bears the notion—seems to help m e n to 

conclude and honor them, while Varuria, the " B i n d e r , " oversees 

and snares whoever infringes upon them. Their collaboration is so 

intimate and so constant, not in spite of the opposition between the 

two gods, but rather because of this opposition, that, most often, 

this t h e m e of collaboration is what the h y m n s continually emphasize, 

whereas only rarely do they express the need to define the characters 

of Mitra and Varuna separately. Sometimes, however, a differentia

tion is found, and in the ritual books the n u m b e r of such distinctions 

increases; but always in the sense we have outlined.'^ T o complete 

4. Most recently, and provisionally, the articulation of the na tures of the t w o gods has 
been s u m m a r i z e d in ME i : 147-49; the t w o aspects of sovereignty are distinguished as 
fol lows: 

A , As to domains: in the cosmos, Mitra interests himself m o r e in wha t is d o s e to m a n , 
Varuna in the immens i ty of the universe as a whole . The ^gVida, w h h a clear differential 
intent , a l ready connects Varuria wi th the sky, Mitra wi th the ear th (4 . 3 . 5 ) , or again 
Varuria with the sky, Mitra with the vrjdna, the h u m a n sacriiicial enclosures (9 ,77 .5) . 
Going even farther , the Brahmana say (e.g. Sat.Br. 1 1 , 9 , 1 , 1 2 ) that Mitra is " t h i s wor ld h e r e , " 
Varuna " t h e o ther wor ld ." Likewise, very soon, well before Sayapa's commen ta r i e s on 
the h y m n s (e.g., on KV^ 1 , 1 4 . 1 . 9 , etc.), Mitra patronizes the day, Varuna the night {Tain.Br. 
1 . 7 . 1 0 , 1 ; TaitiSamh. 6,4,8, etc.)—and .Abel Bergaigne has noticed p robab le allusions to this 
doctr ine in the ^gVeda (cf. also Louis Renou, Etudes vidiqw et pdninicmies 1 5 ( 1 9 6 6 ) 1 7 and 
24 ad RV 1 . 1 1 5 5 and 5 8 1 . 4 ) . 

B, .As to modes of action: Mitra is p roper ly , in the e tymology of his n a m e , " t h e con t r ac t " 
(Antoine Meillet, 1907) , and serves to bind, ro facilitate, alliances and treaties be tween 
m e n ; Varuna is the great magician, having at his disposal, fitst. m o r e than any o ther being 
at the sovereign level, the power of mJjii, the magic p o w e r to create forms, w h e t h e r 
t empora ry or lasting, and, second, the " k n o t s " with which he can " s e i z e " the guil ty 
with a sudden and irresistible hold, 

C, As 10 characters: if both are connected wi th the rt<i—the mora l , ritual, social and cosmic 
order—and d e m a n d that it be respected, Mitra is " f r i e n d l y " ( that is one of the mean ings 
that his n a m e has taken), benevolent , reassuring, progressive; Varuna is violent, a la rming , 
sudden . Whi le t h e (fgVeda is filled wi th h y m n s and s t rophes tell ing of man ' s fear and 
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this brief sketch, which has been documented and developed in the 

three books cited above, a few more remarks will suffice: (i) In the 

pairs of sovereigns, and above all in the principal one, the two m e m 

bers are of equal rank, neither Mitra nor Varuna being superior to 

his partner; (2) the t w o gods are equally good, and the antithesis 

"benevolent-terr ible" never degenerates into an opposition of good 

and evil; (3) Despite the fundamental dichotomy and the pairs which 

express it, a tendency toward unity can be sensed. This last is not true 

only, as noted, where the h y m n s mention Mitra and Varuna together 

and associate them in an undifferentiated service, but also, to judge 

by a statistical enumeration of the invocations, where the h y m n s refer 

to Varuna as " t h e " sovereign par excellence, he w h o embraces 

t r e m b l i n g before Varupa the judge , the single h y m n addressed to Mitra alone (3.59) 
expresses no th ing bu t confidence in a god who is as well disposed as he is powerful. 
The SatapathaBrahmana, which often speaks of Varuna ' s knots and shows h i m seizing 
creatures with violence (5.4.5.12), says that Mitra , in contrast , " in jures no one, nor does 
anyone injure h i m " (5.3.2.7). There a rc n u m e r o u s applications of this t heo logem: to 
Mitra belongs what is well sacrificed, to Varupa what is badly sacrificed (Sat.Br. 4.5.1.6; 
Taitt.Br. 1:6:5,5; Sylvain L^vi, La doctrine du sacrifice dans les Brdhmanas [1898; repr in ted 
1967], p . 154); to Mitra " t h a t which is broken off by itself," to Varuna " t h a t which is 
hewn by the a x e " (Sat.Br. 5.3.2.5); to Mitra " w h a t is cooked by hot s t e a m , " to Varuna 
what is roasted, " s e i z e d " by the fu:e (ibid. 5.3.2.8); to Mitra the mi lk , to Varuija the 
intoxicating soma (Sflt.Br. 4.1.4.S); etc. This violent energy of the one and this ca lmness 
of the other a re even e.tpressed by coupled equivalences in which Varuna consistently 
corresponds to the beginning or to the fullness of a process, Mitra to the end. T h u s Varuija 
is the waxing moon , Mitra the waning m o o n (Sat.Br. 2.4.4.18); Varuna is the fire which 
already blazes ( " t o seize c rea tures") , M i u a is the fire after it has begun to go ou t (Sat.Br. 
2.3.2.to and 12); etc. 

D. Finally, in relation to functions o the r than their own, Mitra has m o r e affinity, in his 
m o d e of action, wi th pastoral prosperi ty and peace (third function). Varuna wi th Indra 
{Indra vai Varunah, GopathaBr. 2.1.22) and with the violence that conquers (second function); 
and, even a m o n g the provinces of sovereignty, Mitra , as Ananda C o o m a r a s w a m y says wi th 
an intended anachronism, is ra ther " t h e spiritual p o w e r " and Varuna " t h e t empora l 
p o w e r " — t h e brdhntan and the ksatrd respectively (Sat.Br. 4.1.4.2 and 3; cf. 2.5.2.34, etc.). 

From the fact that this an t inomy of the two great sovereigns is expressed wi th increasing 
frequency and vitality in the ritual books and commenta r ies , s o m e have sought to deduce 
that it has developed, or even taken form, after t h e period of the composit ion of the 
hymns . One need not even look to o the r Indo-European theologies, however , to verify that 
this an t inomy and the double aspect of sovereignty which it_expresses are anter ior to the 
Vedic epoch. After the hymns , Varuna and Mitra, and the Aditya in general , are gods in 
retreat , gods wi thout future. It would certainly be astonishing if such an impor t an t trait 
had been added to iheir theolog) ' dur ing this re t reat , or even if such a trait had continued 
to develop. It is far m o r e probable , as Abel Bergaigne has suggested, that the poets of the 
hymns , who did not compose a systematic catechism but lyrical works or iented toward 
action, would have put the accent on the profound unity of sovereignty ra ther than on its 
subdivisions. Cf. Mermann Giinter t , Der arische Wekkonig und Heiland (1923), PP- 123-14-
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within himself the whole function; or again, w h e r e they subordinate 

the variations within the function to a " g r e a t A s u r a , " — a figure of un

certain value, w h o is perhaps simply Varuna, perhaps a pale replica 

of the supreme divine figure who, in Iran, took the form which we 

recognize as Ahura Mazda. 

T h e patronage of the third level—a very rich and complex o n e — 

the Indo-Iranians, as the Indo-Europeans had already done, most 

readily entrusted to a pair of gods, who, moreover, were twins. 

Fundamental no less than on the first level, the pair here presents 

another meaning. T h e terms are no longer antithetical or comple

mentary, but idenrical and equivalent, at least with regard to essen

tials. By examining them closely, as Stig W i k a n d e r has done,^ w e 

shall see that one of the two Nasatya or Asvin is concerned with 

bovines and the other with horses, just as, in the Zoroastrian transpo

sition, with their homologues^—the inseparable Entities Haurvatat-

Amaratat—one is concerned with the waters, the other with plants. 

Several allusions also indicate a deeper difference, making one twin 

the son of the heaven and the other the son of a man, in the m a n n e r 

of the Greek Dioscures,'' But such distinctions remain unmarked in 

the services they render, in the character of their benefits, or in the 

prayers by which they are addressed: they always act together and do 

the same things. Their duality, then, results not from a differentiation 

but from a doubling, and it is constantly by their collective name, 

in dual form, not by any individual names, that they are called upon: 

they are " t h e two N a s a t y a , " " t h e two Asvin. " Identical in n a m r e 

and activity, they are naturally equal in rank and equally good. 

Finally, their character as twins m a y itself refer to the nature of the 

fijnaional level which they represent, for this level implies, among 

other things, abundance and fecundity, quahties for which, according 

to m a n y peoples, twins are both the symbol and the measure. Let 

us add that, unfike Mitra and Varuna w h o together exhaust the 

content of their function, the twins—beneficent, generous, healers— 

are far from expre,s.sing theirs in its totality: actually, behind this 

5. " N a k u l a et Sahadeva," Oriencaliu Suecana 7 Ci957):66-96; ME 1 :73 -89. 
6. T h e demons t ra t ion , begun in the fifth chapter of Naiisancc d'Arclumges in 1945, has 

been comple ted by Father Jean de Menasce, " Une l^gende indo-iranienne dans I ' ang^o-
iogie j u d e o - m u s u l m a n e : h p ropos de Haru t et Mart i t ," Etudes asiatiqius i (i947):io-i8. 

7 . Cf. La saga de Hadingus ( 1 9 5 3 ; to be published in English translation by the Univer
sity of Chicago Press), appendix i , " L e noyi et le pendu , " p p . 1 3 5 - 5 9 ; ME 1:76-81,87-89. 
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facade of che " p a i r , " the true numerical index of the third function 

is that of multiplicity, an indefinite multiplicity. T h e function itself 

contains numerous aspects (abundance, health, fecundity, peaceful life, 

the sodal totality); further, m a n y of these aspects divide themselves 

into numerous separate manifestations (abundance, for example, will 

concern men, animals, plants, gold, etc.; it will consist of sons, wealth, 

food, drink, etc.); and, finally, the function integrates details into 

itself from the landscape and the material base of the society's life 

(water will be from a certain river, a certain lake; each cultivated 

terrain, every type of tillage will bring forth its own special patron, 

e t c ) . Also, very often (and this is the type of arrangement which is 

found beneath the surface in the case of the Zoroastrian Entities), the 

pair of twins is accompanied at least by a goddess, w h o recalls the 

feminine, maternal aspect of the function. 

A t the second, level, with Indra, the formula is again different. 

Pairs in which this god forms the first m e m b e r are not lacking; there 

is a profusion of them. But whereas Varuna is found in che compound 

dual only wich Mitra and with Indra, and whereas the Nasatya never 

associate themselves in one compound word with any divinity other 

than Indra, che RgVeda includes, beside the forms Indrdvarmd and 

Indranasaiya, the compounds indrdgnt, Indravdyu, indrdsama, indrd-
bfhaspdti, Indrabrahmanaspati, Indrdvifi^a, Indrdpusand, Indrdparvatd, 
and Indrdmarutah. Truly , no other god is so partial to companionship, 

and these various liaisons arc most valuable for a knowledge of 

Indra and for an exploration of his particular sphere of activity,'* But 

the superabundance of assodations and the instability of the second 

term reveal that the form is noc fundamental. 

Indeed, most often, Indra decides and acts alone. W h e n he is not 

alone, w h e n the Marut for example, or Visnu, accompany him, it is 

nearly always he w h o performs the central feat. His one or m o r e 

companions go along to praise him, to sing him incantations, to 

" i n c r e a s e " and " s t r e n g t h e n " him, to make w a y for him, or, at most, 

to give him momentary aid; they do not constitute together a 

balanced pair, on equal terms, like those w e have discussed above. 

In the frequent associarion of Indra with che Maruc, Indra is che 

captain, the Marut are the troop. Other assodarions, such as indrd-

S. See "Visnu et les Maru t a t ravers la r^fortiie zoroas t r ienne ," JoMrrtrtl Oiiatiqite 142 
(l953) : i-25; ME 1 : 133-37. 
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vdrund and Indrdnasatyd, express a rapport, an interfunctional affinity, 

the first between the terrible, magical aspect of sovereignty and the 

ser\'ice of the warrior, the second between personages of different but 

equal service and aid to h u m a n individuals. Still another, Indrdgtu, 
has several values following various contexts, Agni himself signifying 

m a n y things. But the essential fact remains that, if Indra can have so 

m a n y liaisons, none of these results necessarily from his defined role. 

T h e r e are also negative indications. O n e of the most remarkable is 

the absence of any articulated relationship between Indra and Rudra, 

who, in certain respects, is also a g o d of the second level but with 

characteristics other than those of Indra and with profound and 

mysterious delvings into the first and the third levels. T h u s , the 

divisions witfiin the second level do not form a structure like those 

within the first. 

T h e only exception would be the liaison indicated by the compound 

indravdyu. T h e first part of this book discussed in some detail how, 

in the Indian epic, as in the Scandinavian and the Greek, the funcrion 

of the warrior is realized in t w o types of heroes, which the names 

Heracles and Achilles characterize quite adequately. T h e works of 

several scholars from Uppsala—Henrik S. N y b e r g , Geo Widengren, 

Stig W i k a n d e r — h a v e inade it appear probable that this distinction, 

in pre-Vedic times, was extended to the world of the gods, where it 

was expressed in the persons of V a y u and Indra. In Vedic theology, 

however, V a y u would seem to have been dispossessed of this ancient 

role, and if he is closely associated there with Indra, it is rather in his 

other function, that of "initial g o d , " ' by which he performs a service 

for Indra in the domain of time analogous to the service Vijiju renders 

in the doinain of space. ' " Under such circumstances, the compound 

indravayu does not suffice to prove that, in a pre-Vedic epoch when 

each god still patronized a different martial behavior, Indra and V a y u 

were then neatly associated as warriors in a diptych comparable to 

the one formed by Mitra and Varuna at the level above them. T h e 

diptych would in itself be a very improbable combination, since the 

heroes of the V a y u type, like Heracles and Bhima, are more readily 

independent than are, say, Achilles and Arjuna, heroes in the mold of 

Indra. 

9. ME 1:47-48. 
10. Ibid., pp. iio-ii, 134-37. 
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Finally there is another type of pair, that of unequals, so unequal, 
in fact, that one can barely speak of a pair. Such is the relationship 
which sometimes brings the combatant god together with one of his 
h u m a n proteges or employees, together, that is, with a hero. Gener
ally Indra arouses the hero, gives him the material or m o r a l means of 
victory; but sometimes they collaborate: such is the case of the hero 
T r i t a . ' ' Probably this is a very ancient representation. In any case, 
it is reminiscent of the god porr's association with an inferior personage 
in several myths, '^ as well as in the designs on certain Lappish 
drums, an association which the Danish mythographer Axel Olrik 
has considered in his celebrated article " T h e Thunder-God and His 
V a l e t . " B u t this unbalanced form of the pair is no more stable, no 
more essential to the god than that which brings Indra into a connec
tion with Visnu or with the Marut. 

It would be interesting to explore the formulas for the constitution 
of the pair in other zones of the mythology, particularly with respect 
to the "initial g o d , " in w h o m the pair often takes the form of a 
double being, bifrons, and above all embraces not the complementary 
but the incompatible, and where ultimately, as with the twin Mainyu 
of Zoroastrianism (probably formed from the double * V a y u of 
Indo-Iranian polytheism), the opposition at times takes on a moral 
value, one of the two terms being " g o o d , " the other " b a d . " But our 
interest lies elsewhere. It suffices for us to have established that, 
even within the formula of the pair, Indra is not bound b y any 
profound necessity to his partner of the m o m e n t . T h e list of the gods 
of Mitanni, brief as it is, reveals what is essential: Indra by nature is 
alone. 

T h e vocabulary of the RgVeda gives a striking expression of this 
theologem: the word eka, " o n e , " including every meaning of this 
word ("alone in the face of m a n y " ; "a lone among . . . " ; " a l o n e , 
without a i d " ; " u n i q u e , e m i n e n t " ) , is used, as applied to divinities, 
seventy-five times in the hymnal . O f these, sixty-three concern 
Indra, a total to which the t w o compounds ekavird, " u n i q u e h e r o " 
(10.103.i) and ekardj, " u n i q u e k i n g " (8.37.3)—both of which are 
hapax legomena which quaUfy h i m — m u s t be added.' '* 

n . See above, pr. i, chap. 2 at n. 2. 12. See below, p p . 158-59. 
13. " T o r d e n g u d e n og bans d reng , " Danske Studier i (1905}: 119-46. 
14. Cf. Bernfried Schlerath, Das Kdnigtum im Rig- und Acharvaveda (.i960), pp. 28, 3^, 49-
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He wishes not to be associated with five, with ten, he does not ally himself 
to whoever does not press the soma, even though he be opulent. He sooner 
defeats him, just so, or kills him, rumbling, while to the pious he gives a 
share in the cattle herd. 

The very strong, who stays the wheels in combat, hostile against whoever 
does not press the soma, increasing whoever presses it, Indra, subduer of all, 
terrible, the arya, draws on the dasd at his will. [KV 5.34.5-6] 

Yathdvasdm, "according to his own wi l l . " Independent even in the 
aUiances which he seems to make, Indra is moreover the master of 
his own designs. He is no more limited in the choice of his goals than 
in the choice of his companions. He is alone and he is free. Witness 
the celebrated strophes of Veda 6 . 4 7 . 1 5 - 1 8 , which, in a few splendid 
images, call to mind the Magnificat, and in which the capricious 
changes of favor are put on the same plan as his power of metamor
phosis, a trait that is essential to the warrior function. 

. . . As one seta one foot and then another before him, so he makes the 
second to be first by his powers. 

It is said that the hero conquers sometimes one strong [man], sometimes 
another, and exalts sometimes the one, sometimes the other . . . 

He ceases his friendship for the former and, in turn, he goes with the 
others . . . 

He has conformed sometimes to one form, sometimes to another: 
such is his form, to contemplate him. By his magic, Indra goes in many 
forms, for ten hundred bay steeds are yoked to fiim. 

The instability and the gratuity of the warrior god's favor are 
repeatedly recalled to the more faithful by the god's own special 
element, battle. Mars caecus, say the Romans. Free Indra, think the 
Indians more devoutly. When two parties, both of them arya, 
confront one another, they invoke him equally and place in him the 
same hope; and freely, he chooses; 

When it would be necessary that the generous Indra should favor two 
peoples, rich in boons, who fight each other with their entire warrior bands 
for the stake of beautiful cows,'^ he, the terrible one, joins with the one, 
and, with the rumbling warriors, he drives forth the cattle [of the other] 
out [from the pen], [i?V 5,34,8] 

Indra and the warriors in general, and notably Indra's troop, the 
Marut, are free, or more precisely, "auto-nomous." ^gVeda 3.45.5 

15. G d d n e r ; despite Sayatja, t h e p robab le m e a n i n g of sdm ydd,., dvet. 
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proclaims this by tripling the expression and underlining it with a 
comparative: 

You, Indra, are independent [svayiih], king by yourself [svaraj]..., more 
glorious by yourself [than any other] [svdyaiastarah].^^ Increased in strength, 
O widely praised, be for us the most attentive. 

Indra and the Marut, in the RgVeda, draw to themselves the greater 
part of the epithets formed by joining the prefix sva-, " a u t o - , " " 
with an abstract noun: of the 4 examples of svdk^atra, " w h o has 
power by himself," 2 go to Indra, i to the Marut; of 1 2 of svdtavas, 
"strong by himself," 2 go to Indra, 6 to the Marut ; of 7 of svdbhdnu, 
" luminous by himself," 5 go to the Marut; of 3 oi svdpati, "his own 
master," 2 go to Indra, etc. And the contexts are significant; for 
example (one among many) : 

Autonomous [svdksatram], audacious is your spirit, slaying at a single stroke, 
O Indra, is your male force. [5.35.4] 

or again: 

Strong by himself [svdtavan] like a mountain, born of old for victory, the 
heroic, the vigorous Indra [pierces the demon Vala] [4.20.6] 

One of the most interesting terms of this stock of compound 
words '* is the substantive svadka, "quaUty, nature, own wi l l . " '^ The 

16. Ge ldne r : " I n d r a , du bist dein eigener selbstandiger H e r r , . . . gar se lbs therr l ich." 
17. In mos t cases there is no reason to seek in sva- a variant of su-, " g o o d , " r a the r than 

the reflexive. 
18. Natural ly , Indra is the e x e m p l a r y svaraj, " k i n g by himself" : the word is appl ied to 

h im 10 t imes in the ?gVe4a of the 16 uses in the singular (o ther applications: once probably 
to one of Indra 's protdges, once probably to the king at the t ime of consecrat ion; once to 
Parjanya, w h o is by na tu re associated with Indra in the m a k i n g of ra in ; once probably to 
the newly dead on his way to par tak ing of the joys of the beyond ; once only to Varuija, 
u n d e r the n a m e "Aditya " ; a .sixteenth example is unclear ; in the plural , t he word qualifies 
the Maru t once, the mythical horses once, the Aditya once unde r the n a m e rajSnah. 
" kings") . The corresponding abstract substantive svarijya is applied lo Indra, in a refrain, 
in two h y m n s (i6 time.? in 1.80.1-16; 3 t imes in 1.84.10-11) and once again to Indra (other 
applications: once to Savitr, the " i m p e l l e r " god; once to Mi t ra-Varuna; ano the r text is 
probably corrupted) . Finally, and most impor t an t , there is one text in which svaraj appears 
beside samraj, "universa l k ing ," in a distinction which has the value of a theological defini
t ion: Indra is svarij, Varuija is samraj. On this subject, see tny discussion of m e t h o d (Journal 
asiatique 149 [i96i];43o) with Bernfried Schlerath (Das Kdnigtum im Rig- und. Atharvaveda 
[1960J, pp . 131-33). 

19. On this word , see Emile Benveniste, Origines de la formation des noms en indo-evropeen 1 
(1935); 199; Louis Renou, "E tudes v M i q u e s , " 7 " " ' ' ' " ' ' asiatique 243 (1955):434, n. i ( " f lan 
a u t o n o m e " ) . Etudes vidiques et pdniniennes 16 (1967):!i ("Ic seul sens avere p o u r s. dans le 
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term appears with its predse meaning about sixty times in the ^gVeda, 
appHed rarely to men, sometimes to certain notions such as enigmas 
or the funerary ritual, but above all to such gods as the Dawn, the 
Sun, Aparn Napat, Agni. Considered in its connection with the gods 
of the first two functions, it presents an eloquent statistic; never does 
it concern, either collectively or individually, the sovereign gods; 
in contrast, twenty-one times, a third of the total number of usages, 
it concerns Indra or the Marut. Several examples will set the tone; 

By your strength, you surpass the extremities of heaven, Indra, the terres
trial space does not hold you, you are increased by your svadha.. . . [8.88.5] 

Again to Indra: 

If my liquor rejoices you, if you take pleasure in my praise, come from 
afar, according to your svadhi. [8.32.6] 

To the Marut: 

On your shoulders, O Marut, buckles are fixed, on your chests are plates of 
go ld . . . . They {= the Marut) glitter like the lightning through the rain, with 
weapons, appropriate to their svadha. [7.56.13] 

Nature and individual comportment, and probably also, as in 
the last example, comportment as a "class ." The eff'ects of the collec
tive svadha of the Marut, like the effects of Indra's svadha, are not 
entirely unforseeable: their acts are those of warriors.^" And let us 
not forget, over and above the words related to svadha, in which the 
Greek and Germanic languages recognize the meaning " h a b i t , " 
" cus tom," that there is also the Latin derivative soddlis, designating 
the member of a small autonomous group, one included within the 
society but sometimes opposed to it; fraternity, corporation, political 
cabal, secret or illicit assodation, band of revelers. 

This signal from the Latin vocabulary directs us to the threshold 
of an immense problem. The autonomy of which the warriors are 
so proud, which the poets acknowledge with such emphasis in the 

RV est auionomie"); Phil ippe Colinet 's render ing in his "F.cude sur le sens du m o i svaiilia 
dans le Rig Veda," Melanges Sylvain Levi p . 171 ( " m a n i e r e habicuelle, p rop re , 
habi lude, c o u t u m e " ) is insufficient. 

20. in certain forms of Iranian dual ism, the concept x''at-ddsaldh. " o w n will ," is charac
teristic of the par t of the second function which belongs to the bad creat ion: Rober t C. 
Zaehner , Zurvan (1955), p p . 374-81 (extracts Z i t and Z 12 from the Denkan), 
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combative gods when they invoke them, is weighted with tempta

tions and risks for the one w h o possesses it, and is disturbing as well 

for the social order and the order of the cosmos. Svadha does not 

adjust itself to the social community any m o r e than sodalitas does. 

At least once, speaking of men, the RgVeda has m a d e clear this 

dangerous, injurious side of the concept. A group of strophes in 7.104 

hurl a curse against the liar. A t strophe 9 (cf. A V 8.4.9), w e read: 

Those who falsify the right declaration by their ways [evai/i], or those who 
turn the good to bad by iheir svadha, may Soma give them over to the 
serpent or consign them to the lap of destruction. 

B u t the h y m n s never envisage the svadha of the warrior gods, or 

of any god, in such a light: prayers, eulogies, they admit no dark spots 

in their portrayals. But there are shadows. T h e y are found in the 

mythology, richer than any other, on the warrior level—a mythology 

to which the hymns m a k e only lyrical allusions but which the dis

cursive and logical expositions of the Brdhmana and the epics inform 

us completely. T h e antiquity of these myths, moreover, is guaranteed 

b y the parallelism which is to be observed between the themes of 

several such myths and the traditions of other Indo-European peoples. 

B y examining one of these thematic settings, inherited from the 

c o m m o n Indo-European prehistory, w e shall now follow the warrior 

god of India, the model champion of Scandinavia, and the most 

illustrious hero of Greek legend, with all their faults and their 

misfortunes, right to the logical limit of this awesome freedom. 



INDRA THE SINNER 

In the Brdhmana and the Epics, Indra is a sinner. He is not, however, 
so designated in the Veda. Hanns Oertel's efforts ( 1 8 9 8 ) ' to discover, 
in .some passages from the hymns, a trace of censure, an allusion to 
what is later to be denounced as criminal or shocking, have come up 
with nothing convincing. 

When ^gVeda 6.47.16-17 shows Indra sometimes inclined to help 
one person and sometimes another, abandoning his initial friends 
to take new sides, we need only refer to the context in order to 
understand that what the poet senses here is simply a manifestation, 
which he registers with neither blame nor complaint, of the indepen
dence, the necessary and wholesome autonomy, of the warrior god,^ 
It is mere artifice to see here, as does Oertel, the breaking of the word 
which we encountered, on the level of the Brahmana, in the story of 
Namuci. 

When FigVeda 6.46.3 calls Indra sahasramu^ka, " o f a thousand tes
ticles," this epithet surely alludes to the supervirility which every 
people readily attributes to its human and divine warriors: the songs 
of soldiers, century after century, continue to draw together the 
diverse offices of the male, just as the Avestan VaraQragna, the god 
called upon for victory—in part homologous to Indra Vrtrahan—is 
also invoked to obtain gr^^oiS xa,fontes testiculorjnn. But here there is 
no reason to look, as Sayana does, for a precise reference to the sexual 
sins, the adulteries, of Indra which the epic literature will expose with 
such relish. 

As to 5.34.4. the verse probably does not say what Oertel and many 

1. "Indrasya Idibisdni," Journal of the American Oriental Society 19:118-25. 
2. See above, p p . 61-62. 
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O t h e r s have tried to make it say. T h e s y m m e t r y induces one to trans

late the kilbisat of the last verse as an objective ablative, referring not 

to a fault of Indra, to which there will be no echo in the remainder of 

the h y m n , but to the fault of a man with w h o m Indra, despite this 

fault, enters into a relationship. Accordingly, the meaning gains in 

both force and beauty: 

From ihe one, whose father or mother or brother he, che strong one, has 
killed, from that one he does not remove himself; making an arrangement, he 
seeks even his offerings. From the fault he does not remove himself, he, the 
giver of boons.^ 

" F r o m the f a u l t " means " f r o m the guilty party . " T h e intention 

of this verse as of the entire strophe is to remind us that Indra, in 

contrast, for example, to Varuna, keeps no tight accounts, acknowl

edges no blind paths of justice. He is not held back in his relations with 

m e n at that point where the two sovereigns must check themselves 

perforce. This strong god, w h o upon occasion kills (that is his mission), 

is ready to become reconciled with the sons or brothers of his victims; 

and he does not automatically excommunicate the sinner. 

There remains, in the h y m n of Indra's painful " b i r t h s " (4.18), 

the famous verse in which it is .said that he killed his father (str. 12 , 

V . 4). This would be grave indeed, if only w e knew w h a t was involved. 

But this dreadful crime has caused very little commotion, which 

seems strange when one thinks of the zeal of the Brahmana and epics 

in spreading the worst and least of rumors about Indra. Moreover, 

in che strophe where it is mentioned, the crime is presented under 

such conditions that it comes out incoherent, nonsensical. One is 

strongly tempted to adjust the person of the verb: by changing a 

single letter, one will fall back on a theme of story and novel that is 

recognizable and clear, that of the future hero—such as Batraz of the 

Osscts—persecuted at his birth in every w a y and, in particular, left 

an orphan. T h e poet, full of commiseration, asks the unfortunate 

infant: 

3. Karl F. Geldner ' s v e r s i o n ; " Der Machtige geht d e m nieht aus dcnfi Wege , dessen Vater , 
desscn Mut te r , dessen Bruder er erschlagen hat . Er ford err .sogar noch Geschcnke von i h m , 
wenn er Verglcich mach t . Er schcut vor kc inem Unrechi zuriick, de r Verschenkcr des 
Gutes . " 
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Who has made your mother a widow? 
Who wished co kill you, lying still or moving? 
Which god was compassionate with you , . 

and then adds, in the fourth verse, against every expectation: 

. , . when you seized your father by the feet and caused him to perish? 

T h e Strangeness of this last question is m o r e than obvious: by w h a t 

right can this child w h o has committed the worst of murders expect 

the pity of the gods? A paternal persecution, a sequence of the same 

type as that of the Ouranidcs, has been supposed, but that is gratui

tous. T h e question initially posed in the first verse suggests rather 

that the persecutor " w h o has m a d e your m o t h e r a w i d o w " is un

related to the family and that the father has been the victim of the 

same e n e m y or enemies as the mother and cfuld. T h e strangeness 

disappears if, in the fourth verse, it is " s o m e o n e " w h o killed his 

father, as, in the second verse, " s o m e o n e " wished to kill Indra 

himself W e need only read dhinan (3d. plur.), " t h e y [the enemies] 

caused to perish," or dksinat (3d. sing.), " he [the persecutor designated 

b y the " w h o " of verses r and 2] caused to p e r i s h " in place oi dksinah, 
" y o u caused to perish." W h a t e v e r scruples one m a y have about 

tampering with the Vedic textual tradition, one must sometimes 

resign oneself to doing so.^ 

T h u s , in the ^gVeda, Indra has no criminal record. But let us not 

rush to proclaim him innocent, or to conclude that the fuss m a d e 

about his sins must come from later rimes. T h o u g h Oertel does not 

succeed in his quest, he does at least, from the Erst page, wisely 

perceive its reduced importance. 

If the Vedic hymns offer but little material of this kind, this fact is simply due 
to the character of these poems. They are invocations and songs of praise—ftafii 

4. G e l d n e r : " W e l c h e r Gou fand Gnade vor dir " This in terpre ta t ion of U appears 
to contradict the a t t i tude of the gods toward Indra as indicated in the second verse of the 
preceding s t rophe , well rendered by Geldner (the words of the infant Indra 's n io the r ) : 
" M e i n Sohn, j cnc Cot ter lassen dich im Sticb." Ivloreovcr, everywhere else in the RgVeiia, 
the gods are givers, not beneficiaries of jnartJifcd, "p i ty , fit vor, grace " (root mr ( i - " to pa rdon , 
to spare , to be favorable") . 

5. One could object to these considerations on t h e g rounds tha t , on t h e contrary , 
we should keep dhindh, since it is the kctio digidlior. If one chooses this al ternat ive, the 
fact remains that no o ther passage in the h y m n a l men t ions the parricide of Indra, and 
the e n o r m o u s c r ime appears in none of the li.sts of Indra 's sins recorded in Vedic prose 
l i tera ture . 
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nv dsya mahimanam indriydm svdr grndnta Smsuh (RV 8.3.13)—in which allu

sions of this sort would be manifestly out of place. An argumentum ex silcntio 
would therefore here be patently wrong. 

T h a t is entirely true. T h e Vedic poets could hardly give a bad 
role to the very god they considered most usefiil, of such usefulness 
as is attested quite adequately by statistics alone. Courageously, as 
good servants, they would rather have assumed his more questionable 
responsibilities along with him. One example of this attitude has been 
shown in the earlier part of this book. In all later literature, the 
m u r d e r of the Tricephal entails a stain. T h e monster is at once both 
a brahman, chaplain of the gods, from a tradition that is probably 
post-Vedic, and the gods' first cousin, a feature that is certainly archaic. 
N o w we have seen how the RgVeda mentions only a single time, and 
with a light touch only, with a single word, those social relations 
between the murderer and the murdered that m a k e the slaying 
juridically questionable. Indra, according to 2 . 1 1 . 19 , has delivered 
into Trita's hands the son of Tvastf, the .son of " t h e one united [with 
him] by bonds of friendship," sdkhydsya. One seeks in vain, if one 
examines the context, for any trace of b l a m e : it is for our sake, for 
us men, asmdbhyam—in the person of Trita—that Indra has performed 
this deUvery, and if the poet recalls it, it is to ask the god to continue 
the good work, as the inverted syntax of the phrase does indicate: 
" M a y w e be able to triumph, to conquer all enemies, the barbarians, 
with your aid, with the arya [that is, probably, with you, the god 
of the arya], us unto w h o m you have formerly delivered , , , , e t c , " 
W h e n one makes one's addresses to the divine striker, one cannot 
dictate the manner in which he strikes. 

Having explained the RgVeda's silence, and b y the same token 
eliminated the objection which one might d r a w from it as to the 
antiquity of the representation of Indra's sins, one can only share 
Oertel's observation on the extent and importance which c o m e to 
be attached to the theologem of Indra the Sinner, and even to the 
systematization of his sins, when we come to the Brdhmana and the 
ritual treatises. Indeed, the authors have arranged his faults in lists 
which, with slight variations, can be found in the texts of various 
schools, and which allude to adventures which we know of only in 
part. Oertel cites AitareyaBrahmai}a 7.28: 
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When the gods shunned Indra, saying: " He hath intrigued against Visvarupa, 
Tva^tj-'s son [that is, the Tricephal]; he hath slain Vrtra; he hath given the 
Yatis to the sa lav rka-wolves; he hath killed the Arurmaghas; he hath inter
rupted Bfhaspati," then was Indra excluded from the soma-draught. 

In KauiitakiUpanifad 3 . 1 , it is Indra himself who classifies his mis
conduct; 

I killed the three-headed son of Tvastj; I gave the Amnmukhas, the Yatis to 
the salavfka-wolvcs; transgressing many a covenant [fcflftvi/tiamcffuatifej-amya], 
I smote in heaven the Prahladiyas, in the atmosphere the Paulomas, on earth 
the Kalakaiijas. 

To these Oertel added a long passage (2.134) from jaminxyaBr&hmaria, 
that precious text from which he then published many extracts and 
made a special study: 

The creatures condemned Indra, saying: "He hath killed the three-headed 
son of Tvajtf, he hath given the Yatis to the salavrka-wolves, he hath killed 
the Arurmukhas, he hath interrupted Brhaspaii, transgressing the covenant 
he had covenanted [samdbam samhitdm atUya] he cut off the head of the asura 
Namuci." From these sins against the gods [etebkyo devakilbisebkyah] he walked 
away into the forest not descending [?] to the gods. He said to the gods: "Per
form a sacrifice for me." "No, " they said, "these agreements thou hast trans
gressed, thou hast committed those sins against the gods. We will not perform 
a sacrifice for thee." Now Agni might have been called his best friend; so 
among the gods he spoke to Agni: "Sacrifice for me." "Yes," he said, "but I 
desire .some one among the gods with whom I may sacrifice for thee." He did 
not find any among the gods with whom he might sacrifice for him. He said: 
" I cannot find any one among the gods with whom I might sacrifice for thee." 
"Then do thou alone sacrifice for me," "Yes." Agni by himself succeeded. He 
performed this agnistut. With that he sacrificed for him. With it he at once 
burned away all his [Indra's] evil. As a serpent would get rid of its skin, as one 
would pull the blade of the reed-grass out of the sheath, even so he got rid of 
all his evil. 

This text is interesting in many respects, especially becau,se it says 
in its own way that only fire could cleanse, could atone for this career 
in which sins were mingled with services. Here we have an optimistic 
version of what is also the lesson, with different nuances, of the pyre 
of Heracles, the burning of the impious Tullus by the bolt of Jupiter, 
and, in Iranian tradidon, the moving dialogue with the god Fire, by 
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which Zoroaster, in the other world, obtains pardon for Karasaspa,^ 
the Iranian Hercules. 

Even more than the Brdhmana, the epic will also obligingly take 
note of the sins of the god Indra. But a particular type of sin comes 
to take on increased importance: the sexual sin, adultery, and especi
ally adultery committed by seduction, surprise, or deception with 
the wife of a brahman. The prototype for this regrettable sin is 
surely the god's adventure with Ahalya. Of this the Brdhmana have 
little to say, but here again the argumentum ex sileniio cannot be 
trusted; as early as 1887, Albrecht Weber remarked that in certain 
important ritual formulas, those by which the soma sacrifice is 
announced on a fixed day to the gods (subrahmanyd) and which, in 
particular, refer to Indra by a series of vocatives that allude to his 
qualities or his adventures, the following salutation is to be found: 
Ahalydyai jdra, Kauiika brdhmana, Gautama bruvdna, "spouse for 

Ahalya, brahman Kausika, named Gautama." It is thus certain that 
in the definitely early period when this ritual was fixed, the story of 
Ahalya was known: wife of the brahman Kausika Gautama, she was 
approached by Indra, as Alcmene was by Zeus when the god pas.sed 
himself off as her husband. If the Brdhmana do not incorporate this 
into the canonical list of the god's sins, one reason, at least, can be 
found. As sacerdotal literature, in contrast to epic, it would probably 
seek to avoid drawing attention to a type of conduct declared sinful 
yet glorified by an august divine example, which could easily establish 
an awkward precedent for the powerful of this world, ft seems that 
one of the concerns of the brahman caste from its very beginnings 
as a caste, as can be seen from RgVeda 10.109, has been to protect its 
women from the schemes of princes and warriors. 

Even if we did not have the evidence provided by the subrahmanyd 
formulas, we could scarcely doubt the antiquity of this type of excess: 
the warrior everywhere takes liberties with the codes by which the 
seniores seek to discipline the ardor of young men, everywhere lays 
claim to "unwritten rights" to other men's wives, to maidenly 

6. Henr ik S. Nyberg, " L a l ege rdc de Karasaspa." Oriental Studies in Hoiwr of Cursetji 
Eraehji Pavry (1933), p p . 336-43; in t h e first text published (Denkan 9, analysis of Siitkir 
Nask, 14), Ksrasaspa repents of " h a v i n g killed m e n wi thout n u m b e r " ; but his principal 
sin, for which O h n n a z d reproaches him and the god Fire d e m a n d s the p u n i s h m e n t of 
hell , is having " s t ruck the fire." 
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virtue. Stig Wikander, in the first two chapters of his Der arische 
Minnerburui {1938), estabUshed that even in Indo-Iranian times this 
sexual note clung to the conception of the mdrya, " young man of the 
second function," and that it counted for a great deal in the condein-
nation thrust upon the mdrya by the Zoroastrian reform (Avestan 
mairya^ Pehlcvi merak)P In other parts of the Indo-European world, 
on the level of legend, let us recall the rape of the Vestal Ilia by 
Mars, of Lucretia by the soldier Tarquin, the scandals which fill the 
histories of the Scandinavian berserkir, the contubernales of King Frotho 
(Saxo Grammaticus 5,1 . 1 1} ,* and the innumerable bastards sired by 
Heracles. 

7. .After n u m e r o u s discussions, often misdirected, this in terpre ta t ion of mdrya, like the 
general thesis of the book, has gained credence: Manfred Mayrhofer, Kur^gef. etym. Wdn-
erbuck des Altindischen s.v., 2 (1957):596-97. Louis Renou, who in Eludes vediques el 
pdninKsnnes 4 (i958):49 justly defined mdrva " t e r m e mi-erot ique mi -gue r r i e r " (for RV 
8.54.13), was less inspired w h e n he deleted the second e lement in ibid., to (t962):64 (for 
RV i.64.i). 

8. See below, pt . 3, chap. 4 at n. 9. 



THE SINS 
A N D LOSSES 

OF INDRA 

Let us now turn our attention to a relatively recent text, in which 
the theory of Indra's sins appears in a remarkable form: book 5 of 
the MdrkandeyaPurdna. 

At the beginning of this Parana, Jaimini, a disciple of Vyasa, seeks 
out Markandeya to get him to resolve some difficulties concerning 
the Mahabharata. The sage refers him to certain birds, as famous for 
their intelligence as for their sacredness, and so it is that, in the fourth 
section, we learn of the four points which trouble Jaimini about the 
great epic: What led Janardana, or Vi^nu, to assume human form? 
How did Krsria, or Draupadi, become the common wife of the five 
Paiidava brothers, the principal heroes of the poem? How was 
Baladeva, or the third Rama, the brother of Krsna, expiated for the 
murder of a brahman? How could the sons of Draupadi all die before 
being married? By the end of the fourth section we are enlightened 
as to the incarnations of Visnu, and the fifth takes up the truly delicate 
problem of the polyandric marriage of Draupadi.^ 

I have already alluded to Stig Wikander's memorable article 
pubUshed in 1947, " The Legend of the Pandara and the Mythical Basis 
of the Mahabharata," and its important findings.^ These five 
brothers, engendered successively by the functional gods in the 
wombs of the two wives of Pandu, have an ordered relationship of 
their own, forming a hierarchized functional team. In numerous 
epic passages their respective modes of behavior, whether they are 
acting alone or together, offer an excellent definition of the three 

1, This ccx: has been t reated differently, f rom the viewpoint of Draupad i , and in 
connection wi th M t h 1.189.1-40 ( = Calcutta I97.7i75-73i8), in JVIE 1:103-24-

2. Sec above, p t . i , chap , i, n. i . 
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functions which are at the base of the Vedic, Indo-Iranian, and Indo-
Kuropean ideology. Thus, in total independence of the system of 
varna or strict social classes (brahmans, k^atriya, vaisya)—which is an 
essentially Indian development, a hardening of the sodal structure 
around the principle of the three functions—and with traits that 
are almost more Iranian, in any case more Indo-Iranian, than Vedic 
(for example, the role of Vayu within the warrior function, which is 
very nearly effaced in the Veda), vast sections of the Mahabimrata 
present themselves as a series of variations on the theme of the three 
funaions and as a projection on the human plane, in heroic adventures, 
of the ideology which gave life to that grouping of gods which is like 
an axis for the Indo-Iranian pantheon: the sovereigns Mitra-Varuna, 
the warriors Vayu and Indra, and the beneficent twin Nasatya, 

Yudhisrhira, the eldest, is the son of Dharma, " L a w , Order , " a 
rejuvenation of the concept of Mitra. Of the five, he alone is king, a 
thoroughly just and virtuous king. 

Next come two warriors of very different natures: Bhima, son of 
Vayu, " t h e wind," is a brutal and not very intelligent Hercules, one 
who acts readily on his own, armed with a simple mace, but above 
all sustained by his colossal force; Arjuna, Indra's son, is the warrior-
knight, leader of the army, master of the bow and of all classic 
weapons. 

The group is completed by a pair of twins, Nakula and Sahadeva, 
sons of the twin Nasatya; beautiful, amiable, servitors devoted to 
their brothers, they are also, as a characteristic episode demonstrates, 
specialists in the care of cattle and horses. 

W e have only begun to take stock, for the interpretation of the 
Mahdbhdrata, for the history of Indian thought, for the detailed 
analysis of the Indo-Iranian ideology, and even, by contrast or by 
analogy, for the study of the Persian Book of Kings, of the conse
quences of this discovery, which, now that it has been made, looks 
easy and obvious, but which no one had made before Wikander^ 
As to the shocking nature, from the arya standpoint, of the figure of 
Draupadi, the common wife of the five brothers, Wikander immedi
ately succeeded in proposing the first simple and satisfactory explana
tion. In Indo-Iranian mythology, to judge from the Vedic and Avestan 

3 . This is ihe subject t>f the first pa r t t>f M E 1 : 3 1 - 2 5 7 . 
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materials that have been conserved, the team of the functional gods 
is completed by a single goddess, who ideologically is not confined 
to any of the three ftrnctions, but is situated, and operates, within them 
all. Her nature is thus synthetic, as is probably signified by the curious 
triple name which the Avesta gives such a goddess: " T h e Humid 
(third function), the Strong (second), the Pure (first)," Aradvi Sura 
Anahita."* The Indian epic has expressed this fundamental idea 
dramatically, on the human plane, by matching the trifunctional 
team of the five Pandava with a .single woman, their common wife. 

It is this archaic theory of the three functions, expressed in the 
group of Pandava, which we are now about to see the Mdrkandeya-
Purdna connect and adjust to the theory of the sins and punishments 
of Indra, presenting the latter at the same stroke in a systematic and 
trifunctional form. Here follows the literal version of the text, hardly 
poetic but tightly constructed, which I have divided into its natural 
sections, indicating the numbers of the twenty-four distichs. 

I. (.1) The First Sin 

1. Once, when he had killed the .son of Tvastr [that is, the Tricephal], oh 
brahman, the majesty [tejat}] of Indra, overpowered by this brahmanicide, 
underwent a considerable diminution; 

2. It entered the god Dharma, this majesty of 5AKRA[ = Indra], because of this 
fault; and Sakra found himself deprived of majesty [nistejdh], when his majesty 
went over into Dharma. 

(b) The Second Sin 

3. Then Tvastr, lord of creatures, learning that his son had been killed, tore 
out one of the chignons he wore as an ascetic, and said: 

4. "Let the three worlds with iheir divinities today see my force! Let him 
see it, the brahmanicide of evil thoughts, the punisher of the demon Paka 
[ = Indral, 

5. by whom my son, devoted to his duty, has been killed!" Thus having 
spoken, eyes red with anger, he placed his chignon on the fire as an offering. 

6. Out of that Vftra, the great asura, came forth, amidst garlands of flames, 
with great .nature and enormous teeth, comparable to a mass of ground 
collvrium. 

7. Enemy of Indra, of immeasurable essence, fortified by the energy [or 
majesty: again tejah] of Tvastr, he grew each day the length of a bowshot, he, 
the being with the great force. 

4. See above, p p . 16-17. 
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8. Seeing that Vrtra, this great demon, was destined to kill him, Sakra, 
wishing for peace, sick with fear [bhaydturah], sent the seven sages to him, 

9. who, between him and Indra, made friendship [sakhyam] and agreements 
[samayan], they, the sages of pious soul, devoted to the welfare of all beings. 

10. When, in violation of the agreernent [samayasthitim uilahghya], Vrtra had 
been killed by Sakra, then, overwhelmed by the murder [he had cornmitted], 
his physical force [balam] declined. 

11 . This physical force, having e.scaped from Indra's body, entered Maruta 
[another name for the Wind, Vayu] who penetrates all, invisible, the supreme 
divinity of physical force [balasya . . . adhidaivatam], 

(C) The Third Sin 

l i . And when Sakra, having assumed the appearance [rupam] of Gautama, 
had violated Ahalya, then he, che Indra of the gods, was despoiled of his 
beauty [same word as for "form, appearance": rH^jam]: 

1 3 . The gracefulness of all his limbs, which charmed so many souls, 
abandoned the tarnished Indra of the gods and entered the two Nasatya. 

II. The World's Distress 

14. Having learned that the king of the gods was abandoned by his justice 
and his majesty [dharmena tejasd lyaktam], deprived of physical force [bala-

hinam], and without beauty [arupinam], che sons of Diti [demons] undertook 
to conquer him. 

15. Desirous of conquering che Indra of the gods, the Daicya. extremely 
strong, oh great muni, cook birth in the families of kings of immeasurable 
vigor. 

16. Some time thereafter the Earch, oppressed by its burden, wenc lo the 
summit of mount Mcru, where the denizens of heaven have their abode. 

17. Crushed by so much burden, she cold them che origin of her suffering, 
caused by the Daitya, Danu's sons: 

18. "These asura with vase strength, whom you had overthrown, have all 
come to be born in che world of men, in the houses of kings; 

19. their armies are numerous and, oppressed by their weight, I am sinking 
down. See now, you thirty [ = che gods], that I find relief" 

III. Birth of the Heroes 

20. Then, with portions of their energy [tfjafi], the gods descended from the 
sky to the earth, for the service of creatures and co fife the burden from the 
earth. 

(A) 21. The male [Dharma] himself set free the majescy [again tejah] which 
had come to him from the body of Indra, and in Kuntl (the queen, Paiidu's 
wife) he engendered the King, Yudhis[hira of great majesty [mahdtejah]. 
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(B,B') 22. The Wind then set free the physical force [balam], and Bhima was 
born; and from che half [the remainder] of the vigor [viryam] of Sakra, 
Parthi Dhanaiijaya (or Arjuna) was bom, 

(C) 23. The pair of twins [yamajau] [Nakula and Sahadeva, engendered by 
ihe Nasatya] came into the world in [the womb of] Madri [second wife of 
Pandu], endowed with Sakra's beauty [rupam], adorned with great luster; 

(D) 23. [In continuation] Thus the blessed Saiakratu [or Indra] descended 
[and incarnated himself, avatirnah] in five parts, 

24. and his most fortunate wife Kfsna [or Draupadi] was born from the 
Fire: [consequently] she became the wife of 5akra alone, and of no other. 

Whoever the author and whatever the epoch when it was estab
lished, this complex account is admirably trifunctional. 

The functional values of the five Pandava, recognized by Wikander, 
are covered here not only by the names of their divine fathers, but 
by abstract substantives which fittingly characterize the essence of 
each function: tejas, a somewhat vague term, taken even here with 
diverse connotations, but one which always indicates, in opposition 
to the force of the body, a power of the soul, correlates with the god 
and the hero of the first function, Dharma and Yudhi§thira. Two 
varieties of physical force, bala and virya, the first certainly more 
athletic and brutal, are attributed to the two gods and the two 
heroes of the second function, Vayu and Indra himself, Bhima and 
Arjuna. And beauty, riipa, comes from the pair of divine Nasatya 
to adorn the human twins, Nakula and Sahadeva. 

But these various elements, these powers whose harmonious 
incarnation produces the team of the Pandava, arc only transmitted 
to the sons from the gods, their fathers. On their part, the gods have 
received them from a sort of three-staged disintegration of Indra, 
resulting from three sins. The substratum of the three functions can 
be discerned just as clearly in these three sins as in the three losses 
that follow them: 

1. The loss of lejas, spiritual force or majesty, is provoked by a 
sacrilege and by an outrage against the social structure at its most 
exalted level: a hrahmanicide. 

2. The loss of hala, physical force, is provoked by a sin which, while 
remaining a breach of contract, is also considered cowardly, since the 
conclusion of the pact was provoked by fear before a superior force. 

3 . The loss of rupa, beauty of form, is provoked by an adultery 

1 
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committed with the help of the shameful fraud of changing into 
another's form. 

Brahmanicide, fear bringing about a dishonorable act, and adultery: 
the three sins, like their punishments, are situated respectively in 
the domains of the religious order, the warrior ideal, and well-
regulated fecundity. 

Given the literary genre in which it appears, one is inclined to see 
in this systemarization of the faults of Indra a late arrangement, 
made by an intelligent author, of the older, less-organized tradirions 
concerning indra's sins. This is possible. But it must be acknowledged 
that if it was conceived in a period when Aryan India no longer 
meditated on ihc: functions as such and knew only the guidelines of 
the three social classes, the arrangement still presents, on the third 
level, a conception that arises from the Indo-Iranian or Indo-Etiropean 
third function, and not from the third social class of India. By no 
Indian thinker was beauty thought of as characteristic of the class 
of breeders and agriculturists, the vaisya, and, for that matter, neither 
was sensuality and the sins it entailed. In classical India, such men 
were defined solely by their planting and stockraising activities. In 
contrast, in Indo-Huropean times, and srill in the Vedic period (the 
Asvin were "masters of beauty") , the third function, along with 
opulence and fecundity, included other attributes, beauty and 
sensuality among them, with their own conditions and consequences.^ 
These latter were not lost by the Scandinavian gods Freyr and Freyja; 
nor does the functional goddess Aphrodite neglect them in the 
well-known legend in which, as the competitor of Hera, giver of 
sovereignty, and of Athena, giver of victory, she offers Paris nothing 
less than " the most beautiful woman."^ So in the Pandava legend, 
beauty, just as much as competence in matters of breeding and an 
aptitude for service, is the characteristic of the twins, a trait which, 
like the identity and importance accorded to the god Vayu, roots 

J. In a scene, surely archaic, f rom the ritual of the aivamedba, the Vedic horse sacrifice, 
the tause-and-effcct connection between beauty and fecundity is set forth clearly: Sat.Brdhm. 
13.1 .y.6; cf ME 1:59 (and, for opulence and .sensual gratification, p . 491 and p. 560. n. i ) . 

6. "Les trois fonctions dans que lques t t ad i t i onsg recques , " Eventail de I'histain vivante = 
Milanges iuden Pebvre z (t9S3), Pp, i 5 - 3 i ; now see M £ t i sSo-W and tlie parallel eases, 
pp. 586-601, and on a question of me thod , "L'id6ologie i r ipar t ie , M M . W. Potscher and 
M. van de r Bruwaenc , " Ldtmus 20 (19615:524-19. 
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this legend dirccdy in the Indo-Iranian and Indo-Kuropean ideology. 
W c must therefore suppose, at the very least, that the author of this 
late arrangement had exceeded the ideology of his contemporaries 
and reconstituted the rich " third function" of former times. 

His treatment of the second sin, the violation of the pact concluded 
with Vftra (substituted here, as often in the epic, for Namuci), is no 
less archaic. It lends authority to one element that the ancient forms 
of che episode could not eliminate, since it is fundamental to chem, 
but which they could scarcely proclaim: though Indra had concluded 
the initial agreement and this dubious friendship with the demon, 
instead of treating him at che outset as the warrior god must treat 
every demon, it was because he did not feel himself equal to the 
task, because he was afraid. All that follows is merely che result of 
this defect in the essential vocation of the warrior, in his force and his 
pure bravery. The author of our text makes this element explicit: 
at the very beginning of the scene, he says (distichs 8-9): "Seeing 
that Vftra, this great demon, was destined 10 kill him, Indra, wishing 
for peace, sick with fear, sent the seven sages to him, who, between 
him and Indra, made friendship and agreements. . . ." .^nd Indra's 
punishment is exacted in the loss of this physical force, bala, in which, 
for once, he did not dare put his trust. 

These archaic, even fossil-like treatments of the third and second 
level are better explained if we assume that the theme of the three 
sins that the warrior commits within the framework of the three 
functions already existed before the author of the Purana applied 
it to Indra.'' 

As for the idea that guides this whole development, it too is ancient: 
the warrior, by his actual weaknesses, loses his virtual powers, and, 
from these lost powers, new beings are born. In the story of Namuci, 
inasmuch as it is the myth that justifies the sauiramaxii, the Satapatka-
Brakmana presents an analogous disintegration, chough it is only in 
the animal, vegetable, and mineral realms chat the lost powers are 
productive, and not in terms of gods or men.* 

In che Avesta a very similar theme can be found, but there it is 
applied not to a god or hero homologous to Indra—VaraOragna or 

7. See the passage from the first book of the Mahabhara ta , cited above, chap, 7, n- i . 
8, See Tarpeia, p . iZ3-
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Karasaspa, for example—but to the complex, total, trifunctional 
personage of Yima, the most illustrious of the "first kings," Immedi
ately after presenting Yima in his majesty and power, Yalt 19—the 
"Yast of the Earth," actually almost entirely dedicated to the sovereign 
power, the x^arsnah, a sign which may assume diverse forms, which 
appears on the prince designated by God, accompanies him in his 
actions, and leaves him when he has become unworthy—warns us, 
at the end of verse 33, that this good fortune will last only until 
Yima should begin to give himself over " t o the deceitful, false 
wor ld , " Yima, indeed, sins gravely. One could even expect to see 
him commit three sins, since the x'armah leaves him three times or, 
if we translate literally, since three x^arsmh [cave him in succession. 
This is not the case. There is never more than one sin: in the Avesta, 
it is the lie, the greatest sin of Mazdaism; in later texts, it is pride 
and revolt against God, or even the usurpation of divine titles, all 
sins against the rules and proprieties of the_^rst function.^ The conse
quences of the sins, however, are set in a triple structure; and this 
structure, in the two known variants, is as clearly trifunctional as that 
of the incarnations of Indra's lost powers. 

According to YaSt 19.34-38, the first of the three x^arsnah of Yima 
comes to reside in Mi6ra, " the lord-of-land of all lands, which Ahura 
Mazdah has made, of all the ya^ata of the world of spirits, the most 
suited for the x^armak"; the second in ©raetaona, "son of the clan 
of the AQwya," who killed the Tricephal; the third in "Karasaspa 
of heroic soul," " the strongest of strong m e n , " the Iranian Hercules, 
whose labors, here as so often, are obligingly enumerated. It is clear, 
as Darmesteter recognized, that MiOra and Karasaspa represent the 
first and second functions respectively. The attribution of the third— 
agricultural prosperity—to ©raetaona raised a difficulty which Dar
mesteter began to alleviate, and which, in the first part of the present 
book, has been completely eliminated." ' In any case, no such difficulty 
can be pointed to in the explicit affirmation of the second variant, 
from Denkart 7.1.25-32-36, which says that one third of Yam's x'arr 
(the Pehlevi form of Avestan x^armah), related to agriculture, passed 
into Freton (Graetaona), who immediately eliminated plague and 

9. In the thi rd p a r t of ME 2 , 1 shall examine , going beyond the parallel described here , 
the record concerning the " s in of the sovereign," different f rom t h e "sins of the war r io r , " 

10. See above, p p . 17-19, 
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sickness hy medical treatment; one-third, relating to the warrior 
estate, passed into KarSasp (Karasaspa); and one-third—that of the 
"sovereign function," although this time the word itself is not 
declared—passed into OSnar (AoSnara), who is presented in these 
terms ( § § 3 6 - 3 7 ; from the translation by Marijan Mole); 

In the same epoch it [— the "transmission of the word"] returned, thanks 
to the Glorj- [x'arr] of Yam, to OSnar who was very wise, when he was in the 
womb of his mother. Speaking from his mother's womb, he taught her several 
wonders. At his birth, he struck the Hvil Spirit and refuted the propositions 
[JrSsndn] of mar Fracya, worshipper of the dev. 

He became minister for Kaytis and administered the seven continents under 
his dominion. He discovered [and] caught che art of ordering speech and 
several other sciences useful to men; and the non-Arya were defeated in 
debate. He lavished the wisest counsels in the lands of the arya. 

It can be seen that the three functions are presented clearly, regu
larly, and in ascending order: the agricultural function and the warrior 
function are properly depicted and the first funcrion is abundantly 
described, joining the faculty of intelligence with che science of 
administrative technique on the highest level, and also with certain 
more precise features of this class of "scribes," who often attempted 
to create an advantageous place for themselves on che social ladder. 
The test of intelligence in which the demon-debater is conquered 
by OSnar takes its place beside the Vedic practices attested, among 
the priests, by the important contests of enigmas, to which Louis 
Renou has recently drawn attention, and the ordeal by questions, in 
the Mahabharata, to which Dharma, himself invisible, submits the 
Pandava, and to which, naturally, only his own son, " the Pandava 
of the first function," can respond." 

The plan and object of this legend accord well with che plan and 
object of the fifth book of the MarkandsyaPurana. In both cases an 
eminent figure, a R î or a god, commits certain sins—one here, three 
there—which deprive him in three stages of the three factors of his 
eminence. And these factors are defined by the three fiindamental 
functions: Yima loses three x'aranah, or the three parts ofhisxVr^nafe, 
one related to the sacred and the intelligence, one to the warrior 
force, and one co agriculture and health; Indra, for his part, first 

I L M E i ; 6 l . 
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loses majesty or spiritual force, then physical force, and then beauty, 
as a consequence of his three sins—against the sacred, against bravery, 
and against the conjugal bond. But these factors of eminence are 
not lost: the three x^ar^nah, lost by Yima, inspire three heroes; and 
the three advantages lost by Indra pass over into the functional gods 
who correspond to them, whereby, each in its turn, these advantages 
are enabled to engender the team of functional heroes in whom Indra 
finally, in fragmented form, is revived. 



4 
THE T H R E E SINS 

OF STARCATHERUS 

Scandinavian epic is rich in heroes. And the most illustrious betray 
a family likeness: all are beautiful, brilliant, young, sociable, beloved, 
of princely birth and eager for power, devoted to their homeland 
whether it be large or small. SigurSr, Helgi, Haraldr; and the rest 
are certainly not interchangeable, but knowledge of one is knowledge 
of them all. There is nothing surprising about this, and the designa
tion given them by moderii criticism provides an adequate explana
tion: they belong to the common type of the "Odinic hero." Over 
against them, set apart, is Starka3r, the Starcatherus of books 6 - 8 of 
the Gesta Dartorum. Monstrous at birth, descended from giants, 
disfigured by horrible wounds, old before his time and of prolonged 
old age, surly, brutal, errant, solitary, with neither love nor indul
gence for the weakness of love, hardened by suffering, austere and 
frugal, with no other ambition than to fight at the service of frequently 
changing masters, for whom—barring accidents—he professes a 
grumbling devotion based on a solidly conservative conviction: such 
is the strange figure, intriguing rather than appealing, for whom Saxo 
Grammaticus hardly conceals his predilection. 

If one considers these heroic types in diptych, one cannot help 
thinking of the Greek Achilles and Heracles, of the Arjuna and 
Bhima of the Mahabharata. Here, in epic form, we can probably see 
that duality of the warrior type, mentioned several times above (pp, 
58-59. 73) . which the skillful Iranicists of Uppsala perceived in the 
most oriental of the Indo-Europeans—even though the ^gVeda had 
already altered it and unified it to Indra's advantage—and which, 
just before the dawn of recorded history, must have taken the form 
of the double patronage of Vayu and Indra, The giant Bhima, the 

82 
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chivalrous captain Arjuna, one the son of Vayu, the other of Indra, 
prolong the ancient distinction, thus showing themselves to be more 
archaic than their divine fathers are in the Vedic hymns. 

StarkaSr has inspired numerous studies by the greatest names of 
Germanic philology and Scandinavian literary history, representatives 
of every school; Johann Ludwig Uhland (1836); Karl Mullenhoff 
(1883); Sophus Bugge (1889); Gustav Neckel (1908); Andreas Heusler 
( 1 9 1 1 ) ; Axel Olrik, that exciting writer who devoted to "Starkad 
den G a m l e " more than half of the second volume of his enthusiastic 
Danmarks Hekedigtning (1910); Paul Hermann, the erudite commen
tator on Saxo (1922); and, in the reedition of Grundriss der germanischen 
Pkilohgis, the historian of Nordic epic, Hermann Schneider (1933).' 

But here, as in the case of Hadingus, it appears that, though many 
critical efforts have clarified numerous details, they have somewhat 
obscured the essential. Without exception, they all take their depar
ture from imphcit, very dubious postulates. Among the most dubious 
are such norions as: so great a body of material must have been com
posed from various fragments; originally there must have been 
several disdnct Starkadr, a hero and a giant. Then there has been an 
effort to define culmral layers. According to their content and tone, 
in the greater or lesser role, for example, played by religion, austerity, 
the ideal warrior, or, on the other hand, by wealth, dexterity, or 
debauchery, one can, it is argued, detect the position of the episodes 
in a chronological sequence, and attribute their redaction to different 
centuries and different strata of civOization. 

It is of course probable a priori that, as with Heracles, the epic of 
Starka9r was enriched over the centuries by numerous additional 
episodes, local legends too, more or less analogous to the contents 
it already had; but it is improbable that these additions would have 

1. Dur ing the pr int ing of the first French version of this book (October :9SS) Jan d e 
Vries published an impor t an t s tudy, " D i e Siarkadsage," in the Germanisch-Romnnische 
Moyuimchrift 36 ( N . F . 5):2Si-97. 1 then added an appendix to my book, a "Discussion su r 
StarkaSr ," which underl ined o u r n u m e r o u s points of ag reement and also o u r disagree
m e n t on several ra ther impor t an t points. Reviewing m y book in the Beitragc ^wr GachichU 
der deiitschm Sprache und Lxteratur 7S (:957):468-7i, Jan de Vries himself settled a good 
deal and sided with my in terpre ta t ion on the mos t impor t an t question (Siarka5r 's second 
sin). Therefore I e l iminated this appendix when the G e r m a n edition was p repa red (196'!). 
In the first par t of JVIE a{see below, n. i t ) I shall again have the pleasure of bowing to the 
opinion of m y late colleague and friend on another aspect of Starkaftr (his relations to 
b a i n n ) . 
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disturbed the overall plan, itself too simple and too significant to be 
passed off as secondary. 

Again, Saxo's lengthy account, the only one that follows Starcatherus 
from birth to death, is certainly far removed from the few sagas that 
include only one or two of the great scenes from his life, without 
allusion to the others. But this is not a sufficient reason to consider 
the reunion of all these great scenes in Saxo as the result of an artificial 
compilation. This fragmentary evidence could just as well result from 
extracts, distorted through separation from more complete tradi
tions. Indeed, certain signs indicate just that. 

And again, Saxo himself certainly presents discordances in tone and 
spirit between various episodes in the hero's career. But are we sure 
that the only adequate explanation here must lie in a literary chronol
ogy? Is it not conceivable that the plan might have imposed—consti
tutionally, at the very outset—a certain diversity, and that it is simply 
a matter of understanding this diversity? 

As generally happens when there is no objective criterion available 
to buttress decisions, there has been infinite debate over these 
probabilities. But just such a criterion is furnished by the results of 
our previous studies. The simple and significant plan of the epic of 
Starcatherus, alluded to twice just above, is clearly modeled on the 
Indo-European and andent Germanic structure of the three functions 
(religious sovereignty, martial force, wealth), each of the three parts 
of the whole requiring the two others, and each contributing a neces
sarily new coloring to the whole. Starcatherus is a magnificent hero, 
ever holding true to his rough, pure definition of character. But on 
three occasions his actions have a different cast: he commits three 
successive sins, each connected with one of the three functions. First, 
in the service of a Norwegian king, he helps the god Othinus to stage 
a human sacrifice in which his own master will be killed; then, in 
the service of a Swedish king, he shamefully flees from the battlefield 
after the death of liis master; and, in the service of a Danish king, he 
vilely assassinates his master for one hundred and twenty pounds of 
gold. Here follows Oliver Elton's enduring translation^ of the passages 
from Saxo which contain these essential formulations, but first the 
account of his strange birth. 

2. Oliver El ton, trans. . The First Nine Books of the Danish History of Saxo Grammaticus, 
T h e Folklore Society, vol. (London, 1894). 
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( A ) Origin and Character of Starcatherus [6.5.1-2]^ 

1. At the same time one Starcatherus, the son of Scorwerkus, escaped alone, 
either by force or fortune, from a wreck in which his friends perished, and was 
received by Frotho as his guest for his incredible excellence both of mind and 
body. And, after being for some little time his comrade, he was dressed in a 
better and more comely fashion every day, and was at last given a noble 
vessel, and bidden to ply the calling of a rover, with the charge of guarding 
the sea. For nature had gifted him with a body of superhuman excellence; and 
his greatness of spirit equalled it, so that folk thought him behind no man in 
valour. So far did his glory spread, that the renown of his name and deeds con
tinues famous even yet. He shone out among our own countrymen by his 
glorious roll of exploits, and he had also won a most splendid record among 
all the provinces of the Swedes and Saxons. 

2. Tradition says that he was born originally in the country which borders 
Sweden on the east, where barbarous hordes of Esthonians and other nations 
now dwell far and wide. But a fabulous yet common rumour has in%-enced 
tales about his birth which are contrar)' to reason and flatly incredible. For 
some relate that he was sprung from giants, and betrayed his monstrous 
birth by an extraordinary number of hands, four of which, engendered by 
the superfluity of his nature, they declare that the god Thor tore off, shattering 
the framework of che sinews, and wrenching from his whole body the mon
strous bunches offingers; so that he had but two left, and chat his body, which 
had before swollen to che size of a giant's, and, by reason of its shapeless crowd 
of limbs looked gigantic, was chenceforch chascened co a better appearance, 
and kept within the bounds of human shortness.* 

There follows (§§3-5) an interesting digression, a dissertation on the 
difference between the gods Othinus and Thor, and the inadequacy 
of their interpretationes as Mercurius and Jupiter. Then the account is 
resumed. 

( B ) The Gift of Three lives and the First Sin [6.5.6-7] 

6. Ancient tradition says that Starcatherus, whom I mentioned above, 
offered the first-fruits of his deeds to the favour of the gods by slaying Wicarus, 

3. The divi.sion itito chapters and paragraphs and the o r thography of the p rope r names 
are those of the edition of J0rgen Olr ik and Hans R s d e r , 1931. 

4. The bi r th and the surgery are perhaps clarified by the con.siderations m a d e above, 
chap, i at n. 7. If Starcatherus does not fight an adversary m a r k e d by a fo rm of triplicity 
(a feat reserved for the god )?6rr, see below, p . 159), he is no less the typical hero . Like 
Tri ta , like Horace, like Cuchulainn, he himself bears the m a r k of the " third " in a certain 
form. Just as Cuchulainn is third in relation to himself, having succeeded in being born 
only after two vain a t t empts , so Starcatherus, as to his a r m s , finds himself only a thi rd of 
wha t he was initially. 
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the king of the Norwegians [in Wicari Noruagiensium regis iugulo deorum 

fauori facinorum suorum principia dedicasse]. The aJTair, according to the version 
of some people, happened as follows: Othinus once wished to slay Wicarus 
by a grievous death; but, loth to do the deed openly, he graced Starcatherus, 
who was already remarkable for his extraordinary size, not only wich bravery, 
but also wich skill in the composing of spells, that he mighc the more readily 
use his services to accomplish che destruction of the king. For that was how 
he hoped that Sarcatherus would show himself grateful for the honour he 
paid him. For che same reason he also endowed him with three spans of 
mortal life, with the condicion that he coinmit in them as many abominable 
deeds. So Othinus resolved that Starcatherus' days should be prolonged by 
the following crime [quern etiam ob hoc lernh aetatis humanae curriculis donauit, 

ut in his totidem exsecrabilium operum auctor eitaderet. Adeo illi cotisequenle 

Jlagilio uitae tempora proroganda consliiuit]. 

7 . Starcatherus presently went to Wicarus and dwelt awhile in his company, 
hiding treachery under homage. At last he went with him sea-roving. And 
in a certain place they were troubled with prolonged and bitter storms; 
and when the winds checked their voyage so much that chey had to he still 
most of the year, they thought that the gods must be appeased with human 
blood. When the lots were cast into the urn it so fell that the king was required 
for death as a victim. Then Starcatherus made a noose of withies and bound 
the king in it; saying that for a brief instant he should pay che mere semblance 
of a penally. But the tightness of the knot acted according to its nature, 
and cut off his last breath as he hung. And while he was still quivering Star-
catheru.s rent away wich his .steel che remnant of his hfe; thus disclosing his 
treachery when he ought co have broughc aid. I do noc chink chat 1 need 
examine che version which relates that che pliant wit-hies, hardened wich the 
sudden grip, acted like a noose of iron. 

After committing this first crime, Starcatherus associates with a 
Danish viking, and travels, at first with him and then alone, through 
vast territories: Russia, Biarmia, Ruthenia, Sweden, Ireland, Slavia, 
Russia again, Byzantium, Poland, and Saxony; and then he comes 
to the Danish king Frotho (§§8-19). Everywhere he performs remark
able deeds, .setting an example of martial virtue and expressing 
emphatically, as occasion ofi"ers, his respect for the majesty of kings 
(§16). The end of book 6 (6-9) is filled with the heroic services and 
the rough lessons that he gives to the children of the deceased king 
Frotho, especially to the weak young Ingellus, whom he is able to 
transform into a sovereign worthy of the name. In book 7 , where 
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little is said of him, he is found in the service of the Swedish king 
Rcgnaldus who has fallen into conflict with the Dane Sywaldus. 

(c) The Second Sin [7,5] 

After this a battle was fought between Sj^aldus and Regnaldus in Zealand, 
warriors of picked valour being chosen on both sides. For three days they 
.slaughtered one another; but so great was the bravery of both sides, that it 
was doubtful how the victory would go. Then Otharus [a warrior for Sywal
dus], whether seized with weariness at the prolonged battle, or with desire 
of glory, broke, despising death, through the thickest of the foe, cut down 
Regnaldus among the bravest of his soldiers, and won the Danes a sudden 
victory. This battle was notable for the cowardice of the greatest nobles. For 
the whole mass fell into stich a panic, that forty of the bravest of the Swedes 
are said to have turned and fled. The chief of these, Starcatherus, had been 
used to tremble at no fortune, however cruel, and no danger, however great. 
But some strange terror stole upon him, and he chose to follow the flight of 
his friends rather than to despise it. I should think that he was filled with this 
alarm by the power of heaven, that he might not chink himself courageous 
beyond the measure of human valour. Thus the prosperity of mankind is 
wont ever to be incomplete [insigne hoc praelium maximorum procerum ignauia 

fuit: adeo siquidem rei summa perhorruit, utfonissimi Sueonum quadraginla lerga 

fugae dedisse dicixntur. Quorum praecipuus Starcatherus, nulla saeuitia rerum 

aut periculorum magnitudine quati solitus, nescio qua nunc obrepente formidine, 

sociorum fugam sequi quam spernere praeoptauit. Crediderim hunc metum ei diutnis 

viribus inieclum, ne supra humanam fortitudinem uirtute sibi praeditus uideretur. 

Adeo nihil perfecti monalium felicitas habere consueuit]. 

This piece of cowardice, the first in a long career, is also the last 
and does not seem to have spoiled Starcatherus' reputation or dimin
ished the " d e m a n d " for his services. At the end of book 7 he becomes 
familiar with Olo Vegetus, a prince endowed with so piercing a glance 
that it alone can accomplish what others do with the sword: " H e 
terrified the bravest by his stern and flashingglance " {7.11 . i). In book 8 
Olo is made king of Denmark by a conspiracy resulting from the 
fact that the See landers could not endure being governed by a woman, 
the queen Hetha. 

( D ) The Third Sin [ 8 . 6 . 1 - 4 ] and the Death [ 8 . 8 ] 

2. But he was given to cruelty, and showed himself such an unrighteous 
king, chat all who had found it a shameful thing to be ruled by a t^ueen now 
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No commentary is needed to appreciate the meaning of this narra
tive: though che " three l ives" are not clearly separated in Saxo's 

repented their former scorn. Twelve generals, whether moved by che 
disascers of their country, or hating Olo for some other reason, began to plot 
against his life. Among these were Lennius, Atylo, Thoccus, and Withnus, 
the lasc of whom was a Dane by birth, chough he held a government among 
che Slavs. 

3. Moreover, not crusting in their strength and their cunning to accomplish 
their deed, chey bribed Starcatherus to join them [celerum ad peragendum 

fadnus parum uiribus atque ingenio freti pecmia Starcatherum asciscunt]. He 

was prevailed to do the deed with the sword; he undercook the bloody 
work, and resolved to attack the king while at the bath. In he went while che 
king was washing, but was straightway stricken by the keenness of his gaze 
and by the restless and quivering glare of his eyes. His limbs were palsied 
with sudden dread; he paused, stepped back, and stayed his hand and his 
purpose. Thus he who had shattered the arms of so many captains and cham
pions could not bear the gaze of a single unarmed man. But Olo, who well 
knew abouc his own countenance, covered his face, and asked hiin co come 
closer and tell him what his message was; for old fellowship made him che 
lasc to suspect treachery. But Starcatherus drew his sword, leapt forward, 
thrust che king through, and scruck him in che throac as he cried to rise. 
One hundred and twenty marks of gold were kept for his reward [at ilk, 
destricto tnucrone prosiliens, transuerlxrat regent nitenlisque assurgere iMgulum. 

ferit. Centum et uiginti auri librae in praemio rsponebanlur]. 

4 . Soon afterwards he was smitten with remorse and shame, and lamented 
his crime so biicerly, thac he could noc refrain from cears if it happened 
to be named. Thus his soul, when he came to his senses, blushed for his 
abominable sin. Moreover, to atone for the crime he had committed, he slew 
some of chose who had inspired him to it, thus avenging the act to which he 
had lent his hand. 

Having thus accomplished the three facinora for which Othinus 
has burdened him with three lives, Starcatherus has little else to do 
but disappear. And so he docs, following a long quest for death, in a 
dramatic scene, He plans to devote the one hundred and twenty 
marks of payment for his treason to purchase his own murderer, and 
thus to sacrifice himself; and he is finally slain by a pure young man, 
chough not before expounding his teachings for che last time. 
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account, Othinus' prediction still compels us to distribute the three 
crimes between them, each " l i f e " containing only one, and co con
sider these crimes, at least the last two, as the essential moments, 
the raison d'etre, of the additional lives accorded to the hero. And 
these crimes—criminal sacrifice, shameful flight on the battlefield, 
and venal assassinarion—accord well, in descending order, with the 
three functions. 

The results of previous critical works can scarcely prevail against 
the evidence of this structure. In particular, the murders of Wicarus 
and Olo can no longer be regarded as doublets, and the question of 
which was the model for the other, can be set aside. No longer can 
it be said of these two narratives, as one of the most recent commen
tators did: "Beide konnen nicht derselben Erzahlungsschicht ange-
horen, und man kann nicht zweimal ganz unabhangig Strakad zum 
Morder des cigenen Herrn gemacht haben." 

The only difficulty that the proposed explanation might raise lies 
elsewhere. Although it is not the aim of the present essay to treat the 
figure of Starka^r comprehensively, we must touch upon certain 
points that are too important to be overlooked. These concern the 
connections of StarkaSr with the gods 6&inn and |?6rr. 

In Saxo's account, these connections are simple and satisfactory: 
Starcatherus. who is so different in comportment from such "heroes 
of 6dinn" as Sigurdr or Flelgi, does not in fact owe the essence of fiis 
consritution to Othinus. While Othinus has granted him his remark
able and ambiguous gifts, it is nonetheless Thor who first relieved him 
of the monstrous form in which he was born, by a surgical operation as 
crude as it was benevolent, and made him into a man of extraordinary 
strength, but still a man. His character and the kind of deeds he 
accomplishes both conform to this origin: his great bursts of anger 
and acts of violence, his vagabond humor, and the predilection with 
which he seeks out those among men who most resemble giants 
(the terrible "g lad ia tor " Wisinnus in Russia, the " g i g a s " Tanna in 
Byzantium, the " a t h l e t a " Wasce in Poland, the Saxon Hama " q u i 
gymnicis palmis clarissimus h a b e b a t u r . . . " ) , the constancy with 
which he voluntarily maintains himself in a subordinate rank, a sort 
of prt^ll paying homage to and preaching the ethic of the jarl, in 
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brief, his principal traits, with the exception of his sobriety, all seem 
to derive from his illustrious sponsor. Even in the favor with which he 
regards agriculturalists, and them alone among "beings of the third 
function" (he detests goldsmiths, despises servants, doorkeepers, and 
women), we find a parallel with a well-known concern of the god of 
thunder. Thus Starcatherus is presented to us as an example of a 
scarce type in Scandinavian literature: " a hero of J^orr." 

The intervention of Othinus is of a different kind, as one would 
expect from the sovereign god: acting alone and freely, he establishes 
the destiny of individuals and metes out to them their natural gifts. 
Sly, shrewd, disturbing, even evil, he not surprisingly dilutes his 
generosity and concedes longevity only at the cost of crimes. Such a 
concoction is enrirely within his range; moreover, the first crime, the 
sacrifice of Wicarus, is all that interests him, the only morive for his 
intervention and his gifts. Finally, the relations of the god and the 
hero are ephemeral: once the murder of Wicarus is accomplished, 
Starcatherus owes nothing further to Othinus. 

This is a precious lesson; the two types of warrior god—represented 
in the pre-Vedic period, presumably, by Vayu and Indra, combined 
in the ^gVeda under the name of Indra, but attested as distinct in 
their sons, the heroes Bhima and Arjuna, up to the rime of the e p i c -
have their counterparts, in Scandinavian mythology, in fiorr and 
6dinn. The structure of this latter pair results from a phenomenon 
especially characteristic of Germanic religions: the overlapping of the 
warrior funcrion onto the sovereign level, OQinn, the sovereign god, 
while keeping his traits as a sovereign—the only ones with which he 
enters into the career of Starcatherus—has also annexed to himself 
the patronage of the brilliant, chivalrous side, or aspect, of the warrior 
function, illustrated by the Einherjar in the other world and by heroes 
such as SigurSr and Helgi in this one. Except for his role as the god of 
thunder and lightning, povr owes practically nothing to this aspect, 
and, in contrast, develops the other, the one incarnated by Starcatherus 
in the epic and rendered by Tacitus in his interpretatio of the continen
tal " D o n n e r " of his time as "Hercules ," 

This is where the difficulty occurs. The details of Saxo's account, 
from Starcatherus' birth up to and including the murder of Wicarus, 
cannot be reconciled with the other documents, the two documents 
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in a Scandinavian tongue which recount the same initial events—the 
poem entitled the Vikarsbdlkr, " the episodeofVikarr,"^ and the prose 
passage from the Gautrekssaga^ which cites the poem and offers 
commentary. I am not speaking in a minor difference, one in which 
the Gautrekssaga certainly offers the superior version. (II informed 
about pagan rituals, Saxo understands Vikarr's sacrifice poorly and 
represents it clumsily, while the sagamadr recalls it clearly, with the 
double consecrator)' gesture—the hanging and the thrust of the 
lance^—and Starka9r's double simulacrum, along with the double 
miracle of 09inn to which it corresponds: the slipknot made of gut 
which hardens suddenly like metal,* and the shaft of reed which, as 
it strikes Vikarr, turns into a lance. This much changes nothing in 
the course of events or in the role and responsibility of StarkaSr, 
The essential difference, as has already been said, is in the roles of 
J?6rr and OOinn. 

Briefly, the Gautrekssaga makes Starka9r, for this episode—the 
only one it deals with, into an Odinic hero, and attributes the evil 
which the hero accomplishes and the deficiencies which befall him 
to the will of J?6rr. It should first be noted that there are a priori 
reasons—and others to be discussed below—for believing that on 
these two complementary points the version in the saga, more like a 
novel in its cone, is an alteration of what we have encountered in the 
Gesta Danorum. The motives for this alteration, and the means behind 
it, can easily be defined: first, a concern to free the hero from too 
monstrous and fabulous a birth; second, the impulse co reduce a 

5. Andreas Heusler and Wi lheJm Ranisch, Eddica Minora {1903), p p . 38-^3. 
6. Chaps. 3 - 7 ; Wtlhelni Ranisch, Die Gautrekssaga in ^wci Fassungen = Palaestra 1 1 

(r 900) : 1 2 - 3 4 -
7. I do not know w h e t h e r anyone has already fornpared the Scandinavian r i tual described 

here wi th the Samoyed sacrifice of a reindeer, serving to lead the dead to his las[ abode : 
( i ) the animal 's neck is passed into a sl ipknot while the end of the rope is fixed to a t r ee ; 
then the animal is beaten with a stick until it has strangled from trying to escape; (2) 
j u s t at this m o m e n t a W 'ooden lance is thrust into its heart . Marie-Antoinet te Czaplicka, 
Aboriginal Siberia ( 1 9 1 4 ) . p. '84, following C. de Dobbele r , " D i e Samoyeden , " Globus 49 
( I S 8 6 ) : 2 1 5 . 

8. Cf. the belief reported by Ernst Meier, Deutsche Sagen und Gebrduche aus Schwaben 
( 1 8 5 2 ) . p . 167 ( N u m . [89) : " T h e devil favors hanging. When someone wishes to hang himself 
and does not have a rope, he may simply take a piece of s t r aw; the devil will he lp him 
pass a wire t h rough the piece of s t raw to harden it. T h e children of W u r m l i n g e n once 
tested this on one of their comrades and h u n g h im from a ladder by a piece of s t raw. 
The straw did not break and the boy was already sticking out his t o n g u e , . . . one of t h e m 
quickly cut the s t raw with a curved knife, which was not easy." 
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rare type (a "hero of por t " ) to a common type in the sagas (the 
"Odinic hero") ; and finally, the utilization, the borrowing, or a 
folkloric motif that is well known but scarcely Germanic in spirit, 
in which the hero's lot is cast by the precious gifts he receives from 
one or more "good fairies" (here 6dinn), counterbalanced by the 
restrictions set by a " b a d fairy" (here 3?6rr), The following is a 
summary of events. 

An original Starka3r, the hero's grandfather, was an eight-armed 
giant who lived in Norway. He abducted a young maiden, whose 
father entreated the god Jjorr to deliver her. Jjorr then killed the 
giant and led the girl back to her father.^ She was pregnant, and 
gave birth to a beautiful, black-haired boy, the strongest of men 
and a great Viking. This son, Storvirkr, married a princess from Halo-
galand and became the father of a second StarkaQr, our hero. 

As a result of the misfortunes of their two families, Starka9r grows 
up beside a dispossessed prince, Vikarr, whom he later joins in many 
exploits and helps to regain his kingdom. But very soon an old man 
named Hrossharsgrani, "Grani of the horsehair," enters into Star-
kaOr s life, protecting and counseling him, who is none other than 
66inn, disguised and biding his time. His hour arrives in chapter 
7, when, in the course of a campaign, Vikarr's fleet is immobilized 
for some time by adverse winds near a small island. A magical 
consultation reveals that 69inn desires a human sacrifice by hanging, 
and, as in Saxo, the drawing of lots designates Vikarr. It is here that 
the great divergence begins. 

In the middle of the night, Hrossharsgrani awakens StarkaSr, 
rows away with him, lands on the island, and leads him through the 
forest to a clearing, where they find a ping, a throng of men assembled 
around twelve seats. Eleven are already occupied by the gods. 
Hrossharsgrani, revealing himself as Odinn, ascends to the twelfth and 
announces that the rime has come to determine StarkaSr's destiny. 
Immediately taking the cue, J?6rr recalls his grievances against 
Starkadr's grandparents—a giant, and a maiden who had preferred 
the giant to himself, him, the J?6rr of the jEsir!—and pronounces an 
initial verdict of destiny, a sorrowful one: Starka3r will have no chil-

9. Saga Heidrtks kcnungs im viira, td. Chr is topher Tolkien (i960), pp , 66-67. 
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dren. dfltnn retorts: He will have three human lives. Counters f o r r : 
While committing a nidlngsverk, a villainy, in each one. Then 09inn 
takes the initiative: He will always have the best weapons and the best 
garments, porr: He will never feel he has enough. 09 inn: He will have 
success and victory in every battle, porr: He will receive a grave wound 
in every battle, Otiinn: He will have the gift of poetry and improvisa
tion. )?6rr: He will forget everything he composes, OSinn; He will win 
approval of the noble and the great, porr: He will be hated by the 
simple folk. 

At the end of this dialogue, Hrossharsgrani takes StarkaSr back on 
ship and demands that he " s e n d , " that is, sacrifice, the king to him. 
He makes arrangements with StarkaQr for the sequence of actions, 
including the reassuring simulation to which the king will submit and 
which he, 6ftinn, will transform into a real murder. He hands him the 
reed which, at the desired moment, will turn into a lance. And events 
take their course. 

Such a fabulous plot cannot be old: the love stories which embellish 
its beginning and which are supposed to jtistify the hostility of port, 
the princely origin attributed to StarkaSr, as well as the doubling of 
the figure into a monstrous grandfather and a normal grandson, are 
already clear signs of retouching. But there are others that are 
still more serious. 

In Saxo ic is understood that Starcatherus has a monstrous birth, a 
surplus of arms: this is the condition, the materia prima for the service 
Jjorr renders him. In contrast, while the saga still presents the first 
Starkadr, the hero's grandfather, as having eight arms, the trait hangs 
in mid-air, with neither explanation nor application, since porr neither 
fashions this monster nor mutilates him, but kills him like any other 
giant. These eight arms, which the retoucher has left awkwardly 
dangling, thus appear as testimony to the earlier rendition. It is easy 
to see how a sagamadr could substitute the simple murder of a giant 
for the fashioning of a giant into a human by J^orr; it is not so easy to 
understand the inverse substitution: Saxo's account is the lectio 
difficilior. 

In the scene of the allotment of destinies, J>6rr's intervention arouses 
suspicion from the very start: theologically, it is not his role to fix des
tinies, but uniquely that of the magical sovereign OQinn, whom none 
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may thwart. It will prove difficult to find another example, whether 
in Snorri's Edda or in the epic, of this usurpation of functions. 

By the same token, OSinn's role, thus Umited and amputated, falls 
into such evident incoherence that even the critics least disposed to 
favor Saxo have had to acknowledge the fault. At all times, or at least 
from the very beginning of chapter 7, if 08 inn takes an interest in 
StarkaSr it is only to make him into his instrument, his accomplice in 
this nidingsverk. Thus, to the extent that it is logical, following Saxo's 
account, for Othinus to set himself the accomplishment of the three 
crimes—the first of which is immediately necessary to him—as a con
dition of the gift of the three lives, it is surprising, in the Gautrekssaga, 
to sec these two destinies separated, the three lives given by Odinn, 
but the three crimes imposed by Jjorr, 65inn always requiring the 
first crime and, as in Saxo, being its beneficiary. The allusion of one 
verse of the Vikarsbdlkr, also attriburing responsibility to Jjorr for the 
murder of Vikarr, or at least for Starkadr's part in it, docs not suffice 
to establish a preference for such an unsatisfactory version. It should 
not be forgotten that if the poem as a whole is anterior to this late saga 
(fourteenth century), we know the former, which has certainly re
ceived some retouches and interpolarions,'^ only through the tatter. 

These few observations, which will not be augmented at this point, 
suffice to establish the superiority, the anteriority, of the variant con
served by Saxo, or of one very similar to it. It can merely be added in 
passing that, if this variant locates StarkaSr with precision in relation 
to 65inn and )?6rr, it defines him no less clearly in connection with the 
third functional god, Freyr. When we look to Saxo, we know that 
" F r o " and his sons appear only as the debauched, sensuous rulers of 
Uppsala—probably a memory of the idol of Freyr ingenti priapo, 
which Adam of Bremen still identified with it, and of the festivals 
which, every ninth year, gave rise to such lewd scenes that the same 
traveler believed it his duty to refrain from describing them. Now, 
shortly after the murder of Wicarus, Starcatherus makes his way to 
UppsaJa: 

. . . he lived at leisure for seven years' space with the sons of Fro, At last he 
left them and betook himself to Hacon, the tyrant of Denmark, because when 

10 , See especially Custav Neckel, Bcitrdge sttr Eddafirschung (1908), p p . 351-58: " Vikars
b d l k r " ; and [he note " v c r d e b t ? " in Eddica .Minora, p . 42, to the beginning of s t rophe i«. 
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I 

Stationed at Uppsala, at the time of the sacrifices, he was disgusted by che 
eifeminate gestures and the clapping of the mimes on the scage, and by che 
unmanly clatter of the bells. Hence it is clear how far he kept his soul from 
lasdviousness, not even enduring co look upon it. [6.5.10] 

Adeo virtus [uocui resistit, the sententious author condudes, setring 
the prindples of the second and third functions in clear opposition." 

11. In the first p a n of MB 1 I shall take u p in its ent i re ty the legend of Starkadr in 
which the " t h r e e s i n s " are only one e l emen t . His b i r th as a mons te r , his reduct ion to 
h u m a n form, his relations wi th two antagonistic gods, his theory of royalty, and generally 
his conduct toward the kings will receive a ha rmon ious explanat ion, and the variant of 
the Gavtrekssaga wUI receive m o r e consideration than it did here. Noth ing will change 
concerning the " t h r e e s ins ," which, in this larger perspective, will only cake on a m o r e 
profound significance. 



THE THREE SINS 
OF HERACLES 

Dare one hope that the foregoing considerations will encourage 
Hellenists to revise—paying attention not only to particular episodes 
but also to the general structures—the distressing treatment that 
the story of Heracles has been receiving for several generations? 

This hero, the only pan-Hellenic hero, must certainly, in many Greek 
regions, have given rise to diverse traditions, new episodes, or variants 
of traditional episodes. But when his career finds him in Argolis, in 
Thebes, back in Argolis, then in many provinces of Greece, not to 
mention Lydia and the rest of the world, let us not j u m p so readily 
to the conclusion that we have before us Argive legends, Theban 
legends, etc., arranged artificially, belatedly set end to end, and that 
the first task of criticism is to disperse them again. It is to be expected 
that a hero of Heracles' type should be itinerant, that he should carry 
out many deeds in many places. 

When Homer or Pindar make use of only one episode, or a frag
ment of an episode, and when, in this very fragment, they fail to 
transcribe some detail that other versions have led us to expect, 
let us not immediately conclude that they were unaware of all the 
other legends about Heracles or even of the particular detail itself. 
The poet may deliberately have said only what was useful to charac
terize, to evoke in passing, a personage from ancient times. And when 
so troublesome a matter as the hero's madness was in question, 
the poet may have refrained from saying anything. 

Finally, let us rid ourselves of philological ingenuity. One of the 
most intelligent studies of these legends, still useful after three-
quarters of a century, is, in my opinion, the Vorwort that Ulrich von 
Wilamowitz-Moellendorff devoted to the "Raging Heracles." After 

96 
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scoffing at the comparative mythology of his time, which he found 
too facile—twenty years later he would also be able to dismiss the 
disappointing work of Leopold von Schroder on Heracles and Indra— 
he gave several detailed examples of the critical method. What 
confidence and what illusions! For example, with respect to the 
murder of the children: "Auch hier ist eine miihsame Vorunter-
suchung notig, um auf dem zerstreuten Materiale die alteste Gestalt 
der Geschichte zu gewinnen, die dem Urteil iiber ihre Bedeutung 
allein zu Grunde gelegt werden darf" (1.81). Eine miihsame Vomnter-
suchung, " a toilsome preliminary investigation": yes, let us free 
ourselves from these laborious preparations, which sometimes lack 
clarity (p. 87), and which are too often designed to give a scientific 
veneer to a preformed conviction. 

With the fear and trembling that accompany such an indiscretion, 
I will insist only that the most general framework of the legends 
of Heracles, in its two most systematic presentations (Diodorus of 
Sicily and the pseudo-Apollodorus of Athens), is clarified and gains 
plausibility by comparison with that of the legends of Starkadr the 
sinner, of Indra the chastised sinner, and generally by reference to 
the epic theme that we have delineated. The career of Heracles is 
in fact divided into three and only three parts, each ended by a 
serious sin which demands an expiation. And following the first two 
sins is a set of adventures that is presented as its consequence. 
The aftereffects of these sins bear heavily upon the hero, the first 
one in his mental health, the second in his physical health, and the 
third in his life itself. Finally, these sins correspond to the three func
tions, following the descenciing hierarchical order, since they involve, 
in turn, a hesitation before an order of Zeus, the cowardly murder 
of a surprised enemy, and a guilty amorous passion. Let us follow 
the account of Diodorus in his fourth book.' 

( A ) The Origin, and Functional Value of Heracles [9] 

Even before his birth, Heracles—who will not have three lives, 
but whose conception took three nights to prepare—is officially 
classified as a hero of the second funaion. Just before Alcmene's 

1. Qracions f rom Diodorus are from LJie t ranslation by C. H. Oldfather , Loeb Classical 
Library (1935). 
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parturition, Zeus, who has sired him at Tiryns, announces in the 
presence of the gods that the first child about to be born will be king 
of the Argives. As a result, Hera checks the birth-pains of Alcmene 
and has Hurystheus bom before he is due. Now Alcmene's child 
will not be king. In compensation, Zeus promises that after having 
served Eurystheus by performing twelve labors, Heracles will attain 
immortality. In the scene which follows the birth, the protection 
which the infant receives from Athena and the hostility he arouses 
from Hera—Hera the queen, Athena the warrior: let us recall the 
"trifunctional p r o b l e m " posed by Hera, Athena, and Aphrodite 
to the unfortunate Paris^—confirm the "second function" character 
of his destiny. 

( B ) The First Sin [ 1 0 . 6 - 1 1 . 1 ] 

Heracles is in Thebes. The tremendous services he has rendered 
have led the king to give him his daughter Megara in marriage. 

. . . but Eurystheus, who was ruler of Argolis, viewing with suspicion the 
growing power of Heracles, summoned him to his side and commanded him 
to perform Labours. And when Heracles ignored the summons Zeus des
patched word to him to enter the service of Hurystheus; whereupon Heracles 
journeyed to Delphi, and on inquiring of the god regarding the matter he 
received a reply which stated that the gods had decided that he should per
form twelve Labours at the command of Eurystheus and that upon their 
conclusion he should receive the gift of immortality. 

At such a turn of affairs Heracles fell into despondency of no ordinary kind; 
for he felt that servitude to an inferior was a thing which his high achievements 
did not deserve, and yet he saw that it would be hurtful to himself and 
impossible not to obey Zeus, who was his father as well. While he was thus 
greatly at a loss, Hera sent upon him a frenzy [XVTTWV and in his vexation 
of soul he fell into a madness [els navlav eVcTTtCTt]. 

Then follows a whole cycle: the murder of his children, whom 
he pierces with arrows in his deUrium, the painful return to reason, 
the submission to the will of the gods, the twelve labors accomplished 
under the order of Eurystheus with many sub-labors added according 

2. M E 1:581-86. 
3. See the excellent observat ions on the Avoim of Euripides ' Heracles, c o m p a r e d to t h e 

Alccto of the seventh book of the Aeneid (less delicately shaded, "das Bose an sich"), in 
Vinaenz Buchheit 's Vergil iiber die Sendung Roms (1963), p p . l o i - i . 
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to circumstance, and finally a long scries of exploits taking him 
throughout the world, 

(c) The Second Sin [3 1 , 1^] 

After Heracles had completed his Labours he gave his own wife Megara 
in marriage to lolaos, being apprehensive of begetting any children by her 
because of the calamity which had befallen their other olTspring, and sought 
another wife by whom he might have children without apprehension. Conse
quently he wooed lole, the daughter of Ruryms who was ruler of Oechalia. 
But Eurytus was hesitant because of the ill fortune which had come in the 
case of Megara and replied chat he would deliberate concerning the marriage. 
Since Heracles had met with a refusal to his suit, because of the dishonour 
which had been showered upon him he now drove off the mares of Eurycus. 
But Iphicus, the son of Eurytus, harboured suspicions of what had been done 
and came co Tiryns in search of the horses, whereupon Heracles, taking him 
up on a lofty cower of che cascle, asked to see whether they were by chance 
grazing anywhere; and when Iphitus was unable to discover them, he claimed 
that Iphitus had falsely accused him of the theft and threw him down head
long from the cower. Because of his murder of Iphicus Heracles was attacked 
by disease [cotn^crtts' - • • ] . 

When Neleus refuses to purify him, he has Deiphobus perform 
the ceremony; but the disease does not disappear. For the second 
time he consults the oracle of Apollo, which answers " that he could 
easily rid himself of the disease if he should be sold as a slave and 
honorably pay over the purchase price of himself to the sons of 
Iphitus." And thus we have the sale co Omphale, the bondage in 
Lydia, and a new scries of exploits. 

In this episode, Diodorus' account attenuates the fault of Heracles: 
he has indeed set a trap for Iphitus, his guest, by urging him to climb 
the rower from which Heracles will easily be able to hurl h im; 
but just as Heracles is abouc to hurl him, he warns him, even if only 
by his reproaches, and che surprise is no longer total. In Sophocles' 
Trachiniae, the messenger Lichas offers a better explanation for the 
divine punishment: 

. . , and when one day Iphims came to the hill of Tiryns, searching for the 
tracks of the horses that had strayed, the moment his eyes looked one way, 
his mind on something else, Heracles hurled him from the top of that flat 
basdon. 

But the King was angry with this act of fiis, he who is the father of all. 
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Zeus Olympian, and had him sold and senc out of the country, since this was 

the only man [of all those killed by Heracles] he had ever killed by guile [odowiK 

avTov fj,ovvov avdpu)T7<iiv SoXw j EXRCTVEV]. If he had taken vengeance openly 
[ffjr<pavu>^], [evidently in connection with his adversary], Zeus surely would 
have pardoned his rightful victory. The gods like foul play no better than do 
men. [269-80]* 

Thus Heracles' fault is to have violated, contrary to his regular 
practice, the duty and the honor of the Strong-One by substituting 
the trap for the duel, by taking a man by surprise who should have 
been able to regard himself secure in Tiryns, his safety guaranteed 
by the unwritten pact of hospitality: one can sense how close we are 
to the episode of Namuci (or Vftra) in the myths of Indra. 

( D ) The Third Sin and the Death [ 3 7 . 4 - 3 8 . 2 ] 

Heracles has finally found in Deianeira the lawful wife he had sought 
and who had been refused him since his separation from Megara. 
But before dying, the Centaur Nessus has given Deianeira a little 
of his blood which is poisoned by the arrow that has been dipped 
in the Hydra's venom, and has told her that if her husband should 
be touched by a fabric saturated with this potion, his affection, if 
one day it were found wanting, would be assured. Soon the hero for
gets that he is married. 

. . . as he was leaving the territory of Itonus and was making his way through 
Pelasgiotis he fell in with Ormcnius the king and asked of him the hand of 
his daughter Astydamcia. When Ormenius refused him because he already 
had for lawfiU wife Deianeira, the daughter of Oeneus, Heracles took the 
field against him, captured his city, and slew the king who would not obey 
him, and taking captive Astydameia he lay with her and begat a son Ctesipus. 
After finishing this exploit he set out to Oechalia to take the field against 
the sons of Eurytus because he had been refused in his suit for the hand of 
lole. The Arcadians again fought on his side and he captured the city and 
slew the sons of Eurytus, who were Toxeus, Molion, and Clytius. And taking 
lole captive he departed from Euboea to the promontory which is called 
Cenaeon. 

At Cenaeon Heracles, wishing to perform a sacrifice, dispatched his atten
dant Lichas to Deianeira his wife, commanding him to ask her for the shirt 

4. Michael Jameson , t rans. . The WoMiiiii ofTrackis, in David Grene and Richmond Latti-
m o r e , eds.. The Complete Greek Tragedies, vol. 2, Sophocles (University of Chicago Press, 
1959). Italics added . 
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and robe which he customarily wore in [he celebration of sacrifices, But 
when Deianeira learned from Lichas of [he love which Heracles had for lole, 
she wished him [o have a greater affection for herself and so anointed the 
shirt wich [he love-charm which had been given her by the Centaur, whose 
incention was Co bring about the death of Heracles. Lichas, then, in ignorance 
of ihcsc ma[(ers, brough( back the garments for the sacrifice; and Heracles 
pu[ on the shin which had been anointed, and as the strength of the coxic 
drug began slowly to work he met with the most terrible calamity. For che 
arrow's barb had carried the poison of the Hydra, and when che shirt for 
this reason, as ic became hea[ed, attacked the flesh of [he body, Heracles 
was seized with such anguish [. . . TOU x^TOIVOS 5ia T-rjv Sepfwto-i'af rrji' odpiea. 

Having fallen prey to such increasing and intolerable suffering (act 
Be ^sXXov TTj v6<j<i) ^apvv6p.€vos [ 3 8 . 3 ] ) , the hero dispatches envoys to 
seek a third and last consultation at Delphi. Apollo responds: Let 
Heracles be carried onto mount Oece, with all his arms, and a huge 
pyre be built for him; as for the rest, it should be left to Zeus. And 
thus we have the pyre, the service of the young and pure Philoctetes 
who lights it, the bolt of Zeus, and the disappearance of every earthly 
trace of the man who has attained immortality. 

Such is che three-act drama—three sins, three maladies, scanned 
by three Delphic oracles—which develops, in descending hierarchical 
order, in accord with the three functions. If the beginning of Heracles' 
epic (the role of the diviniries of the first and second function,s) and 
also its end (the death, suicidal in nature, after the third sin; the 
demand that a pure young man administer the killing) recall 
the epic Starcatherus, the details of the second (Iphitus) and the 
third (lole) sins are even closer to the second (Namuci) and third 
(Ahalya) sins of Indra; in particular, the sin of the third function 
concerns sexual concupiscence, as with Indra, not venality, as with 
Starcatherus,^ Equally close to the Indian concepnon, in connection 
with Indra, is the theme of three " losses," which are the consequence 
of the three sins as well as their punishment: Indra's loss of tejas and 
then of bala (psychic force and physical force) after the sins of the 
first and second functions have the same quality as Heracles' loss of 

5. See an analogous pair of variants in rny Tarpeia, p p . 280-ai (Tarpeia be t rays for love 
of gold, or for love of Tat ius) ; cf. ME 1 :413-30; 491 and n, 1 ; 560, 
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mental health and physical health after his sins of the same levels, 
with one difference: for Indra the three irreparable losses add them
selves together to constitute in their progressive sum the equivalent 
of an annihilation, whereas for Heracles the first two sins are entirely 
atoned for, and it is the third, by itself, ab integro, which occasions 
his death. Let us draw no final conclusions about these partial agree
ments. It is still quite possible that, since the subject matter readily 
suggests definite oppositions and definite causal connections, one and 
the same epic framework could have been embroidered in convergent 
variations by the Indians, the Germans, and the Greeks. But first we 
must account for the framework, and our actual purpose is only 
to establish its existence in these three domains. Despite the variants, 
despite their multiplication in a fashion typical of Greek legends, 
despite, more especially, the frequent displacements of the Iphitus 
episode (second sin) in the course of the hero's career, perhaps 
Hellenists will agree to retain this new element of explanation and 
accept that fundamentally, at all times, before its further develop
ments, the story of Heracles was marked out by these three ideo
logically interdependent episodes, either in their present form or 
equivalent forms.* In any case, it is harder to understand how these 
late compilers could have reinvented such a framework in a period 

6. In the BibfclJieruof Apol lodomCi .4.8-7.7) the " scans ion" of the mul t i tude of I l e r ades 
exploits by three sins and three curses (FJOI-FJ™, 4, 12; Swfi yiaui, 6. 1 : D u S p u E 105 
Tovxp'OTa ccnjjff, 7- 7) is very similar, with several reservations of which the most impor t an t 
bears upon the first sin and its connection with the first ina lady: (1) the madness in which 
he kills his children is visited upon Heracles (or ra ther upon "Alcides," still his n a m e ) by 
Hera, no longer after (and under cover of the depression produced by) an initial sin, but 
s imply Kard iijXoy, from jealousy; no m a t t e r how involuntary, it is the m u r d e r of the 
chi ldren that de te rmines t h e character of the sin—a sin, moreover , of the "first func t ion" 
since he defies the sacred tiesof blood 1(2) at ibe same .stroke, the first consultation at Delphi 
is displaced: it comes, as is na tura l , after the event that is the fault in this context , t hus a/ler 
the sacfiiegious m u r d e r of the chi ldren (it no longer follows the disobedience of divine 
orders, given bsfire the m u r d e r ) ; the question that Alcides pu t s to the Pythian is " w h e r e he 
should dwel l , " and it is the priestess, in giving him the n a m e "Herac le s , " who c o m m a n d s 
h im to go and serve Rurystheus for twelve years and per form ten labors(which will become 
twelve) ; (3) the two o ther sins and the corresponding curses are presented as in Diodorus , 
but there is a consultation at Delphi only after the second, not after the th i rd : it is on his 
own that Heracles, his flesh torn away, constructs his pyre (after having charged his legiti
ma te son Hyllus to m a t r y , when he came of age, lole, Heracles ' concubine, his pa r tne r 
in the third sin and the cause of his misfor tune; all of which underl ines the sexual character 
of this fault). It will be observed that nei ther in Apol lodorus nor in Diodorus is any of 
the o ther acts of violence which Heracles c o m m i t s in his long career, not even the odious 
m u r d e r o f t h e J t ^ p u M i , the heralds of the king of the Minyans (Diod. j , 10.2 ; Apoil. 2,4.11)— 
and the heralds are from Zeus!—considered a fault, n o r does any deed entail a divine 
pun i shment , sickness or otherwise. 
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when the tnemory of the ancient, prehistoric trifunctional structure 
was surely lost. 

Among those who perform this series of significant sins, Starka9r, 
Heracles, and Indra are warriors. As we have noted, only the 
Iranian Yima is of another rank. Having started, apparently, from 
the third function, to which the original meaning of his name ("che 
T w i n " ) inclines him, Yima sits enthroned in the first as sovereign of 
the Golden Age. There he dominates the three functions equally, 
instituting the human support for each (the three social classes), 
and none of his characteristics indicate that he incarnates the warrior 
function in any special way. He does not, at any rate, sin in the manner 
of the warrior; his enrire misfortune consists in a single sin of another 
type. This is not surprising: in Zoroastrianism, the warrior we arc 
faced with is a purified warrior, a crusader in the service of the true 
religion, who, theoretically, is absolved of the risks of his vocation. 

One of the concerns and one of the toughest enterprises of the Zoro
astrian reform, ,as has been demonstrated frequently,' was the 
abolition of the warrior function as such, the elimination of the special 
echic of the Indo-Iranian warrior, for the sake of the uniform and 
universal ethic which, purified and deepened, was itself no more 
than the ethic of the first function, of the "priestly level ." The evil 
or demonic values given to certain concepts, or to such figures as 
the mairya, AeSma, Indra, and Saurva, indicate the import of this 
correction and the energ)' that went into it.* Simultaneously, above 
the three functions and more iinportant than they, the figure of the 
great unique god—without common measure with the rest of the 
good things of the earth, which are only his creation—has taken on a 
relief, a radiation, a "presence" until then unheard of: henceforth, 
it is toward Ahura Mazda and his commandments that all the lines 
of force of the ideology converge. Now, if we consider chat, according 
to Zoroaster, the warrior of the ancient type is totally and radically 
evil, and that his entire life, in its every moment and every act, is 
an abomination, it seems natural that a theme like that of the war
rior's three sins and their consequences would have been eliminated; 

7. Most recently, in "Lesa rchangcs de Zoroast re et les rois romains d e Cic^ron,"7ournai 
de psychohgie, 1950, p p . 449-63; repr in ted , with al terat ions, in Idhs romaines (1969), p t . 2, 
chap . 4. 

8. See S. W i k a n d e r , Der arische Mdnnerbund, chaps. 3 and 4. 
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how could such a warrior be conceived as disfiguring or dishonoring 
an otherwise more or less honorable life by three exceptional sins?* 
And how could a warrior of the new type commit three such sins 
without becoming, at the same stroke, irremediably evil? 

In the study which now draws to a close we have considered only 
those heroic careers where the impulse to sin is expressed within 
the framework of the three functions. There are enough such careers 
to make it certain that the theme is ancient. But let us not forget that 
this is but one particular case of the general theme of the "sins of 
the warrior." In the absence of a "s in of the third function," it is 
Tullus' disdain of the gods and the rites, then his harshness toward 
his sick soldiers, that earn him his punishment: first, being aifected 
by the epidemic, then falling into degrading superstition, and finally 
dying in his palace set ablaze by Jupiter's thunderbolt (see above, 
p. 43). The gigantic Bhima in the Mahabharata accumulates faults 
without number or apparent classification, earning him the reproaches 
of the chivalrous Arjuna and the just Yudhijthira. In the Caucasus, 
in the Nart epic of the Ossets, peopled with archaic figures, the 
exemplary warrior Batraz, the man of steel, lives through a con
tinuous series of excesses which even set him against God, and he 
ends, for the relief of his people, by dying voluntarily on a pyre more 
colossal than the one on mount Oete. And so it is in numerous epics, 
not only Indo-European ones. What is Hmited to the Indo-Europeans, 
to a few Indo-European peoples, and bound to the axis of their ideology, 
is the predse form of this fatality that we have now managed to 
identify. 

9. See above, chap. 6. n. 19. and chap. 7, n. 6. 



FATALITIES OF 
THE WARRIOR FUNCTION 

The preceding pages, with increasing precision, have yielded an impor
tant lesson: even as a god, the warrior is exposed by his nature to 
sin. Through his ovm function, and for the general welfare, he is 
constrained to commit sinful acts, but soon he transgresses this 
limitation and sins against the ideals of each of the three functions, 
including his own. Our picture, however, will be complete and in 
proportion only if we address and resolve a classificatory problem 
analogous co the one from which we set o u t ' : che relations of the 
norion of sin to each of the gods of the three functions. The warrior's 
originality will thereby be set off all the more clearly: Mitra and 
Varuna, by definition, do not sin at all; the Asvin do not even think 
of sinning. Only in Indra do we find the temptation to perform mis
deeds combined with the means to carry them out. 

How could Mitra, Varuna, and the other Aditya sin? They form 
one body with the rtd, the moral as well as cosmic and ritual order 
which they created, which they uphold and which they enforce. 
Milder, more evenly shaded, more comforting in connection with 
Mitra, more rigorous, even terrible in connection with Varuna, it 
is always the rtd that is the principle of acrion for these gods and, 
in the case of Varuna, one can almost say his "passion," They are 
less in the rtd than the rtd is in them. Sin, however, is defined only 
by its connection with rtd; in fact, it is its violation, its negation {dnrta).^ 

1. See above, p p . 5J-61, wi th regard to the fortn taken by the idea of the " p a i r " on each 
of the three levels. 

2. Cf. Seen Rodhe , Deliver U i / r em Evil; Sludiei on ih£ Vedkldeas e/Salvation (1946). But 
h u m a n kings m a y sin (pride, c o n t e m p t for t h e gods, tyranny, etc.); see above, p . 7 8 , 
n. 7 . 
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Astounding as they sometimes appear to the modern conscience, the 
actions of these gods do actually conform to rta. The deeds of violence, 
the sudden seizures, the pitiless punishments of Varuna, indeed, 
even che things which relate him, che greac asura, to the demonic 
host of asura—none of this has anything to do with sin. 

And how could the Asvin, at the third level, sin? Their entire 
function, their total nature, is to be benevolent, to be benefactors, 
ACT>T^/)€S, like the Greek twins. The hymns addressed to them are 
no more than catalogs, series of allusions to the numerous services 
they have rendered. Moreover, in order to sin, one must stand in 
opposition to the rtd, and these ever useful gods, as the attentive 
Abel Bergnaigne has already remarked,^ take Hccle interest in the 
order of che world. Their concern is more modest, limited to special 
cases: first one, then another, and still another man falling prey to 
some well-defined hardship and needing their corresponding help. 
Neither the poet nor the reader would think of debating whether 
or not they operate in conformity with the rtd. Probably they do, 
in that they are good, but it is not a vital matter: the level of their 
activity, like chat of che miracle-working saincs of our occidental 
legends, is rather one of charity than of justice. 

Indra and his warriors have been given a very dilTerent cosmic 
and soda! position. They cannot ignore order, since their funcrion 
is to guard it against the thousand and one demonic or hostile en
deavors that oppose ir. But in order to assure this office they must 
first possess and entertain qualities of their own which bear a strong 
resemblance to the blemishes of their adversaries. In battle itself 
they must respond to boldness, surprise, pretense, and treachery 
with operations of the same style, only more effecrive, or else face 
sure defeat. Drunk or exalted, they must put themselves into a 
state of nervous tension, of muscular and mental preparedness, 
multiplying and amplifying their powers. And so they are trans
figured, made strangers in the sodety chey protect. And above all, 
dedicated to Force, chey are the triumphant victims of the internal 
logic of Force, which proves itself only by surpassing boundaries— 
even its own boundaries and those of its raison d'etre. The warrior is 
the one who finds comfort only in being strong, not only in the face 

3. See his fine s tudy on the " idea of l aw," in la rrijgiim vidiqvt 3 (1883) :z5o. 
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of this or that adversary, in this or that situation, but strong absolutely, 
the strongest of all—a dangerous superlative for a being who occupies 
the second rank. The revolts of generals and the military coups 
d'etat, the massacres and pillages by the undisciplined soldiery and 
by its leaders, all these are older than history. And that is why Indra, 
as Sten Rodhe puts it so well, is " the sinner among the gods." 

There is still, however, the point, a significant one, at which the 
fatalities of the warrior again take on a positive aspect: when by itself 
the rtd is inflexible, inhuman, or when its strict applicarion turns 
into the summum ius of the occidental maxim, to take opposition 
to it, to reform it, or to violate it, while surely a sin from the perspec
tive of Varuna, is in the language of men a movement of progress. 
In a chapter of my Mitra-Varuna (6, " N e x u m et m u t u u m " ) in which 
certain Roman juridical facts (§3) are treated somewhat too freely, 
but in which the rest, and the general direction, are valid, a study was 
made of this beneficent opposition of Indra to Varuna (§4), of the 
hero's ethic to chat of the sovereign (§5), especially in the Indian tradi
tions which attribute to Indra the service of saving human victims in 
extremis, or even of subsrituring the ritual in which only a horse 
perished for the old Varuiiian royal consecration ritual tainted by the 
pracucc or the memor>' of human sacrifices. " I t will occasion no aston
ishment," 1 wrote thirty years ago, " that the god of men's societies, 
often frightful in so many respects, should appear in Indian fable, 
in opposirion to the magical binder, as a merciful god, the god who 
delivers the regular victims, the human victims, of Varuna. The 
warrior and the sorcerer, or, on another level, the soldier and the 
policeman, work equally, when occasion detnands, for the hberty 
and the life of their fellows; but each operates according to procedures 
which the other finds distasteful. .Above all, it is the warrior, in placing 
himself on the margin of the code, or even beyond it, who appropriates 
the right to pardon, to break through the mechanisms of hard jusrice, 
in short, the right to introduce some flexibility into the strictly 
determined course of human relarions: to pave the way for humanity." 
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THE MOMENTS OF 
A HEROIC CAREER 

The foregoing essays have brought to Hght the perils of the martial 
exploit, the stain it sometimes produces, the excesses and sins it 
favors. Nevertheless, in every civilization the exploit is also an 
investment. Military or athletic, theatrical or sometimes even intellec-
mal, accomplished independently or under the standard of the collec
tivity, even today it produces the national hero. At the very least, 
it results in a champion, a " s ta r , " a laureate, whose life, overnight, 
becomes glorious or even luxurious. The exploit is like success in 
competition, a.ssuring promotion. 

It was no different in ancient societies, especially those engaged in 
war. Well before Plutarch and his great captains, the career of a 
warrior consisted merely of a series of promotions based on a series 
of exploits, a scries that was, moreover, monotonous. The very last 
exploit itself—death in battle, which the ancient Germans were not 
the only ones to exalt—did not differ cs.sentially from the others, 
either in its motions or in its eflects. While it only results, 
nowadays, in speeches prepared by hungry young secretaries and 
mouthed by politicians in front of mass-produced monuments, 
formerly it opened the way to a new life in the beyond, similar to the 
first, where the same contests continued but without their danger. 

In Valholl, the legendary abode of OSinn, men who have died on 
the fields of battle, since the world began, Uve forever.' An immense 
throng, ever increasing; and it can continue to increase^ as its suste
nance is assured. Saehrimnir the wild boar, devoured each day, 

1. Guscav Meckel, Walhali, Studien Hber germamschen Jenseitsgiaubm ( 1 9 1 3 ) . 
2. Karl H e l m , " D i e Zahl der Eitihcrjac," Arkiv fSr Nardisk Filologi 4 1 ( I 9 I 6 ) : 3 M - L 9 . 

T k e in te rpre ta t ion of Magntis Ois^n, according to which the image of Valholl and the 
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revives every evening to be placed in the cauldron Eldrimnir by 
the hands of Andrimnir the cook; every evening the udders of the 
goat Hei9run fill a huge bowl with mead, for only Odinn drinks wine, 
the luxury of luxuries in ancient Scandinavia. And the time that the 
elect do not devote to this prodigious menu, they give up entirely 
to their former passion on earth: every morning, day after day, they 
take up their arms, go out, and fight.^ It was formerly thought that 
this blessed other world was first concerned during the Viking period, 
a transposition of the ideal life of the conquering band. The interpre
tation tallies with the fact, but not with the date. OSinn's elect surely 
form a " b a n d , " a men's society, such as abounded among the Vikings; 
but the type was as old as the Germanic world. Proof is furnished 
by the very name of Odinn's elect, the Einherjar {*aina-harija-),'* the 
second element of which is none other than the name of an andent 
people of continental Germany, the Harii, whom Tacitus {Germania, 
43.6) quite appropriately depicts as such a men's sodety, although 
without entirely understanding its mechanism: 

The Harii, apart from strength in which they surpass the peoples just 
enumerated, are fierce in nature, and trick out this natural ferocity by the 
help of art and season: they blacken their shields and dye their bodies; they 
choose pitchy nights for their battles; by sheer panic and darkness they strike 
terror Uke an army of ghosts [feralis exercitus]. No enemy can face this novel 
and, as it were, phantasmal vision [nouum ac uelut infernam aspectuni]: in 
every battle after all the eye is conquered first.5 

Mortally wounded at the end of the battle of Kuruk?etra, Duryo
dhana—who, although deserving his misfortunes, shows to the very 

Einherjar were inspired by the Colosseum and the gladiators (jtovo-iuixoi.), is no m o r e 
than an ingenious construct ion: "Valha l l med de mange do re r , " Acta Philologica Scandinavica 
6 (1931-32):! 51-70 ( reprinted in Norrone Studier, 1938); cf. Jan de Vries, Ahgermaniiche 
Keli^nsgeschkhu^ 2 (1957): 378-79. 

3. Such is the description in Snorri 's Edda, Gylfaginning, 38-41; ano ther description is in 
the Edda in verse, Ghmnisirui/, st. 8-23 (in which beer appears) . 

4. For ein-, see above, p . 60, and cf. Erik, Ein-rifcr, " u n i q u e p o t e n t , " the n a m e o f sev'eral 
kings, one of w h o m , a legendary figure, has the honors of chapter 20 of the Ynglingasaga 
and of Saxo, 5.10 (cf. AinaricU, Einrih, etc.); see Arwid Johansson, Aritiv fSr Nordisk Filologi 
49 (193 3): 234-37. 

5. The translation of Taci tus ' Germania is by W, Peterson (Loeb Classical Library, 1914). 
It has somet imes even been though t tha t Harii was not the n a m e of a people but of a 
society of warr iors ; their n a m e m a y have survived in that of the Heriiunga o r Uarlunge 
of G e r m a n epic; see Ludwig Weniger , "Exerc i tus Feralis," Archiv/ur ReUgiotiswissenschaft 
9 (1906): 201-47 (with Greek comparisons), and the c o m m e n t a r y by Rudolf Much in his 
edition of the Germania (1937), p p . 382-86. 
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end several of the qualities of a hatriya-—sees in the blow that fells 

him something more than a stroke of deplorable destiny: 

Glory is all that one should acquire here, and it can be obtained by battle, 
and by no other means. The death that a ksaniya meets with at home is 
censurable. Death on one's bed is highly sinful. The man who casts away his 
body in che woods [like an ascetic] or in battle after having performed sacri
fices, obcains great g l o r y , , . . Abandoning diverse objects of enjoyment, I 
shall now, by righceous battle, proceed to the regions of Indra, obcaining the 
companionship of those who have attained che highest end. Without doubt, 
the habitation of heroes of righceous behavior, who never recreat from 
battle . . . is in heaven. The diverse tribes of .Apsaras, without doubt, joyfully 
gaze^ at such heroes when engaged in battle. Without doubt, the Fathers 
behold chem worshipped in che assembly of che gods and rejoicing in heaven, 
in the company of Apsaras. W e will now ascend che path that is trod by the 
celestials and by heroes unrecurning from battle ' 

In the fourteenth Philippic, even Cicero, already destined for 

another mode of death, entrusts the dead of the legio Martia, the 

heroes of a hollow victory, to the eponymous god. 

In flight death is disgraceful; in victory glorious; for Mars himself is wont to 
claim out of the battle-line the bravest as his own. Those impious wretches 
then whom you have slain will even among the shades below pay the penalty 
of their creason; but you who have poured ouc your last breach in victory 
have won the seats and che abodes of the pious.^ 

If the concluding exploit, equal to the others but brightened 

with these expectations, paradoxically takes on the character of an 

6. Sloka 35: mudd ttiinam pt^pasyanti yjtddhe hy apsarasSm gandh; cf., at the end of the 
seventh book of the Aeneid, t h e young m e n and w o m e n "fol lowing wi th the e y e s " the 
young ho r sewoman Camil le , S13: . . . iuuenuts turbaque miratur mjtrum et prospectat 
euiitem / attonitis inhians anitnii... 

7. 9.4,29-37, especially 30: 
grhe yat ksatriyasydpi nidhanam tad vigarhitam 
adharmah sumahdn esa yac ckaydmaranam grhe, 

Cf. 11,26,12-13, Edward W. Hopkins, Epic Mythology(191s), p. 109: " t h e dead in the bat t le 
of Kurukjetra will not go to the k i n g d o m of Y a ma, but directly to h e a v e n " (9.52, rejected 
into a note after si, 16 in the Poona edi t ion: yamasya visayam ce tv na d rabyan t i kaddcana); 
motive: (18): raised by wind, the dust of the battlefield will purify even t h e mos t sinful 
a m o n g t h e m and bring t h e m to heaven. 

8. 32: Vos WEN? patriae natos iudico, quonim etiam nomen a Maru est, ut idem deus urbem 
hanc gemibus, uos huic urhi genuisse UIDEATWR. Infugafoeda mors est, in uictoria gloriosa. Etenim 
Mars ipse ex acie fortissimum quemqve pigntrari solet. ilii igitur IMPII, quos ceddistis, etiam. ad 
infernos poenas parricidii iuent, UOS uero, qui EXTREMIIM IPIRITUM IN UICTORIA effudistis, PIORUM 
ESTI^ sedem et locum constculi. 
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initiatory test for the life beyond, the very first exploit, the one 
which introduces the young warrior to his earthly career, is hardly dif
ferent from those he will accomplish henceforth, on to his death. The 
singular moment of the first exploit is, after all, original only for 
putting an end to a sort of minority by age, generally spent in a 
detailed and thorough training. This explains why the comparison 
of the myths and legends that illustrate the function of the warrior 
among diverse peoples so often brings to light homologous motifs— 
for example, a fight with a type of especially strong or terrifying 
adversary—employed with fittle variation, here in an " init iation" 
narrative for the glory of the heroic novice, there in a tale of "con
firmation" or " p r o m o t i o n " for the glory of the hero who has already 
been tested. As we have seen,' Ciichulainn's victory over the three 
sons of Nechta is the very model of the initiatory combat, one of the 
macgnimralha that the child accomplishes, for the first time away 
from the supervision of his preceptors, while the conquest of the 
three Curiaces is achieved by a victor who is chosen with his two 
brothers for the decisive encounter just because of his known experi
ence: Rome does not entrust her fate to newly enlisted men. The 
two scenes are nonetheless neighboring renditions of a common 
theme, simply allocated to two different moments on the ascent to 
glory. The exegete must not forget this elementary faa , and must 
refrain from generalizing the notions of "J i inglings-" or of "Krieger-
weihe." 

It will now be shown that several of the exploits of Indra in the 
mythology of the hymns and the Brahmana, and still more in the 
iTiytholog)' of the epics which so often extend para-Vedic material 
that is as old as or older than that of the ^gVeda, are clarified by being 
compared with scenes—whether of initiation or promotion—occur
ring in the myths or legends of other peoples of the family. 

9. See above, p . lo, and below, pp . 1 3 3 - J 7 . 



2 
Vrtrahdn, VdrdOragnaj Vahagn 

The first problem to be faced in dealing with our present subject 
is that of the relation of the Vedic Indra Vrtrahan to the Iranian 
god VaraSragna, Emile Benveniste and che late Louis Renou devoted 
an imporcanc book to thac problem a chird of a century ago,' and the 
test of time has confirmed their linguistic and philological analyses. 
T ime has also shown that an understanding of che religious realities 
underlying and sustaining the texts will require further observations 
and approaches, in addition to those set by the authors to define the 
limits of their study. 

One of the most significant results of the I 9 3 4 book was to establish 
the secondary character of the demon V;-tra: the Vedic hymns present 
him in vague terms, while in Iran he does not even exist as a demon, 
either in the Avesta or in the lateral traditions. What is consistent 
and " l i v i n g " is his adversary, either the "s layer (or destroyer) of 
vrtra," the vrtrahan, the VBradragan,^ or "che destruction of che 

VBY^dra," that is, che neuter vsrs^ragna, secondarily personified as 
masculine in the god of the same name. Moreover, in conformity 
with the etymology, the neuter vrtra, which only India has explicitly 
made into a demon, is properly " resistance," the imposing but passive 
mass, object of the assailant's blows and opposed to his offensive 
force, dma, the quality which animates him. 

The personification of vdra^ra^rm as a " y a z a t a " is surely connected 
with the far-reaching reform which produced the divine world 
of Zoroastrianism, entirely dominated by Ahura Mazda, from Indo-
Iranian polytheism, and, more precisely, with the veritable revolution 

1. Vnra n Vr$ragna (V. et V.) = Cahierj rfe la Societi Asiatique 3 (1934). 
2. N o m i n , vgraSraJi, etc. 

tl5 
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which degraded one of the foremost gods of the conquering bands 
into an archdemon. In Indo-Iranian theology, the functions and the 
functional gods were juxtaposed, thus justifying different moral codes 
for the different human groups. Among these, warrior societies were, 
in essence, disquieting to priests and breeder-agriculturalists alike. 
We may apply to these mdrya, often excessive—especially in their 
relations with women—what has been said about the Scandinavian 
berserkir: aside from their service in battle, they were "aufdringUch 
und bosartig" in peacetime, and consequently hated.^ Polytheism 
consecrated this natural fatality, as we have seen, in the conduct of 
various divine beings, the principal of whom was Indra, Indra the 
sinner: the violence which he controlled, and which his actions 
exemplified, contributed no less to the social and cosmic equilibrium 
than the various forms of good behavior patronized by Mitra and 
Varuria or the unfailing and unconditional readiness to serve personi
fied by the Twins.' ' Mazdaism changed all this and replaced a har
monization of different moralities by the uniform, universal law of 
one great god. Theologically, and probably socially, the most vigorous 
and difficult attack had to be carried out against the traditional 
warriors, human and divine; the problem was to redeploy them in 
the service of the good religion, that is, to preserve their force and 
valor while depriving them of their autonomy.^ Most certainly the 
operation could not have been performed without difficulty, and 
the primary victim was Indra. The purified "warr ior function," the 
domesticated heritage of the god who was henceforth to be no more 
than one of the most pernicious auxiliaries of the Evil Spirit, found 
itself apportioned between a god of the "first function," MiSra, who, 
by fiis very nature, was able to retain his traditional name in the 
new system, and a personified abstraction, VaraOragna, the spirit of 
offensive victory, subordinate, in fact, to Mi6ra. Henceforth, it was 
MiOra who was to hurl the va^ra against infidels and rebels, and 
VaraGragna who was to encounter them with another gift of the 
former celestial champion, his capacity for animal metamorphoses. 
Together they assured the community of the faithful what Indra 

3. F tnnur J(5ns.<>on, Egils saga Skallagritnssonar (1894), p . 30, no te to 9.3. 
4. See above, p p . 105-6. 
5. " L e s archanges de Zoroastre et les rois romains de Cic^ron, re touches homologues a 

des tradit ions parallelcs,"yoHrn<il de Psycholope, 43 Cl95o):449-65, repr in ted , w i th modifica
t ions, in Idies romaines (1969), p t . 2, chap. 4-
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had until then assured the tribes of the Arya : success by means of 
arms, conquest. 

Under this name, scarcely modified by the passage to the abstract, 
it is certain that V3r39ragna re appropriated one of the most popular 
titles of the Indo-Iranian Indra. There is no reason to think that the 
Vedas innovated in making Vrtrahan one of the epithets, the most 
prestigious one, of this god. 

To be sure, Indra had no monopoly on the name. It is found 
applied to all that is victorious by nature, or, in a particular circum
stance:* to multivalent, or, more precisely, trivalent divinities like 
Soma, Agni, and Sarasvati; to Manyu, the personification of the 
" f u r o r " of the combatant; to concepts or mythical representations 
connected with battle such as force, intoxicarion, or the vdjra, Indra's 
weapon. But it is also conferred upon a mere mortal, Trasddasyu, 
properly upon " h i m who makes the enemies (or the demons) 
tremble," of interest for our purposes because several texts present 
him as an extraordinary warrior, and also because he bears in his 
name one of the rare Vedic attestations of the root tras-, related to 
Latin terrire, surely an important one in the ideology as well as the 
techniques of the Indo-European warrior.'' RgVeda 4.38.1, for example, 
calls him k^etrdsam . . . urvardsam ghandni ddsyuhhyo ahhxhhutim ugrdm, 
"conqueror of the habitable lands, conqueror of the ploughed lands, 
destruction for the enemies, superior, strong," As such he is the 
object of the attendons of Indra (8,36.7): prd Trasddasyum dvitha tvdm 
eka in nrsakya indra, " y o u alone, oh Indra, have aided Trasadasyu 
in the battle of m e n , " Now, as soon as he is born, this personage, in 
the two consecutive strophes 4.42.8 and 9, is called indram nd vrtra-
tilram ardhadtvdm, "conqueror of Vrtra like Indra, demi-god," and 
then, as an equivalent, vrtrahdnam ., . ardhadevdm, "destroyer of 
Vftra, demi-god." The latter epithet, hapax in the RgVeda, elevates 
him rhetorically above the human condirion, even though his mother 
and father, mentioned several times, are human. It is remarkable 
that it is found thus combined, second in importance, with the other 

6. Renou, V. er. V., p p . 1 1 5 - 1 6 ; excep[ionally to t h e Asvin, as in RV 8.8.9 and 2 1 ; on [htl 
at t r ibut ion to the As\'in, on the trifunctional character given to t h e m by several h y m m 
of the eighth book, see " L e s irois fonctions dans le RgVeda et les dievti indiens de Mitatii," 
Bu(ietin i VAcadimit Royak de Mgiqxte, Ctasse des Uttres, f sine, 47:265-98. 

7, " O m b r i e n Tuisa,"Latmnus 20 {i96i):253-57-
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epithet, vrtrahan, or with its synonym vrtratiir(a),^ as if the exploit 
or the series of exploits signified by vytrahdn had its natural outcome 
in an ascent in the hierarchy of beings. The use that the Avesta makes 
of the adjective varaOragan is no different.^ In bellicose contexts it 
is applied to the contending entities or to the Savior (Vata, Srao5a, 
Saojyant), several times to Haoma as in the !^gVeda to Soma, and to 
piliyers which are the most effective weapon in the struggle of Good 
against Evil, It is also conferred upon heroes: " T o have killed the 
monster Dahaka," writes Benveniste, "earns for ©raetaona the title 
vera&rajh taxnio ©raetaona {Yah 5 . 6 1 ) , " and his weapon shares the 
same privilege {Yast 1 9 . 9 2 ) . 

It remains nonetheless that, in the R.gVeda, Indra is vrtrahan par 
excellence, the model for others, and he has won this title by a 
victory over a demonic being whose appearance is uncertain but whose 
name is precise, the "serpent (or dragon) Vftra , " Resistance personi
fied. Several texts say quite plainly that this victory brought about a 
substantial promotion in the life of the god. Thus 6 , 2 0 , 2 : 

U P O N Y O U , O INDRA, THE QUALITY of asura, LIKE THAT OF D Y A U S [THE TYPICAL D I V I N E 

asura], WAS CONFERRED [ROOT dhii-] B Y THE GODS, W H E N [OBSCURE E P I T H E T ^ " ] , 

associated with Visnu, you killed the serpent Vrtra [vrtrfl'm.., root kan-]. 

However imprecise the notion of asura may be in the ^gVeda, 
reserved to a small number among the gods, and whatever may be 
the allusions of the hymns to other ways in which the asuryd could 
have been conferred upon or conquered by Indra, this text establishes 
a link of succession and causality between the murder of a demonic 
being designated as Vjtra and the presentation to the murderer of a 
new quahry and a new power. 

In 1 9 4 8 , in two documents, on Parsec and the other Pahlavi, based 
on lost parts of the Avestan compilation. Father Jean de Menasce 
found evidence that Varaflragna—Vahram or Bahram in tliis period 

8. Cf ,\vcsi. v j r jSrawurva joined lo v^rsSragati in Vaift 1 4 . 5 7 ; Benveniste, V. et. V., p. 
20. 

9. Benveniste, V, et V., p p . 1 0 - 1 1 . 
10 . rjtsin, epi thet of I n d r a , " vordr ingend, gerade drauf loseilend " ( G r a s s m a n n ) , " Tr inker 

des Trestersafts" (Geldner) , " d e r weisse Labung h a b e n d e " (Thiemc) . For o ther forms of 
the god 's p romot ion connected with (before, or after) t h e victory over Vr t r a , see Bernfried 
Schierath, Das KiSnigtum (i960), pp . ?6 , 5 S - 5 9 ; there is nothing systematic in the n u m e r o u s 
representat ions of indra ' s " p re fe rment , " 
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of the language—had also benefited from a promotion after having, 
by the most grandiose exploit imaginable, saved the good creation." 

The first of these documents, a Pansee fragment from the Rivayal 
of Munich, had been published by Christian Bartholomae, but no 
use had been made of it by the historians of Mazdaism. Here it is 
in full, from Menasce's translation: 

Question on the subject of the seventh Amsasfand, Bahram Yazad'^ [he 
victorious [piru^ur], destroyer of the adversary [dusman ladar]. Answer: the 
cursed Ahriman once made a great attack. Ormizd the creator spoke to the 
six AmSasfand: "Go and bring me, bound up, che impure Ahriman." All 
six of the Am5asfand set out and sought Ahriman for a long time, wich no suc
cess in seizing him. And Rahman, ArtiibehiSt, $ahravir, Asfandarmac, Xurdad, 
and Amurdad went back and came to the Omniscient, saying: "We have 
sought Ahriman for a long time, but he has not fallen into our hands." 
Then the Omniscienc said to Bahram Yazad: "You whom 1 have crcaced 
victorious from che very beginning [a^ awwal], give evidence of victory; go 
with the six AmSasfand and bring Ahriman to me bound." Bahram Yazad 
.set out with the six Amsasfand and brought the impure Ahriman, bound, 
before Ormizd. Ormizd said to him: "This impure one, spiritually bound, 
shut him away, head downwards, in hell." Then Bahram Yazad led the 
impure Ahriman into hell and thrust him there, head downwards; he return
ed to Ormizd, saying: " I have thrust this impure one inco hell." Ormizd che 
creator rejoiced and said: "From che beginning I have declared you victorious, 
now you have acquired the viccory; I bestow on you the title of AmSasfand, 
for you have accomplished what the six AmSasfand could not accomplish," 
That is why they say that Bahram Yazad is the seventh AmSasfand. 

11. " L a p romot ion de V a h r J m , " Revue de I'histoire des religicns 133 (i<)47):5-18. O n e 
cannot give enough consideration to the final w a r n i n g : " W e begin to suspect the impor
tance of the filtering process which the mobcds were able to impose on a religious tradition 
whose diversity and exuberance are revealed to us only by the accidents of research and 
discovery. But it would be mis taken to reckon wi thout the chance losses which may have 
occurred, independen t of any t rend , before the fixing of the canon into wri t ing [cf. Stig 
Wikander , FeuerpriesUr in Klemasien und Iran (1946), pp . 170-75]. Some forgotten or eccen
tric tradit ions have been conserved, even in the o r thodox milieu. In any case, it is clear 
how m u c h can still be d r a w n from the Pahlavi manuscr ip ts , easily accessible but which go 
unedi ted, and from others , full of promise , whose titles are only k n o w n th rough the 
catalogues of Indian libraries. One cannot help but wish that the all too m e a g e r collection 
of Iranian mater ia ls could be speedily enriched." 

12. Avest. yazata, " be ing wor thy of worsh ip . " a designation for gods subordina te to 
Ahura Mazda {daeva having become the generic n a m e for demons ) ; the ya^aia are next 
in dignity to the Amasa Spsnia , the "Efficacious (Beneficent) I m m o r t a l s , " in w h o m 
Zoroastr ianism has subl imated the former canonical gods of the th ree functions and the 
goddess w h o was jo ined to t h e m . 
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The Pahlavi text, somewhat drawn out, refers directly to a passage 
from the Avesta and presents the narrative as a response from Ohr-
mazd himself to two questions of Zoroaster: " W h o is the seventh 
Amarhaspand?" and then " W h y is the seventh Amarhaspand, 
Vahram Yazat, more than all the other Amarhaspand, and have 
you made him better, greater, and more powerful than the others?" 
The lesson is ostensibly the same as in the Rivaydt, with few new 
details. The most important is found at the beginning, in the descrip
tion of the peril which the Evil Spirit, here called Gannak Menok, 
unleashes first of all upon spiritual creation {menok), but also upon 
material creation (gStife): 

At the time, says Ohrmazd, when the cursed Gannak Menok went about 
through the world, all sorts of sufferings, hardships, and adversities swept 
down on this one. One time when he went about through the sky, it burst 
into three parts ,whereupon this cursed malefactor became, among the 
.Amarhaspand of the menok who were in the menok domain, more formidable, 
more noxious, and more wicked. Then the whole world of beings of the 
menok came before Ohrmazd to complain:" . . . At present, the cursed Gannak 
Menok has the power to work all sorts of malicious deeds in the world, for 
which no one finds a remedy. Since you are the Omniscient, you should be 
able to effect some means whereby the cursed Gannak Menok may be made 
to fall, head downward, into the realm of hell." 

After the exploit, the justification for Vahram's recompense is the 
same as in the other document, and God's commentary upon it, 
intended for Zoroaster, is instructive, for it connects the scene firmly 
with the theology of VaraGragna: 

That is why Ohrmazd says to him: " On the first day I created you victorious, 
but now you have attained victory and have assured the protection of the 
menok and the getlk. By reason of this deed, 1 now name you Amarhaspand, 
since this act could not be accomplished by the six Amarhaspand.... I name 
you the seventh Amarhaspand, Varham Yazat, the destroyer of the foe, 
my own [foe], mine who am Ohrmazd. And it is thus that ZartuSt will call 
you when he [—?—] the man of thegelife." O ZartuSt, son of Spitama, I will 
tell you still another tiling which is said in praise of Vahram Yazat in this 
same passage of the Avesta and of the Zand, namely, that the valor of Vahram 
Yazat was created stronger than that of the other Yazat. This victory will 

13. The Evil Spirit thus takes the forin and value of the " t r i p l e adve r sa ry" ; see above, 
pp . 16-18 and n., and below, p p . 149-54. 
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occur at the Resurreaion and at the time of the Body-to-come when he will 
bind Gannak Menok together with the d£v and the druj. Of this Vahram 
Yazat whom you call victorious, in the Avesta and the Zand it is said that he 
goes through the wienA and thegetife with greater blessing and greater glory, 
that is to say, that he pays attention to the two worlds and that he goes about 
by taking ten forms [which are enumerated; then:] And Ohrmazd says: 
"Oh ZartuSt, by transforming himself in these ten ways among the creatures 
of Ohrmazd, by this act he separated and removed the curses, sufferings, and 
sorrows from men," 

One very important difference may be observed between the 
Indian and Iranian conceptions of the exploit which earns the divine 
personage his promotion. Indra has obtained the surname Vf trahan, 
along with his higher rank, only by an exploit which consists, in 
effect, of destroying Vrtra or a symbolic form of "res istance" ; up 
to then, whatever success he may have had, his triumph in this 
major incident could not have been taken for granted. For VaraOragna, 
however, there could be no doubt: " h e has been created victorious," 
per^dgar—which* is no more than a gloss on his name as the post-
Avestan tradition understood it.''^ And so he is " f r o m the beginning," 
in his very essence, and Ahura Mazda knows it better than anyone 
when he addresses this specialist (for the first time, to judge from his 
words) after the failure of the AmaSa Spanta—a failure, moreover, 
which is not humiliating since they have been neither defeated nor 
proved incapable of actual victory, but simply unable to locate the 
foe. If Ahura Mazda promotes him, then, to a superior rank, it is 
because he has answered to the definirion which his name had already 
anticipated. We are reminded of the Roman soldiers after a victory, 
when they hailed with the title of imperator the one who, from the 
point of view of the res publka, had been their imperator right from 
the rime he took command on the Field of .Mars. Of the Indian and 
the Mazdaean traditions in question, the latter is certainly the one 
which innovated. In subsrituting for Indra a god for whom v$r»$ragna 
was not a surname but the very root of the name itself, the reformed 
theology condemned itself to a less simple, less satisfactory articula
tion of concepts than that or che Vedic tradition and, most likely, 
that of the Indo-Iranian tradition as well. 

1 4 . Benveniste, V. a V., p , 26, 
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In actual practice, however, this minor complication was of little 
consequence. The Vedic Arya who praised Indra, with or without 
Vj-trahan as a qualification, counted on him for victory with the 
vigorous means and abundant results characteristic of victory. The 
V^radragna Yast ends with the same expectation (14.57-65): there it 
is said that the god inspires the incantations and rites which give vic
tory, that he ruins and destroys the opposing army, and that he 
deprives those who fail Mi6ra of the use of their arms. In this connec
tion, Menasce has called attention to a number of benedictions which 
appear in late Avestan and Pahlavi t e x t s . T h e Afrin i Paigambar 
Zartust and the ViStdsp Yast reveal such formulas as these: 

May you be truly beneficent, like Mazda! 
Victoriou.";, like ©raetaona!... 
Conqueror of your enemies, like VaraOragna! 

Finally, the Annenians, who have borrowed this god along with 
several others from the Parthians and have changed his name into 
Vahagn,^^ count on him for the same kind of service. In this respect 
we have a precious text: in the letter-edict by which Tiridate under
takes to strengthen polytheism, he desires for his subjects, by the 
grace of the principal gods, certain qualities or advantages each of 
which corresponds to the vocation of the particular god mentioned 
with it. Here is what we read when we come to Vahagn: " M a y 
valor fall to you, coming frotn the vahant Vahagn 

15. " L a p romot ion de V a h r a m , " p p . 5-6. The formulas d o not clearly en t rea t that the 
gods men t ioned give the privileges desired; a t least they m a k e these gods the s tandards 
for the m e a s u r e m e n t of these qualities. 

16. fo r Vahagn < *Varhragn < *Vareragna,see Benveniste, V. et V., p . 82. Under this 
n a m e the god is nationalized as A r m e n i a n ; when it is a quest ion of the Iranian god as 
such, the .Armenian authors employ Vram; Wikander , Ftuerpriestcr, p p . 96, l o t . 

17. .'Vgathangelos, 12: ifaJutHwn hasc'e j e^ i fc"a/n Vahagni, aperri ifiiv ip9aori OTTO TOD 
lvapcrov'HpaK)ifous. T h e h u m a n valor requested here from Vahagn, as if from the source 
of all valor, joins together with the central t h e m e of Yall 14. .All the m o r e is this t rue 
since the vir tue designated by the words ic^a/«t-twn, ap tn j , is an active, offen.sive vir tue, 
a l together like the complex of qualities covered by the n a m e VsraOragna: cf the cry of 
the warriors killing the enemies "for fe'a/ AriSak" (their king imprisoned for long years 
in Persia) in Faustos of Byzant ium, 5.5, and the truly " v 3 r } 6 r a g n i a n " formula of Moses 
of Chorene , iahmank' V^ajac' ^enn iwreanc'-. " t h e frontiers of the valiant, (these are) their 
w e a p o n s " (1.8: the formula is a t t r ibu ted to another ."^rSak, king of the Persians and Par
thians). In pre-Christian .Armenia, it seems that fc'a/k' could have designated a sort of 
Manne rbund . They have sur%'ived in folklore as a race of ra ther demonic spirits; and they 
have been borrowed by the Georgians (for w h o m they play a considerable role in the 
epic of Rusthaveli , The Knight in the Tiger's Sfe'n), and by the Osseis. For the first (k'iiji). 
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see Georges Charachidzf, Le systeme religieux de la Giorgie paSenne (196S), sec. 7, ehap. 1, 
"Saint Georges chez les Kadzhi," p p . 515-43; chap. 3, " R e t o u r de Saint Georges et ses 
consequences ," p p . 545-57; for the second (Kadjittc), see m y Livre des hires (1965), PP. 
195-96, 201-4-

18. Moses has created a prehistoric king, Tigran, of w h o m Vahagn is one of th ree sons, 
divinized (astuacac'eai); on this a r r angemen t , see Heinrich Gelzer, Die Anfange der 
armeniachen fTirche (1895), p . 107. 

19, £^il! saga SHUagrimssottar, 27.13: , , , en fyrst, er af var ^ngit, pd vdm peir SmdtkiTi, 
en at van3a. 

Vahagn, indeed, was the celestial model for the victorious warrior. 
The Armenian historian Moses of Chorene ( 1 . 3 1 ) still knew of songs 
that presented Vahagn as having traits that are not strictly Avestan. 
In fact, compared to the VaraOragna of YaSt 14, they show Vahagn 
to have more in common with the Vedic Indra Vrtrahan: what the 
songs described, Moses of Chorene said, were the battles {kruel) of 
Vahagn with the dragons {and visapac'^), his victories {yaHei), and 
generally such feats as were reminiscent of Heracles.'* 

The authors of the Vedic hymns left in the shadows, as was so 
often their wont, one aspect of Indra's victory over Vrtra which had 
hardly any place among prayers or invocations of praise, but which 
the more narrative literatures of the Brdhmana and above all the epic 
recorded and developed. Its antiquity, since it corresponds to a wide
spread feature of mythical or legendary' combat narratives (both of the 
Indo-European world and beyond), is probable a priori. 

As we have emphasized, a number of Indra's exploits entail stain 
or sin, disagreeable results which the RgVeda also overlooked. It 
happens that in the epic the murder of Vftra falls into this category, 
Sometimes, however, the painful consequences of this exploit is of 
a different kind. 

In the Middle Ages it was believed of the Scandinavian bnserkir— 
the warrior elite who wrought havoc upon their enemy—that so 
long as their berserks gangr, their " berserkr furor," lasted, chey were 
so strong that nothing could resist them, but once this crisis had 
passed they became weak, impotent {dmdttugr), to the point of having 
to lie down with what amounted to an i l lness ." The murder of che 
Serpenc, of Vrtra, also had such an effect on the conqueror. Before 
he could fully enjoy his new title, he underwent a terrible depression, 
sometimes attributed to a post evenlum terror, sometimes considered 
as the shock he had to pay for the physical and moral effort he had 
expended. The RgVeda alludes only once ( i .32.14) to this lamentable 
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condition, but with remarkable precision as to the itinerary of his 
flight, if not to his place of refuge: 

Whom have you seen, O Indra, as avenger of the Serpent, that fear would 
have entered your heart after killing him, and that, as a frightened hawk 
[crosses] the regions, you would have traversed the ninety-nine water
courses? . . . 

It is obvious that these four verses could not have produced the 
exuberant later tradition of the flight of the conqueror god: rather, 
they constitute the surfacing, unique in the entire hymnal, of a mythi
cal theme that was perplexing rather than useful. Among the detailed 
accounts that can be read in the epic, the most trustworthy v a r i a n t -
said to reproduce an ancient tradition, an itihasa—is to be found in a 
celebrated episode of the fifth book of the Mahabharata. There, in 
accord with epic mythology, Indra functions not only as the god of 
the thunderbolt, but as the king of the gods.^" Having told of the mur
der of the demon, the poet follows the murderer first in his dethrone
ment, and then in his glorious restoration, of benefit not only to the 
god but to all mankind, which permits him to avail himself, in full 
seairity, of the title he has gained. 

After his triumph, Indra flees to the end of the earth, where he 
lives concealed in the waters, like a cringing serpent. The universe, 
earth and sky, men and gods, are in terrible distress. Menaced by 
the unreasonable demands of the " temporary k ing" Nahusa, to 
whom the gods have had to commit themselves, Indra's wife Sad 
undertakes to find her husband and bring him back. She addresses 
herself to a sort of divine feminine clairvoyant, Upasruti,^' who guides 
her toward the hiding-place, leading her across mountains and 
forests, past the Himalayas: 

And having reached the sea, extending over many yojanas, she [Lpasruti] 
came upon a large island covered with various trees and plants. And there 

20. 5.14-18. Published by .Adolf Ho l l zmann in 1841 in Indravidschaya, eine Episode des 
Mahdbhdratd. See the o the r epic versions, some analogous to this one, others of a different 
type with n u m e r o u s c o m m o n points, in H o l t z m a n n , " I n d r a nach den Vorstcl lungen des 
Mahabhara ta , " Zeitschrift der deutschen morgenldndischen Geselischaft 22 (i878):305- i i , and 
in Edward W. Hopkins, Epic Mytliolugy (1915), pp . 129-32. The re are versions with m a n y 
similarities in the Purana : thus BhdgavataPur. 2.13.10-17 (hidra, " w h o s e messenger is 
.Agni," dwells for a thousand years in the midst of the fibres of a lotus stalk, 15). 

2 1 . Properly " R u m o r " ; "boon-gran t ing-Rumor , an evil spirit in Su t r a s " (Hopkins, 
p. 130); " D i v i n a t i o n " (translation of P ra tap Chandra Roy); " s o r t c d'oracle pr^disant 
I 'avenir" (Renou-Stchoupak-Nitt i , s.v.). 

I 
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she saw a beautiful lake, of heavenly appearance, covered with birds, eight 
hundred miles in length and as many in breadth. And upon it, 0 descendent 
of Bharata, were full-blown lotuses of heavenly appearance, of five colors, 
hummed round by bees, and counting by thousands. And in the middle of 
that lake, there was a large and beautiful assemblage of lotuses having in its 
midst a large white lotus standing on a lofty stalk. And penetrating into 
the lotus-stalk, along with Sact, she saw Indra there who had entered into 
its fibres.^^ And seeing her lord lying there in a minute form, Saci also 
assumed a minute form, so did the goddess of divination too. 

Indra's wife then tells of all her perils and exhorts the divine slayer 
of demons to rediscover his true self and recover his t(jas, his energy. 
But Indra answers that "this is not the time for putting forth valor," 
that Nahusa is the stronger. He counsels, in order to gain time, that 
she deceive Nahusa with a ruse. And his luckless wife then turns to 
the brahman-god, Bfhaspati, chaplain to the gods. The latter invokes 
Agni, Fire, and charges him to find Indra again—another of those 
inconsistencies, frequent in epic narratives, which prove that the 
poets sought to make use of a variant, precious from other points of 
view, of what they had already r e c i t e d , A s fast as thought, " i n the 
twinkling of an eye , " Fire explores all the terrestrial and aerial 
regions; but no Indra. "Enter the waters," commands Bfhaspati. 
Fire protests: water is the only element he cannot enter; he will 

die Brhaspari insists, spellbinds him with eulogies, and repeats 
his command. And Fire no longer hesitates: " I shall show Indra to 
thee {darsayisyami te sakram)," he says, and rushes into the waters: 
seas, ponds, and at last the lake where Indra is hidden: 

[and there,] while searching the lotus flowers, he saw the king of the gods 
lying within the fibres of a lotus-stalk,2" And soon coming back, he informed 
Bfhaspati how Indra had taken refuge in the fibers of a lotus-stalk, assuming 
a minute form. 

Bfhaspati proceeds immediately to the place indicated and enchants 
Indra with the praises of his former exploits {purai^iaih karmabkih 

11. 5.14.9; padmasya bkittvd mUii ca viveia sahisd uiyd / vlsaLnttiipravisiaH ca tatrdpatyac 
cbatakratm. 

li. H o l t z m a n n , p p . 309-10, has no doub t , and h e is certainly correct, tha t the " q u e s t " 
of Fire, on the o r d e r of Brhaspati . is che o lder form of che episode, and that the " q u e s t " 
of IJpasruti, connected with the story of Nahufa . is a re touched version. 

24. 5.16.11: ntha tmrdpi padmdni vicinvan bkdratarsabha / anvapadyatsa devendram visanm-
dhyagatam lads. 
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devam tustdva balasudanam), a eulogy which builds up to a cre
scendo (Namuci, Sambara, Bala, " a l l thy foes") culminating in 
the verse; 

"It is by you that Vjtra has been killed, O king of the gods, lord of the 
world! " 2 5 

leading to the expected conclusion: 

"Protect the gods and the worlds, O great Indra, obtain strength!" 

And the incantation has its desired effect: 

thus glorified, Indra increased little by htde (so 'vardhata sanaih samih)^^; 
and having assumed his own form, he waxed strong.. . . 

His first words are to ask: " W h a t business of yours yet remains; 
the great Asura, son of Tvastr [ = t h e Tricephal] has been killed; 
and Vftra also, whose form was exceedingly big and who destroyed 
the wor lds?" Then, between Indra and the gods who hasten to aid 
him, or rather from Indra to the other gods, there occurs a distribu
tion of rewards in the course of which the order of the world is 
established: to one goes the lordship of the waters, to another that of 
riches, to another that of the netherworld. Fire, which has played 
such an important part in the entire affair, obtains the major recom
pense: the institution of a type of sacrifice in which he will be insepar
able from Indra himself But at the inoinent when the reinvigorated 
god is about to depart for the destruction of the usurper Nahu§a, 
the sage Agastya arrives and announces that Nahuja, precipitated 
by his own hybris, has been hurled from heaven. We are thus left 
with no more than the peaceful departure of the god, glorious none
theless: escorted by all the other gods, " Indra, slayer of V f t r a " 
{sakro vrtranisudanak),'^'^ regains possession of the lordship of the three 
worlds. The poet has only to specify the advantage that this ancient 
tradition assures for the one who piously recites it. Indeed, it is the 
boon one would expect from the exemplary victor, the very one that 
the ViStdsp Yast associated with the name VaraOragna and that the 

25. Ibid., i 6 : tvaya vrtro haiah piirvam devaraja jagatpate. Purvam, " f o r m e r l y , " is nearer 
in meaning here to " h a v i n g j u s t " slain. 

26. Itenou, V. el V., p . 1 59 , following Abel Bergaigne, on " l e rdle i m m e n s e " of the roo l 
vrdh-, " to increase," as applied to Indra. 

27. O n these synonyms of Vrtrahdn, see Renou, V. et V., p . 117. 
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Armenian 'I'iridate requested of Vahagn: " h e ever encounters victory, 
never defeat,^^ 

Just as it would be ridiculous to attribute all the details of this 
novella to the itihasa, so ir would be rash no: to pay attention to the 
general course of events. The ^gVeda, which makes only on allusion 
(but how lucid!) to Indra's disappearance,^* says nothing of his 
" invent ion" ; but the one must inevitably entail the other. The 
" invention," in fact, had greater importance for the future of the 
world, of mankind, than did the disappearance. The itihasa utilized 
here in the Mahabharata actually resolves a difficulty of the first 
magnitude: How has the title Vftrahan become glorious, of good 
connotation, when the exploit or exploits to which the title refers 
have first let the victor feel only a baneful effect? Indra's dispirited 
retreat into the lotus stalk in the middle of the lake, Agni's " q u e s t , " 
the incantatory eulogies, and the god's recovery make sure, in four 
steps, that the necessary restoration does occur. It might well be 
thought that the solution given here is entirely an Indian invention, 
post-Vedic Indian at that, the Indians having been sensirivc to the 
same difficulty long before us. But a happy coincidence has preserved, 
among the Armenian traditions about Vahagn, an episode which 
guarantees that the picturesque rebirth of Indra Vftrahan has derived 
from an Indo-Iranian tradition. 

Mythographers will never cease to scold Moses of Chorene for 
citing so little from the " s o n g s " which were still accessible to him. 
What he did save deserves recognirion. It deals with the appearance, 
the birth of Vahagn.^^ 

Z8. 5,tB,2o: Mrvatrajayam dpnoti na kadddi pardjayam. 
29, A very different sort of episode is involved here from that of the " f e a r s " which 

'seize so many gods and heroes of India ( somet imes indra himself). Iran (S t a r , Tii tr iya), 
Greece, etc. , before the exploit (at the sight of a formidable foe) o r IM the aiurse af the 
exploi t (after an initial setback). 

3 0 . erkncr trkin ew erfcir, 
erkrtir ew dran i cov, 
erkn i covun uner z-kdrmrik ekgnikn. 
»nd ettgan p'oi aix daner, 
and ctegan p'tA boC elaner, 
ew i f'oc'oj'n patanekik va^er. 
m hur her unir, 
lapa [=*-.•] 
boc' uner mums, 
ew ai^kunk^ iin aregakunkr. 
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Beyond these verses, Moses cites nothing. But they are enough to 
authenticate the divine epiphany in the Indian itiMsa.^^ Through 
the efforts of the three worlds, a small adolescent, the future slayer 
of dragons, blazing with fire, preceded by smoke and flames, emerges 
from the hollow of a reed which is found in the sea: this is Vahagn. 
A former and future slayer of demons and dragons, his body reduced 
to an atom, is hidden in an upraised lotus stalk on the top of the lake 
in an island encompassed by the enormous ocean; Fire goes through
out the three worlds to look for him, finally finds h im; incantations 
restore his initial vigor; he emerges from the stalk, awarding Fire a 
share in his cult, and resumes the lordship of the three worlds: this 
is Indra Vf trahan. A merely fortuitous coincidence? It is worth 
pointing out that neither of these accounts tells the common, banal 
story of vegetal birth: Vahagn emerges from the reed in a true 
pyrotechnic display, and Indra Vftrahan, hidden in the stalk, dis
covered there by Fire, is not one of those "Hindu and Chinese g o d s " 
who sits serenely on the lotus or is tranquilly born from it, like the 

There have been frequent a t te tnpts to correct , to m a k e fur ther cuts in, this song in 
o r d e r to obta in m o r e regular versification: especially Mkr t i c Emin . Vepk' hrwyn Hayastani 
(1880), p . i6; Yervand A. Lalayean, A^kakragan Mantes i (1895): 21-23 (who underl ines the 
m e t h o d of "paralleli.";m" in this poetic technique and compares it wi th the canticle of 
Exodus 15); Lukas Pa t rub^ny, Beitrage ^ur armenischen Ethnologie i (1897), (cf Hantes 
Amsoreay [1897], cols. 123-24); Louis H. Gray, Revue des etudes aTineniennes 6 (i926):i6o, 
162; I-ather Nerses Akinean, Hantes Amsoreay (1929), cols. 320 and 698 (discussion with 
Father Kerovpe Sarkisean, Pazmaveb [1929], p . i t i ) . It is generally admi t t ed that the apa 
t'i, " t h e n , t h a t . . . " of the eighth line is a formula of connection introduced by the au tho r 
or by a copyist (but Gray translates " v r a i m e n t " ) . A r a m Raffi, " . ' \ rmcnia , Its F.pics, Folk-
Songs, and Medieval P o e t r y " (1916) (appendix to Zabcl C. Boyadjian, Armenia, Legends 
and Poems), p p . 139-40, has examined diverse aspects of the f ragment ( the d iminut ives ; 
ciruni. which he translates "va r i ega ted" ) . 

3 L W h a t follows is, in essence, repr inted from m y article " V a h a g n , " Revue de I'histoire 
des religions 117 (1938):! 52-70. 

In travail were sky and earth, 
in travail also purple sea, 
the travail in the sea held the red reed. 
Through the neck of the reed smoke arose, 
through the neck of the reed flame arose, 
and, from the flame, a small adolescent bounded forth. 
He had hair of fire, 
mustaches he had of flame, 
and his little eyes were suns. 

file://'/rmcnia
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gods referred to by Father Ghevond AliSan^^ in connection with 
the Arnienian god. Not only is there a parallel in events, but also a 
coincidence in name; these two scenes, so dose in their overall plans, 
are bound up with the Armenian^^ and Indian forms of one and the 
same figure. The most straightforward attitude, the one most res-
pectfiil of the materials, is not to assume the convergence of two late 
and independent fantasies; rather, it is to suppose that Iranicized 
Armenia has transmitted to us a form of VaraOragna, still closely 
resembling his Indo-Iranian prototype which, free of the re
quirements of the moralizing theology of Mazdaism, was en
abled to survive for a long time in more than one part of Iran, 
just as the itihasa, the source for the epic traditions, may have 
conserved the same material in India, outside the Vedic 
literature. 

Now, having achieved its place among Indo-Iranian documents 
concerning the god of victory, the Armenian poem deserves to be 
carefully examined. Perhaps it is less removed than it seems from the 
Avestan tradition itself 

First of all, we notice the only word which describes the attitude, 
the bearing of Vahagn in his manifestation: va^er, " h e bounded, he 
sprang forth."^^ The ten epiphanies of VaraBragna—for it is really 
as successive epiphanies before Zoroaster that Ya^t 1 4 describes the 
incarnarions of the god, whose sixth is that of a "young man of 
fifteen years," a true patanekik—do not merely emphasize the god's 
physical strength. Recognizing agility no less than force as an essential 
advantage of the warrior and the very means to offensive victory, 
the myth presents the god in many forms (six out of ten) wliich are 
adapted to the race course or to lightning-like flight. Quickness is 
thus one of the factors common to (i) the " i m p e t u o u s " Wind, (3) 
the Horse, (4) the Camel, depicted as the good "walker,"^^ (5) the 

32. Hiti fiaivatfe' kam hec'anosakan kronk" Hayoc' (1895), p . 194. 
33. T h e r e is, of course, no th ing to retain, except perhaps a lesson, from che philological 

eflorcs of Grigor KJialatianz, Armjanskij ipos v iswrii Arniejiii Meiseja Xorenskaga, cpyt 
ferititi istrfnikov (1895), 1 : 101-8 ; 1 : 5 1 . T h e au tho r t hough t that the passage f rom Moses 
concerning Vahagn, including the fragment of the song, was a learned puzz le composed 
of " fo rmulas ' * taken from the Bible. 

34. In m o d e r n Armen ian , vu^el is the o rd ina ry word for " t o r u n " ; in the classical lan
guage , it signifies " to bound , to leap ." 

35. Cf. the rapid camel , incarnation of Vayu, " W i n d " (Dfnitart9.i3}, to which Benveniste, 
V. et V., p . 35, compares the camel incarnat ion of VaraSragna, 
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" r a p i d " Boar,^* probably to (6) the Young Man of fifteen years 
"wi th the slender heel," and definitely to (7) the bird Varagna, the 
falcon,^' " w h o is swiftest among the birds and flies with the greatest 
haste," It is probably along these lines that the connections, the 
confluences, between the liturgies of VaraOragna and Cista—the entity 
in whom Benveniste has recognized the patron of roadways and of 
free circu la cion,-'^—should be interpreted, equivalent connections 
to those in the RgVeda which exist between Indra Vj-trahan and 
Visnu untkramd, " o f the wide strides." Thus, when Vahagn "boimds 
forth," he does so in the best Iranian tradition. In fact, he abides by a 
still older tradition: the same trait, if we may judge from the Vedic 
formulas, actually belongs to the Indian myths; it must have been a 
later restaging that ended the Mahabharata account with the god's 
ponderous processional epiphany: in the earlier version, Indra 
Vftrahan probably emerged from the stalk, behind the Fire or the 
god of incantations, with the same speed with which he had arrived 
(cf RV 1,32,14),^' Renou's analyses give full weight to this remark. 
The opposition of the swift, agile god to che heavy adversary-obstacle 
was a dramatic expression, in the ancient forms of myth, of the 
fundamental conceptual opposition deciphered by Benveniste; the 
god of the offensive triumphs over resistance. 

Second, the Armenian song gives Vahagn's epiphany a cosmic 
character: the three parts of the universe—sky, earth, sea—are in 
travail, although a solitary reed is all that gives birth. Ic mighc 
certainly be thought that this is an epic amplification, wichout mythi
cal value. But a consideranon of the Indian materials, the " s c a l e " 
of the events and intcrvenrions which precede and accompany the 
reappearance of Indra Vftrahan, do not recommend this interpreta
tion. We have seen Fire, in the twinkling of an eye, explore first earth 
and sky, then the sea, before finding the stalk from which the god 
will be reborn. At the beginning of the itihasa, Indra's disappearance 
is a veritable cosmic catastrophe: sky and earth, gods and men are 

36. Cf. che boar " w h o surpasses his adversary ," incarnation of VaraOragna as companion 
of Mi9ra, in Yalt ro. Benveniste, V. et V., p . 35. 

37. T h e mean ing " f a l c o n " is demons t r a t ed by the related Sogdian w o r d : Benveniste. 
V. « v., p . 34. 

J8. V, et v.. p p . 62-63, 
39. In the MahdbhdratA, it is only Fire's explorat ions in the sky. on the ea r th , and unde r 

t h e waters which retain this vertiginous speed. 
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afraid of the very event that Vftra's murder had been designed to 
avoid—the destruction of the three worlds. At the moment of his 
departure from the stalk, Indra allocates the quarters of the world to 
hisallies as Zeus does to Poseidon and Pluto before setting out for battle 
against Kronos. Finally, without mentioning the hymns, which can 
always be suspected of rhetorical embellishment, the Vedic prose 
texts already make Harth and Sky intervene at the time of the god's 
exploit. When we look to Mazdaism, we find a parallel affirmation: 
certain systematically constructed verses of YaSt 14—although they 
do not, of course, assure VarsSragna the collaboration of Sky, Earth, 
and Waters (which actually do not appear as a triad in the Avesta) 
for any exploits or for some restoration not described in the text—do, 
indeed, firmly attest his mastery in the three regions of the world. 
It is a peculiar, visual mastery, which he transmits to his worshiper 
Zoroaster, but which is no less useful for "offensive victory" than 
are force or speed. Strictly speaking, in fact, it is a form of speed, the 
very form which permits Fire, in the itihasa, not only to scour the 
three regions in the twinkling of an eye, but to discover Indra Vftrahan 
with neither hesitation nor delay. To Zoroaster, who offers him three 
sacrifices, he thrice gives the same list of privileges, but each time 
with a nuance in the last term, the one concerning the eyes: first 
he gives him the sight of the Kara fish which has unlimited vision 
under water, then that of the stallion which sees everywhere on earth, 
and finally that of the vulture which sees all from the height of the 
sky. This is another rendition of the god's special relation to the 
endre cosmos, a necessary attribute for him since, on the one hand, 
the only truly effective victory must be a total one, and, on the other, 
the universe, highly interested in the assailant god's victory, must 
contribute to it with all its elements. 

Finally, the close relationships between the fire and Vahagn, 
between Fire and Indra Vftrahan in the itihasa—the latter confirmed 
by the AtharvaVeda and Brdhmana texts which Renou has mentioned, 
and bv well-known features of the ritual—should counsel us not to 
assume a late or secondary development in the relationship which 
Mazdaean Iran also established between the Fire (Atar), the "fire of 
the warr iors" on the one hand, and VaraOragna on the other.'**' 

to. Benveniste, V. et V., p p . 39. 72, 84 and note 4: Wikander , Fevtrpriester, pp . 106-11, 
166-67. O n e cannot overes t imate the impor tance of the Indian and Armenian t h e m e 
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There is, however, an important difference between the itihdsa 
and the Armenian song.'*' The first presents Indra as an adult, giving 
battle as he had done many times before, passing first through a 
depression and only then departing from the stalk in a sort of glorious 
" rebi r th . " In contrast, the second, before every exploit, with neither 
fortunate nor distressing antecedents, describes the beginning, the 
very "b i r th , " of Vahagn in the form of a small adolescent. This 
difference recapitulates the one we observed in connection with the 
promotions of Indra and Vahram, and has the same explanation. 
The reformed god VaraSragna which the Armenians borrowed in a 
form more popular—though clearly Mazdaean—than that which 
appeared in the Avesta, had no test to pass. He did not have to qualify 
himself in a "batt le against a *V3r3dra": " f r o m birth," as the Pahlavi 
text cited by Menasce puts it so emphatically, he was "created vic
torious." It seems that Iranian popular mythology, while conserving 
the equivalent of Indra's epiphany when he has " b e c o m e " Vftrahan, 
has transferred it " t o the beginning" of the career of VaraSragna 
and, in the place of a rebirth after an annihilation, has set a birth 
with no unsavory preliminaries.*^ For such displacements we are 

of " t h e fire in the w a t e r " ; H e r m a n n Giinter t has developed it well in Uer a r j jck Well-
kSnig und Heiland (1913), p . 20, n. i, set t ing the Vedic Agni's sojouni in the waters (and 
in the sap of the plants) alongside what the Armenian song says about the birth of Vahagn 
(concerning A p a m Napat . the fire as it resides in the water , see m y article " L e puits 
de Nech tan , " Cellica 5 [1963]: 50-61). Emin already sensed the impor tance of these connec
t ions: tha t is one of the endur ingly useful aspects of his work Vahagn-ViSapak^ai armjanskoj 
mifoiogii est' Indra-Vriirahan Rig-Vedy (1873), repr in ted in the collection of the l^stedovanii 
i sm'i... (1896), by the au thor , p p . 61-83 (Vahagn and .'\gni, p p . 82-83). Emin ' s article 
provoked a coun te rpamph le t by Kerovpe Patkanov (1873), to which Emin responded 
(1874); in all, Patkanov was right (Emin denied that Vahagn was bor rowed from the 
Iranians, explained h im by a c o m p o u n d "veh + a n a m e for f i re" recalling the Sanskrit 
agni, badly t ranslated erkn . . . unir in the second verse of the f ragment , etc.). 

41. This responds to the objection of L"go Bianchi, Zaman i Sfirma^d (1958), p . 36. His 
discussion on p p . 35-39 is valid only if it is admi t t ed (Louis Renou, 1934, myself in 1938) 
tha t V r t r a h i n was first the n a m e of a divine or heroic personage distinct from Indra, 
bu t not if Vr t rahan is considered an epi thet , a title, of which Indra is the exempla ry 
beneficiary; similarly, VoraOragna is no t a title like Vr t rahan , vgradragan, bu t the n a m e 
of a god imagined by the reformers to receive a pa r t of the purified mission of Indra. As 
t o the criticisms offered, p p . 39-40. of certain passages f rom le Festin d'immonaliU and Le 
Probleme des Centaures, I accept all the m o r e readily tha t which I myself, several t imes , 
and well before 1958, expressed about these books of you th . 

42. It m a y be that the re is a vestige, m u c h elaborated, of the t h e m e of t h e sal t -water 
reed sheltering a victorious hero in the Great BundahiSn: cd. B. T . Arklesaria, Zand Akasih, 
Iranian or Great BundahiSn (Bombay, 1956), chap. 35, §38: " I t [Revelation, Scripture] says 
also: the ^ 'arraJi of Freton [ = the jr^arsnali of ©raetaona, the conqueror of the Tricephal , 
see above, p p . 17-18] r e s u in the Frax^'kart sea, in the stalk of a r eed . " The re follows a 
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singular account; " N o t a r g a , having by sorcery m a d e a cow pal H ^ d a t (that is, p r o b a b l y : 
"hav ing t ransformed a cow into a wild g o a t " [J. de Menasce, personal communica t ion] ; 
cf the wild goat as next to last incarnation of VaraOragna?), for a year he gave him cut 
reeds ; having b rough t back the cow and having mi lked it, he gave its mi lk to his th ree 
sons . . . " (see also Harold W, Bailey, Zonastrian Problems in ckc Ninth-Century Books [1943], 
p , 17, n. 2, following the manuscr ipt first published by 6. T. Anklesaria in 1908; Edward 
W. West , Sacred Books of the East s-^iS)- The close connection be tween the x^aranah and 
VaraOragna is establ ished; see Benveniste, V. et V., p p . 7, 31, and especially 49-50: " T h e 
epi thet bard.x^arana-... is not given to anyone bu t VaraSragn* But baro.x''ar)na- is 
not a s imple double t of x^'ar^nahvant-.... T h e first m e m b e r bard- m u s t be unders tood in 
its concrete sense, jus t as x^'arsnab similarly evokes the concrete image of the royal n imbus . 
VaraBragna thus appears as the ' b e a r e r of the x'^araitoh. 'The Pahlavi t ranslat ion indicates 
the m a n n e r in whicli this m u s t be u n d e r s t o o d . . , . The x^aranah was imagined as a banner 
carried by VaraSragna. A passage from the Great Bundahiin gives an echo of t h i s : ' V a h r i n 
is the s tandard-bearer of the celestial Izeds; the re is no one m o r e victorious than he, 
always holding the s tandard of victory for the g o d s . ' " In these conditions, it is r e m a r k a b l e 
t ha t it is said of the x^arsnah of ©raetaona ( the victorious hero , also directly protected 
by VaraOragna) that it is hidden in the stalk of a reed which is itself found in the sea. As 
has happened to o the r pre-Mazdaean myths , the t h e m e has been t ransferred—without 
the reed—onto Zoroaster and his sons. Great Bundahisn (1956), chaps, 33, 35 (cf Bailey, 
p . 27, n, z): the ;t''(irraJi of Zoroaster is conserved in the Kayansah sea, unde r the protect ion 
of the x''arrah of the waters , and will serve to fecundate the mo the r s of the three post
h u m o u s sons of the prophet , the Saviors. 

43. "What follows is adapted from m y Horace et les Curiaces (1942) (see above, pp , 8 - 9 ) , 
p p . 37-38, 41-44, 58-59. I t hank Editions Gall imard for having author ized m e 10 use this 
text. 

not lacking in parallel examples, and they do not depreciate the 
results of the comparisons. Here I will recall only one example, re
lated to the case in question: that concerning the "initial combat" of 
the Irish hero Cuchulainn and the " b i r t h " of Batraz, hero of the 
Ossets.^^ 

After achieving his victory at the frontier of his homeland Ulster, 
defeating the three sons of Nechta, the child Cuchulainn and his 
charioteer go back to Emain Macha, the capital, carrying the three 
heads. From within the town the sorceress Lcborchann announces 
their approach with anxiety: " A warrior comes in a chariot, his 
approach is f r ight fu l . . . . If care is not taken against him tonight, 
he will kill all the warriors in Ulster." King Conchobar has more 
to add: " W e know this traveler who comes in a chariot; it is the 
small boy, my sister's son. He has gone as far as the frontiers of the 
neighboring province, his hands are all red with blood; he is not yet 
sated with combat and, if care is not taken, all the warriors of Emain 
will perish by his doing." And so, the text continues, Conchobar 
takes the following steps: " Bring out the women, send them before 
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the small boy, three times fifty women, or ten in addition to seven 
times twenty, lewd, completely nude [literally: red-niide], with 
their conductress Scandlach at their head, to show him their nudity 
and modesty" : 

The troop of young women then came out and showed him their nudity 
and modesty. But he hid his face, turning it against the side of his chariot, 
so as not to see the nudity and modesty of che women. Then he was made to 
come out of the chariot. To calm his anger, they brought him three vats 
of cold water. They put him in che ilrsc vat and he gave the water such power
ful hcac that ic burst the staves and the rings of the vat as one cracks a nutshell. 
In the second vat, the water made bubbles as big as fists. In che chird vat the 
heai was thai which certain men can withstand and others cannot withstand. 
Then the furor [/er^] of the small boy diminished, and they handed liim his 
clothes.*'* 

The text then describes the celebrated monstrous " f o r m s " (delba) 
which Cuchulainn, for the first time, assumes or submits to. The 
tradition has preserved several lists, generally in agreement, to which 
we shall return. 

The meaning of thLs operadon is clear. The first consequence of 
the "exemplary combat," here specified as an inidacory combat, is 
not, as in the case of the victory of Indra Vftrahan, to deflate the 
victor and to rob the sodety of his future services, but, on the contrary, 
to bring him to such a state of exaltation that he even places his own 
sodety, which he has served and must condnue to serve, in danger. 
In both cases, however, the underlying modvadon is fundamentally 
the same: the exploit has its good effect, for the concerned party 
and for the hero's own kind, only after a bad phase in which the 
power acquired by the hero appears in disordered form, either a 
diininution analogous to an annihilation, or an intolerable excess. 

44. Such is the version of the Bcok of UinsKr. Tha t of the Yellow Book ofUcan and of the 
Lebor m h-Vidre is general ly in a g r e e m e n t ; che divergences are pointed ou t in Rudolf 
Thurneysen , Die iriscke Helden- imd KSnigiage i (1911)[125-39, For the par t cited he re : it is 
the w a t c h m a n of che king w h o gives the a le r t ; che young C i c h u l a i n n . on the point of 
enter ing Emain Macha, s w e a r s " by che gods by w h o m che Ulacesswear" t ha t if no warr ior 
comes forth co offer h im combat he will spill the blood of everyone in the town. The king 
then orders the w o m e n to stand naked before the boy. They obey, led not by Scandlach, 
but by Conchobar 's own wife, queen Muga in : " ' H e r e , ' says Mugain [variant : Ferach] to 
the hero , showing h im her breasts, ' h e r e arc che warr iors who will do combat wi th 
you " ' Modest , Cachulajnn covers his face. ' I he m e n of Emain take advantage of this 
m o m e n t to seize h im and d u n k h im in the three vacs. When he is ca lmed, Mugain hands 
h im a magnificent g a r m e n t and he takes his place at Conchobar ' s feec. 
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The condition that the exploit has effected in Ciichulainn, this 
transfiguring rage, is in itself a good thing. Produced once, it is the 
state, or rather the faculty of recovering the state along with certain 
of the " f o r m s " in which it is expressed, that will account for the 
incomparable value of the hero and will permit him to conquer 
his enemies as he first conquered the three sons of Nechta. But this 

ferg is as troublesome as it is precious: the child is not its master; 
on the contrary, it possesses him. Coming back to his home town, 
before assuming his new role as its protector, he constitutes a public 
menace. His ardor must be cooled, and it is to this end that the 
king applies the two " medications": first, the spectacle of the nude 
women, which constrains him to avert his eyes,'*' and then the 
immersion in the vats, which finally calms him. 

Strictly speaking, once the connections between the various ele
ments have been understood, the interpretation of each leaves little 
latitude to the fancy of the commentator. But there is a good reason, 
based on comparative insights, to see in this account not a fictitious 
invention, but the literary transposition of an authentic initiation 
sequence: the ordeal of the vats takes its place beside a usage attested 
elsewhere, in similar circumstances and with an analogous purpose. 
Only one example need be cited, that of the "medicat ion" which, 
among the Kwakiutl of the Vancouver region, ends the initiation 
of the young man admitted to the society of "Cannibals , " that terrible 
organization which takes on the leadership of the entire tribe during 
the winter ceremonies. 

Much subdued after contact with Europeans, and reduced to 
simulacra, the initiation until recently included all the ferocity that 
the name of the society would seem to call for. The novice first made 
a retreat of three or four months in the bush near the spirits, and 
during this time he could reappear only once in the village in order to 
carry off a woman from among his relatives to prepare his food. 
Then he made a tumultuous return, attacking everyone he met, 

45. The significance of the action of the w o m e n is a m a t t e r of controversy: sec Horace et 
les Curiaces, p p . 44-50, Jacques Morcau, " L e s gucrr iers et les f emmes i m p u d i q u e s , " 
Annuaire de I'Institut de Philologie et d'Histoire Orientates et Slaves (Bruxelles) 11 ( = iVle/aiig« 
Henri Gregoire 3), (i95i):283-3oo ( repr inted in Scripta Minora, Annales Universitatis Saravien-
sis, Phihs. Fak., i (i964):2oo-ii i ) ; i-'ran^oise Le Roux, "Pec tore n u d o , " Ogam 18 (1966):369-
72. Concerning the " heac" of Cuchula inn, see . \ lwyn and Brinley Rees, Celtic Heritage (i96t), 
p p . 248-49. and general ly p p . 244-58 ("Youthful Exploi ts") . 

file:///lwyn
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biting them in the arms and chest and devouring the pieces of their 
flesh. His kinsmen, the people of his village, would satisfy him as 
much as possible by killing slaves. Today he is fttrnished only with 
"natural cadavers," which he swallows in shreds without chewing 
them, aided by the old Cannibals, who gather around him nude and 
full of e.xdiement, says an ethnographer, like vultures on carrion. At 
this point there is an intervention by the members of a special group 
called "Healers , " heliga, the hereditary custodians of a critical func
tion; each one seizes one of the Cannibals by the head, drags him to
ward a basin of salt water, and plunges him into it four times. At 
each submersion the Cannibal struggles, splashes, and menadngly 
cries out " H a p ! H a p ! " that is to say, " E a t ! " But the last bath calms 
him and he can go hack to his house where the first thing he does is 
make himself vomit by drinking from large vessels filled to the 
brim with salt water. Not only has his paroxysm of furor passed 
but, in the course of the dances on the following nights, he has a 
dejected, shamefaced air, and no longer utters a cry. It remains for 
him to observe, for some time, a long list of severe rules, notably, 
for an entire year, the interdiction against sexual relations with his 
wife.*^ 

Thus, like Cuchulainn, the newly initiated Cannibal makes his 
return in a state of exaltation which serves as evidence that the initia
tion has not been fruitless. Cuchulainn has assumed this condition 
in a battle against three foes, the Cannibal in che withdrawal to the 
wilds and in the "nour i shment" he has taken in the scenes of murder 
and anthropophagy that marked his return, the difference here, in 
both purpose and form, being that the Cannibal is not a warrior. 

Again like Cuchulainn, the Cannibal is not in control of his own 
condition, Eor his village he is a scourge, a permanent danger. He 
is unable, he does not know how, to put an end to his crisis. A sor
cerer's apprentice, with the spell which possesses him, he threatens 
the devastation of the human group he ought to serve. It is here that 
the Healers make their appearance: just as Conchobar has his nephew 

A6. Fratiz Boas, The Sodal Organisation and the Secret Societies of the Kwahiutl Ci897), 
pp. 437-46; Boas, Vlth Report on the North-Western Tribes of Canada, in Report of the 
Sixtieth Meeting of the British Assoaation for the Advancement of Science, Leeds, iSpo (1891) 
pp , 63-66 ( = pp- 6t5-i8 of the whole) , Jaracs G. Frazer, in Totemism and Exogamy 3 (1910): 
511-26, has giveti a good rdsumd and several extracts f rom the documencat ioo . 
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plunged into three successive vats, the first bursting, the second still 
raising large bubbles, and only the third growing cool, so the Canni
bal, by the four successive submersions imposed on him by the 
Healers, again becomes tractable, inoff'ensive, and, very Uterally, 
cooled ofi". The equivalence we see here between heat and fiiror should 
occasion no surprise: the Indian tapas, many metaphors in our own 
languages, even the opinion of the medical profession support the 
insights of the barbarous iiturgists. Our present interest, however, 
is in the certification of authenticity which the Kwakiutl ritual 
furnishes for the "medicat ion" of the Ulates: the Irish bards have 
only translated an actual custom into the form of a novella. 

Now—and this is our reason for dwelling at such length upon this 
Irish legend—the theme of the three vats is found again in a compar
able form in another part of the Indo-European world, among the 
Ossets, in connection with Batraz. This hero of the Nart legends, if 
one may rely on certain strong indications, has taken upon hiinself 
and thereby conserved a part of the mythology of the "Scythian 
Ares ," the latter, in the last analysis, an heir of the Indo-Iranian 
*Indra.'' ' ' Batraz has a miraculous birth. One day, while his mother 
is carrying fiim in her w o m b , she considers herself offended. Before 
leaving the country of the Narts forever and retiring to the home of 
her parents, she spits onto the back of her husband X^emyts and thus 
transfers the embryo into an abscess which takes form between his 
shoulders. Satana, the sage mistress of the house of the Narts and 
in addition the sister of the hapless father, watches over the growth 
of the abscess and counts the days. When the time comes, she takes a 
steel cutlass and leads Xaemyts to the top of a seven-storied tower 
at the foot of which she has had seven cauldrons placed, each one fiill 
of water. Then she opens the abcess. Like a spout filling everything 
with flame, the child—a child of blazing steel—drops headlong to 
the seven cauldrons below; but they are unable to cool him. "Water , 
water , " he cries, " s o m y steel may be t e m p e r e d ! " His aunt Satana 
runs off with six pitchers to draw water from a spring, but she is 
late in returning because the devil consents to let her take the water 
only if she yields to him, which takes a long time. Finally she returns 
and douses the child, at which point the Nart Syrdon can then give 

47. Concerning Batraz, see m y Ugendes sur la Nartes (1930), pp. 50-74, 179-89; U Uvre 
des Uros, pp. 173-235; M E 1:460-62, 485-96, 570-75. 
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him a name: Batraz. The child will henceforth live in the sky, from 
which he will descend in a burst, incandescent as at his birth, when
ever some danger or scandal threatens his kin. In another account, 
close in many respects, the young Batraz again clamors for water, 
but not to temper his steel: "Faster, faster! Fetch me water! I feel a 
flame of fire in me, an inextinguishable conflagration which devours 
me. . . . " And the good Satana goes, as above, to the spring, where 
she must prostitute herself not to the devil but to a seven-headed 
dragon, who takes, in turn, the quite unappeaUng forms of a monkey 
and an old man. Batraz, once he is finally calmed, can begin his 
heroic career. 

The important point that distinguishes these accounts from the 
youthful exploits of Cuchulainn can immediately be seen: the " flame 
of fire" which possesses and physically devours Batraz, which will 
provide his force in combat and give him the appearance of an incan
descent mass (no less singular than the various "delba," especially 
the " form " of the purple ball, which Cuchulainn assumes); the bodily 
"conflagration," to which the corresponding moral condition is a 
permanent state of frenetic furor: all this, for Batraz, is congenital. 
It does not originate, is not drawn out—fike the Irish boy's/erg—in 
the initiatory exploit. The ardor which consumes Batraz is not his 
acquisition, but his definition. It is there before he has done a thing. 

The relation between the two narratives is very similar to that we 
encountered between the birth of Vahagn and the restoration of 
Indra Vftrahan. 



WARRIORS 
AND ANIMAL FORMS 

As mentioned earlier, though only incidentally, the Avestan god of 
offensive victory, VaraSragna, has the peculiarity of presenting him
self in ten forms, seven of which are animals. In the order given by 
YaSt 14, the ten are: the Wind (Vata); an ox carrying ama, the assailant 
force-, on his horiis; a stallion, also bearing ama; a camel in rut; an 
impetuous boar; a young man of fifteen; the bird Varagna, the 
quickest of the birds of prey; a wild ram; a wild he-goat; and a 
warrior armed for combat. 

These metamorphoses have often been commented upon. As to 
their ranking, Wind's place ar the head of the list extends an Indo-
Iranian theologem: in the Vayu-Indra relationship, as it appears in 
the RgVeda and certain rituals, Vayu goes first; and fiis privilege is 
justified by the fact that, of all the gods, only Vayu, confident in his 
rapidity, dared to act as a scout in the " Vrtra affair." • Symmetrically, 
the position of the adult warrior at the bottom of the list reminds us 
that, whatever his other forms may have been, VaraOragna is in 
practice the model for and the protector of the human warrior. 
Meanwhile, the position of the young man of fifteen almost half-way 
down the list, in the sixth position, may also permit us to understand 
the second to the ninth items as a sort of preparation for the tenth—a 
preparation which does not, of course, exclude the return to the forms 
already assumed. We know, for instance, that the Midra YaSt (10.70) 
presents VaraOragna as a boar: he goes before Mi0ra, the great god, 
" u n d e r the form of a boar ready for combat, with piercing defenses, 
of a boar who kills at one blow, unapproachable when irritated, with 

1. iauipaLlmBrdhmana 4,1,3.1-4. 
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a spotted snout, valiant, with feet of iron, legs of iron, muscles of 
iron, a tail of iron, jaws of iron; who surpasses his adversary, animated 
with furor; who, with virile valor, annihilates whoever fights him 
(he does not think he has struck him, it does not seem to him that 
he has delivered a blow, as long as he has not broken his vertebrae, 
the column of life, the vertebrae, source of power); who breaks all 
in pieces and spreads pell-mell over the ground the bones, hair, brain, 
and blood of those who betray MiOra,"^ 

Is the number ten an original datum or the result of a posterior 
systematization ? Are the ten incarnations of the Indian Vijnu, 
among which the boar figures, a parallel utilization of the same theme? 
Has Vijnu, in this aptitude for changing forms, taken the place of 
Indra, who, in the RgVeda, not only finds himself associated with the 
Wind god, in the conditions just recalled, but also takes the form of 
the bull and the ram? Today, at the present point in these debates, 
the " a y e s " face arguments and objections.-^ But the most important 
matter is not in doubt: among the Iranian gods, VaraOragna is dis
tinguished by this abundance, as also by the seriaUzation, of meta
morphoses the presentarion of which occupies more than a third of 
his YaSt. This characteristic is not adequately explained by " a general 
theory, specifically Iranian, of crearion," by the faculty proper to 
every spiritual being " o f passing into a corporeal form," even if 
one adds the remark that "whereas terrestrial beings manifest them
selves in the aspect which conforms to their nature, celestial beings 
appear in the forms of various and multiple species." If every god 
can, indeed, assume surprising shapes when occasion demands, 
VaraOragna is the only one, except for the Wind and the two human 
forms, who takes on a number of animal forms for his very office, 
in serial fashion, each of which corresponds in one or several features 
to specific aspects and condirions of viccory. 

It is probable that this theologem, like so many others, derives 
from an ancient conception, conserved and attested in the mythologies 
of the Germans and the Celts: due either to a gift of metamorphosis. 

2. Benveniste, V. et V., p . 35; his translation is here rendered into English, 
3. See the state of the question (since j a r l T. Charpent ie r , Kleine Beitrage ^iir indcger-

maniichen MythoUigie (1911] pp, 25-68, chap, 2; " D i e h ikama t ionen des VaraOragna") in 
Benveniste, V. et V., p p . 31 , 194-95. ' 
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or to a monstrous heredity, the eminent warrior possesses a veritable 
animal nature.'* 

The Scandinavian berserkir, whose name signifies "having a bear 
envelope" (serfer), provide the classic example. Being the terrestrial 
counterparts of the einherjar who surround 65inn in the other world, 
they follow the example of their ancestors, the first mythical berserkir, 
who already served 65inn when he governed the Swedish Upland. 
In the sixth chapter of the Ynglingasaga, they are described as follows: 

As to his men, they went without cuirass, wild Uke dogs and wolves. 
They bit their bucklers and were as strong as bears and bulls. They 
massacred men and neither iron nor steel could prevail against them. This 
was called "bcrscrkr fiiror." 

Hermann Gi intert ' and the great interpreter of Danish legends 
Axel Olrik^ have made excellent analyses of the numerous traditions 
about this branch of the old Nordic societies, and Lily Weiser'' and 
Otto Hofler^ have placed it, and hence to a large degree explained it, 
in its relation to the numerous " m e n ' s societies" observed among 
semicivilized peoples throughout the world. The Ynglingasaga text 
above says much, but not enough: the connection that 65inn 's 
berserkir had with wolves, bears, etc., was not only a resemblance 
in matters of force and ferocity; in a certain sense they were these 
animals themselves. Their furor exteriorized a second being which 
lived within them. The artifices of costume (cf the tincta corpora of 
the Harii), the disguises to which the name berserkir and its parallel 
uiptednar ( "men with wolf's s k i n " ) ' seem to allude, serve only to 
aid, to affirm this metamorphosis, to impress it upon friends and 
frightened enemies (again, cf. Tacitus, Germania, 38.4, in connection 
with the efi"orts of the Suebi to inspire terror). 

Like many peoples, the andent Germans apparently saw no diffi
culty in attributing various " s o u l s " to one man. It also appears that 

4. ¥or b roade r comparisons, see Geo Widengren , Der Feudalismus im alten Iran, pp . 150-
51. W e are r eminded here also of five banners bearing an imal e m b l e m s in che R o m a n 
a r m y before Marius, mos t of which can again be found a m o n g the incarnations of 
VaraGragna. 

5. Ober altisldndische Berserkergeschichten, Program dts heidelbergischen Gymnasiums (191^). 
6. Danmarks Heltedigtning i (1903), chap. 2. 
7. .Mtgermanische Jiinglingsweihe und MdnnerbUnde {1927), pp . 43-82-
8. Kultische Geheimburute der Germanen 1 (1934). 
9. Concerning Hea inn , see H6fler, p p . 167-68. 
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the "exter ior f o r m " was considered the most distinct feature of the 
personaUty. One Nordic word—with equivalents in Old English and 
Old German—immediately introduces the essential in these represen
tations: hamr designates (i) a garment; (2) the "exterior f o r m " ; (3) 
(more often the derivative hamingja) " a spirit attached to an indi
v idual " (actually one of his souls; cf hamingja, "chance") . There are 
some men, with little going for them, who are declared to be ein-
hamr: they have only a single hamr; then some, aside from their 
heim-hamr ("own, fundamental exterior") , can take on other hamr 
through an action designated by the reflexive verb hama-sk; they 
are able to go about transformed {ham-hleypa). Now, the berserkr 
is the exemplary eigi einhamr, " t h e man who is not of a single hamr." 
There are numerous passages from the sagas of all classifications 
where the hamingja of a warrior, or his fylgja (an almost synonymous 
notion) suddenly appears—in a dream, a vision, or in reality—in 
animal form. With time, the word berserkir came to designate only 
chose warriors who were exceptionally powerful. Yet the belief 
subsisted chat neither iron nor fire could wound them, and their 
access to "animal furor" continued to be well known. 

Animal furor occurred most often in the evening. Egils saga 
Skallagrimssonar 1 .2-8, for example, describes the life of a " r e t i r e d " 
berserkr, Uifr: after many glorious campaigns he married, enhanced 
his welfare, kept himself busy with his fields, his animals, his work
shops, and won wide esteem for the good counsel that he distributed 
so liberally. " B u t somerimes when evening fell, he became umbra
geous {styggr) and few men could converse with him then; he dozed 
through the evening (var hann kveldsvaefr); the rumor spread that he 
was hamrammr (that is, that he was metamorphosed and going 
about in the night); he received the name Kveldulfr, Wolf of the 
Evening." Thus also were the terrifying Harii, their bodies dyed, 
the warriors of the pitchy night. . . . 

As to the somnolent Ulfr's method of metamorphosis, it is the 
very one which the Ynglingasaga attributes to the master of the 
original berserkir, 68inn. The god had the power to change appear
ance and form at will (chap. 6): his body remained stretched out, as 
if asleep or dead, while he himself was a bird or wild animal, a fish 
or serpent (chap. 7). .A.lthough the berserkir—their competence being 
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more limited than the god's"* and restricted especially to the actions 
of combat—appear only in the form of wild quadrupeds, they possess 
the same kind of power and technique, 

Ulfr is a wolf in name only. For other legendary warriors, however, 
the animal nature has still deeper roots. One of the most famous is 
Bodvar Bjarki, paragon of all the champions of king Hr61fr Kraki, 
the Charlemagne of the N o r t h , " He too undergoes metamorphoses: 
in the next to last chapter of the Hrolfs saga Kraka we see him, in 
what will be his last effort, engage in a battle, before his master, in 
the form of an enormous bear while his body sleeps somewhere 
behind. In so doing, he only returns to his true nature. He was born 
from a certain Bjorn ( "Bear" ) whom a wicked queen had effectively 
metamorphosed into a part-time bear, animal by day, man by night. 
His mother was a woman, but her name was Bera (female " B e a r " ) . 
When Bjorn was killed in his bear aspect, the wicked queen forced 
Beta to eat a whole piece of his flesh and a .small part of a second piece. 
In consequence, of the three sons she brought into the world, the 
eldest, Elgr (the elk), was a sort of Nordic centaur, elk from the 
waist down; the second had the feet of a dog; and only the third, 
BOdvar, was a perfect human specimen. His brothers follow diverse 
paths, one as a mighty brigand, the other as an often victorious king; 
but, despite his purely human form, it is Bodvar who becomes the 
most powerful, the true champion, as if his two elders were no more 
than rough prefigurations. We can recognize here the theme of the 
" third brother," studied above in the Indian traditions about Trita, 
the Iranian ones about 0raetaona, and the Roman ones about the 
conqueror of the Curiaces; but we can afso recognize a sequence in 
the three terms, "animal , animal, man of war , " which calls to mind 
the ten-term formula for the Avestan VaraQragna, "successive 
animals leading up to the warrior in arms , " to the warrior who, in 

10, Natural ly , t h e warr iors arc not the only ones to m e t a m o r p h o s e themselves : the 
sorcerers, their gods, and those who resemble t h e m (in the N o r t h , OSinn, Loki. etc.) 
take all sorts of forms. Those which the warriors assume—the case of the Urserkir is like 
that of VaraSragna—areo t i en ted m o t e strictly by their function. See Jan de Vries, Mtger-
tttanische RdigicTiigesAktiU^, i (i956):454, 492-96; 2 (i957):95-99. 

11. On these ma t t e r s , see Lucien Gerschel, " U n ip i sodc irifonctionnel dans la saga de 
Hr61fr Kraki ," Collection ijWomtts 45 ( = Homnuigej d Georges Dumi^il) {i960) :i04-i6. Chapters 
17-29 of the saga are concerned. T h e au tho r has also recognised, a m o n g the tastes and 
vocations of the three brothers , ano the r classification according to the three functions 
(br igand avid for riches, king, and pure warrior) . 
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addition to his human quaHties, possesses those of the quadrupeds 
and the bird which preceded him. 

The Celts also were famihar with traditions like these. The Mabinogi 
of Math, son of Mathonwy,'^ gives a variant that is all the more 
interesting for being an element in a wider structure. The principal 
heroes, derived from mythical figures, belong to the group designated 
by the collective name "Children of Don. " Their distribution among 
the three Indo-European functions is more complete than that of 
the chiefs of the Irish "Tr ibes of the goddess Dana," to whom they 
correspond. The males are Gwydion, Eveidd, Gilvathwy, Govannon, 
and Amaethon, and they are joined by a single sister, Aranrhod, 
herself the mother of the illustrious Lieu—the Irish Lug and the 
Lugus of the Gauls. The "functions" of the first and the two last of 
the five brothers are clear: in every turcumstance, in Mabinogi and 
elsewhere, Gwydion is a great sorcerer, while Govannon and Amae
thon, in conformity with their names,'^ are the Blacksmith and the 
Plowman, that is, craftsman and agriculturalist. Of Eveidd only one 
thing is said: in che company of Gilvathwy, it is he who takes che place 
of king Math in making the visits which are a part of the royal func
tion throughout the countryside. This activity gives these two person
ages—between the sorcerer on the one hand, the artisan and the 
agriculturalist on the other—a noble role, the nearest to che king in 
his temporal duties. Of Gilvathwy, we know more. Except in times 
of war, king Math always had his feet placed in the lap of a young 
maiden. One day Gilvathwy fell madly in love with the girl who was 
performing the service. His brother Gwydion, the sorcerer, seeing 
him pining away, brought on, as an effect of his magical trick, a 
cruel war with a neighboring country. Leaving the maiden in his 
palace, the king set off with his army, and Gilvathwy was able to 

IZ. Concerning this Mabinogi, the re exists a very learned book, which assembles a 
great quan t i ty of mater ia! (folkloric. philological, comparat ive, etc.), bu t which uses a 
fundameti tal ly er roneous m e t h o d : Wil l iam John Gruffydd, Math vab Malhanwy (1918). 
Despite this a u t h o r and several others , the re is no reason to a t t r ibu te the mater ial of this 
account to Ireland. 

13. Amasth, " p l o w m a n " ; gov (p lur . govaint), " b l a c k s m i t h " (govaniastk, " t r a d e , art of 
the b lacksmi th") ; still in modern Welsh (go/, etc.). T h e names of the o ther Chi ldren of Don 
have uncertain etymologies. Gilvathwy (var. Ci lvaethwy and Cilv-) pe rhaps contains an 
initial t e r m related to Irish gil la," boy, k n i g h t " : Gruffydd, p . 105. T h e r e exist o ther lists, of 
later date and visibly al tered, of the Chi ldren of Don. For m o r e on this g roup , see Alwyn 
and Brinlcy Rces, Celtic Heritage (1961), p p . 50-53. 
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satisfy fiis passion before rejoining him. Informed of this outrage 
upon his return, king Math, himself a sorcerer, imposed a significant 
punishment on the two culprits: with two strokes of fiis magic wand 
(hudlath), he transformed Gilvathwy into a doe, Gwydion into a 
hart, and condemned them to live together as a couple in the woods 
for one year. At the end of this period, the two animals came back 
to the court accompanied by a vigorous fawn. T w o new strokes of 
the wand transformed the doe into a boar, the hart into a wild sow, 
while Math gave human form to the fawn and had him baptized under 
the name Hyddwn (derived from hydd, " h a r t " ) . At the end of the 
year, the pair reappeared with a young wild boar, wfiich the king 
made into a boy, naming him Hychtwn (derived from hwch, " p i g " ) ; 
the boar was changed into a she-wolf, the sow into a wolf After another 
year of wildness, the two animals returned with a handsome wolf-
cub. This time not only was the offspring made into a man under 
the name Bleiddwn (derived from blaidd, " w o l f " ) , but his father 
and mother, "sufficiently punished, according to the king, by the 
great shame of having had children together," again found them
selves to be Gwydion and Gilvathwy as they were three years before. 
A tercet inserted in the Mabinogi reveals the finality of this triple 
birth: 

Three sons of the perverse Gilvaethwy: 
three true eminent warriors, 
Bleiddwn, Hyddwn, Hychtwn the long.'* 

14. Tri n\£ib Cilvaeihwy cn(n)wir 
tri chenryssedddd kywir, 
Bleiddwn, Hyddwn, Hychtwn hir. 

The hapax cenrysseddad (cynrhysseddad) is traditionally translated 
" c o m b a t a n t s " (Lady Guest), " champions" (Ellis-Lloyd), "guerriers 
eminents" (Loth), " K r i e g e r " (Buber, Miilhausen), and, although the 
etymology is obscure, there is no reason to take exception to this 
meaning.^^ From this, we can see that in the group of the Children 

15. Gruffydd, on p . 320, sought , wi thout m u c h likelihood of success, to find in cen- (cyn-) 
the word for dog, and has t ranslated this as " w o l f - m e n . " T h e e l emen t -dwn of the three 
p roper n a m e s is not clearer. W i t h respect to the me tamorphoses , Gruffydd writes on p . 
315; " T h e th ree sons of Gilvaethwy, b o m as animals from h u m a n parents in an imal form, 
and afterwards t ransformed into h u m a n shape, have analogies, as we have seen, in o the r 
lands. In o the r instances, these h u m a n animals remain in their aniinal forms, and become 
famous in legend as the best an imals of their species [for example , the dog Guinaloc, the 
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boar Tor ta tn , the horse Loriagor, in " C a r a d o c ei le se rpen t , " published by Gaston Paris, 
Romania 28 (i899):2i4-3i, mater ial that is surely Welsh] . 1 know of no story in which 
the-sc h u m a n animals are t ransformed into h u m a n .shape." Gruffydd, pp . 276-77, cites the 
bi r th of the "Half-Slim C h a m p i o n " : a m a n is t ransformed into a wolf by his wife and 
pursued by a pack of hounds which she unleashes against h i m ; he escapes and takes refuge 
on an island in the middle of a lake. Aside from himself, there is on this island only a 
she-wolf, actually a w o m a n who, years earlier, had been t ransformed into a .she-wolf a 
week before she was to give bi r th 10 a hero—and her son could only be b o m if she r e tu rned 
to h u m a n form. O n e day, starving, exhausted, and half asleep, he d r eamed there was a 
kid near h i m ; he seized it, awoke, and saw that he had opened u p the she-wol f s flank. 
Before h i m was an infant, who, in a m o m e n t , a t ta ined a man ' s s t a tu r e : he was the Half-
Slim Champion . 

16. Gruffydd, p . 290, n. 27; " I t mus t be r e m e m b e r e d that the t ransformat ion of a pair— 
a m a n and a woman—in to animals is c o m m o n in folklore, and the t ransformat ion of two 
men into an imals of different sexes (as far as I a m aware) u n k n o w n . " 

of Don it is Gilvathwy who assures the existence of the warrior func
tion (for it is he, and not Gwydion, who is initially responsible for 
the misdemeanor, and in the tercet it is he who is said to have had 
the sons Bleiddwn, Hyddwn, and Hychrivn) by siring these three 
vigorous young men whose animal affinities are not metaphorical 
but congenital. It should be noted that two of the types of quadruped 
that appear in this adventure resemble several of the incarnations 
of VaraOragna, especially the most famous (boar; wild he-goat and 
ram), and that the third evokes the name of the Scandinavian iiipiednar, 
" m e n with the wolf's skin." 

One may also suspect, in the repeated pairings-off that are so 
unusual in the legends,'^ a memory of such homosexual relationships 
as are often found in warrior societies. Let us recall not only the 
Dorian, Cretan educational practices, but also, in the Germanic 
world, what Ammianus Marcellinus, 31.9.5, has to say about the 
Taifali—with an indignation that probably keeps him from under
standing the true value of the practice he is speaking of Among this 
warrior people, it is the custom for pubescent youths to serve the 
pleasure of the warriors, apparently with no other limit than the 
duration of their charms—aetatis uiriditatem in eorum pollutis usibus 
consumpturi—"except for the one who, all alone, captures a boar 
or slays an enormous bear and who thus finds himself freed of this 
pollution," conluuione liberatur. Ammianus interprets the facts with 
the moral perspective of the virtuous hypocrites of his time, but one 
can gather from the generaUty of the practice and the test which 
brought it to an end that, from these male unions, the younger would 
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salvage in protection and training whatever he gave in pleasure, and 
that the elder, taking full responsibility, would prepare his young 
partner to face the aprum or iirsttm immanem with courage. The 
Germanic and Celtic men's societies muse sometimes have included 
an element of sexuality that propriety would not have allowed 
Christian authors to describe. 

On a number of occasions, the Indian epic has made use of the 
theologem that invites the warrior to draw upon one or several 
animal species for the qualities—force and speed especially—that his 
constituents expect from him, A most striking expression is found in 
one of the innumerable narratives in the third book of the MaMbkd-
rataP In order to get the better of the ten-headed Ravana, part man, 
part demon, Brahma sends Visnu to incarnate himself in R a m a ; 
then he invites Indra and all the other gods to incarnate themselves 
as well, not to fight but to engender combatants. Their directions, 
however, have nothing to do with women: " B e thou, with all the 
celestials, born on earth! And beget ye on monkeys and bears, heroic 
sons possessed of great strength and capable of assuming any form at 
will as allies of V i j n u ! " With Indra taking the lead, the gods execute 
the order, taking advantage of" the wives of the foremost of monkeys 
and bears " (variant: che wives of bears and monkeys). And the 
offspring correspond to the supreme god's plan: the youths have an 
unheard-of strength, permitting them to cleave the tops of mountains; 
their bodies are compact like the diamond; expert in battle, they 
can muster up as much force as they desire; they have the strength 
of the elephant and the speed of the wind; some live where they 
will (variant: fly like the birds), others are the denizens of the forest 
(variant: of the sky). 

17. 3.160.7-13, especially; 7, visnch iahdydn rksisv vdnnrisu ca sarvasaft jjdnayadhvam 
siitan virdn kdmaTiipabaldnvitdn. 11, . . . iakraprahhrtayai caiva iane te sxrasauanmii j 
vdnnrarksavarascrisajdnaydm dsur atnsajdn. 



4 
SCENARIOS 

AND ACCESSORIES 

Earlier I called attention to the probability, as it appears from the 
research of Benveniste and Renou, that, in connection with the sur
name of the god of victory (Vedic Vrtra-hdn-, Avestan Vara^ra-^n-a-), 
the object killed or destroyed (Vedic han-) was originally of neuter 
gender, the "Resistance," rather than masculine. In our texts, 
this Resistance either remains an abstract concept (Iran), or, secondar
ily assuming the masculine gender, comes to be a sort of mass, 
vaguely animated, basically passive, and scarcely armed (FigVeda), 
such that the allusions in the hymns do not even afford a concrete 
representation of the encounter. This exploit, laden with consequences, 
which earns the victor such renown and power, does not even seem 
to have been difficult: there is nothing to indicate a duel with equal 
risks. Indra struck Vftra, and that was it. He struck him with his 
thunderbolt as one strikes a tree (2.14.2), as the axe (hits) the trees 
(10.89.7; cf. 10.28.7-8). The verbal root which usually characterizes 
Vj-tra's position, whether before the combat or after his death, is 
S 1 - , the same as the Greek K^tadat, " t o be lying." in short, this great 
inert mass threatened the Hfe of the world economically rather than 
miUtarily: he had "barred the waters" {apo vavrivdmsam vrtrdm, 
2.14.2, or the equivalent), " t h e rivers had been devoured by the 
serpent" {sindkumr dhind jagrasdnan, 4. 17.1) . ' 

These judicious remarks take on their full value if set alongside 
the particulars given in the Brdhmaria and the epic; the three-headed 

1. Renou. V. et V., pp . i t8-2o ( the p r e v e r b vi, [mplying a breach by a separation into 
two parts , is characteristic o f thc m a n n e r in which Indra slays Vftra); p. 127 (in the RgVeda 
he is presented in only one passage as the provoker , in only one is it said that he hur ls 
himself) ; p p . 130-33 (Vrtra is wi thout arms) . 

148 
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monscer, and Vftra after him, are the sons, but still more the " p r o 
ducts," of Tvastf, the craftsman-god and carpenter. This personage 
is not easily distinguished from another celestial artificer, Visvakar-
man, " the maker of all things" ; the purpose of each is " to m a k e " 
the accessories, the various beings—whether animate or not—which 
the gods, and occasionally their enemies, the demons, require. We 
thus find their trademarks on palaces, chariots, talismans, weapons 
(including the most prestigious: Indra's thunderbolt, diva's sword, 
Visnu's discus), but also on Tilottama, the Pandora of Indian fable, 
and Sita, another strange and supernatural woman. The great 
adversaries of Indra, even if the epic Vrtra is sometimes more active 
and generally more destructive than his Vedic counterpart, also have 
their place on this list of masterpieces. 

The Tricephal is particularly noteworthy. Let us go back to a pas
sage in the fifth book (secrion 9.3-40), one of those in which the 
Mahabharata describes the exploit of Indra. From hostility toward 
Indra (Indradrohdt), Tvastr comes to create a three-headed being, 
extremely strong, who immediately covets the god's place. His 
three faces blaze like the sun, the moon, and the fire. With one mouth 
he recites the Veda and drinks the soma reserved for the gods; with 
another he drinks surd, the alcoholic liquor; and he regards all the 
directions of the world, the disah, with an expression of such avidity 
that he seems ready to drink them too with his third mouth. 

Indra is disturbed. His first recourse is to a device that the gods 
often employ to get the best of an ascetic or a being of too much 
strength: he instructs the Apsaras, celestial women, to seduce the 
monster and weaken him through pleasure. But the Apsaras soon 
return, crestfallen. Indra must now resign himself to taking acrion 
on his own. In a great effort, but without a reaction from his foe. 
Indra hurls his vajra. Struck by this blow, the Tricephal falls to the 
earth like the peak of a mountain (parvatasyeva Ukharam pranunnam 
medimtale). Seeing him thus, Indra is ill at ease and can find no peace, 
burned as he is by the splendor of the corpse, for the latter, though 
slain, has a blazing and effulgent aspea and appears living (hato 
'pi diptatejah sa jlvann iva ca drsyate). Fortunately for Indra, a 

carpenter (taksa) passes by, and, seeing fiim, the god demands that 
he quickly cut off the three heads (ksipram chindhi sirdmsy asya). The 

carpenter has objections on both practical and moral grounds: the 
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axe will not be equal to the task, to do so would be a sin. To each 
objection Indra has a ready answer: upon his command, the axe will 
become as powerful as his vajra, and he will take the sin upon him
self But the carpenter continues to object until the god makes him 
an interesting proposal: henceforth, in every sacrifice which men will 
offer, che head of the sacrificial animal will be the portion allotted 
to carpenters {sirah pasos te ddsyanti bhagam yajiiefu manavdh). The 

workman immediately complies, meeting with no difficulties and 
no unfortunate consequences. The only strange feature is that a 
bird or a flock of birds flies forth from each of the severed heads: 
from the one which read the Veda and drank the soma come the 
kapinjala or partridges, from the one which drank the surd come the 
kalaviiika or sparrows, and from the one which threatened to swallow 
the four directions come the tittira or quails. Relieved and full of joy, 
Indra returns to heaven, while the carpenter goes quietly home. 

Let us pause to consider: this monster—so easy to kill but who, 
when dead, remains jivann iva, "as if living," as if the blow had 
done nothing to change his three blazing faces or his all-devouring 
mouths—gives the impression of being a dummy. That Indra, having 
" k i l l e d " him, should be obliged to ask a carpenter returning from 
w^ork to cut off the three heads with his axe; that these heads then 
turn out to be hollow and release various birds into the air—these 
two singularities make for a good deal of precision. Everj'thing takes 
place as if the Tricephal were an assemblage of wooden pieces and 
wooden heads, submissive to the tool of a human artisan after being 
" m o u n t e d " by the artificer of the gods. The literary embellishments 
have done nothing to change this essential feature of these two details, 
which the hymns, of course, ignore, but which are attested in the 
Brahmaria. One of them is even illustrated in a ritual regulation;^ 
as already prescribed by such texts as MaitrdyaniSamhitd 3.4.1 and 

Z. Pp. 123-24 of Wi l l em Cialand, "Kritisch-exegetische Bcmerkungen zu den Brah-
m a n a s . " Wiener Zeitschrift fUr die Kunde des Morgenlandes 2 6 (1912); 107-26. After br inging 
che old texts together with the Mahabharata, Caland r e m a r k s : " D i e Vorschrift, dass der 
Z i m m e r m a n n , der ja be im Tieropfcr zu r Anfcrt igung des Opferpfahlcs betciligt ist, den 
Kopf des Opfert iers erhal t , ist m i r ans keiner anderen Quel le b e k a n n t . " A comparab le 
ritual motif, found in the etiological m y t h in which the divine artificer Tva j t r (or liis son 
the Tricephal) plays a role, is the prohibit ion against eat ing the b ra in : see, with an Iranian 
parallel , " D e u x traits du mons t r e tr icephale indo-iranien," Revue de I'lititoire des religions 
120 (i939):5-2o (still valid, except p p . 17-20, for which the perspective has been modified 
by chap . 5 of Naissance d'Archanges 11945]). 
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Kathaka 12.10, when an animal is sacrificed, the head is the portion 
allotted " t o the carpenter";^ and several Brdhmana passages, especially 
two in the Satapatha ( 1 .6.3. 1-5; 5-5-4-^-6), also say that three kinds of 
birds fly out of the mouth of the fallen Tricephal, Moreover, a 
peculiarity of each (color, cry) is explained with reference to the 
former specialty of the mouth which released it. 

This fossil carries us far back into the pastt for the myth of one of 
his foremost victories, Indra has taken upon himself a young warrior's 
initiation scenario. One would not dare to be affirmative on this 
point if another social group, a stranger to the Indo-European world 
and expert at initiations, had not carried out several of its ceremonies 
in connection with an analogous mythical form. 

The place where the Indo-Iranian myths and legends about the 
Tricephal find their most illuminaring parallels is, by an interesting 
concord, in British Columbia on the west coast of Canada. Under the 
name of Sisiutl among the Kwakiutl and Bella Coola Indians, under 
the name of .Senotlke among the people along the Thompson River, 
a large role is played in both myths and rites by the "three-headed 
monster."'* He is an ambivalent being, sometimes the benevolent 

3. W h a i follows here is adap ted from Horace et les Curiaces (see above, chap 13, n. 43), 
p p . 128-30. 

4. In the l i terature the m o n s t e r wi th the three heads is general ly called the " d o u b l e -
headed snake . " In the m y t h s he is indeed bicephalic: in the ri tuals he is e i ther bi- o r 
tricephalic as a d u m m y , iricephalic as a mask. A beautiful Kwakiutl mask is reproduced, 
from Franz Boas, in Hart ley B. Alexander , Ncr[h America, vol, 10 of The Mythohgy of All 
Races (1916), pi. 31, 2, be tween p p . 246-47, wi th the c o m m e n t a r y ; " T h e face in the middle 
represents the ' m a n in the middle of the serpent , ' wi th his two p l u m e s ; at each end are 
p l u m e d serpent heads wi th movable tongues, which by m e a n s of strings can be pulled 
back and ou t . T h e two sides of the mask [ = the t w o serpents ' heads] can be folded forwatd 
and backward ." Gottfried W. Locher, TteSerpent in the Kwakiutl Rdij;ton(i93i), i s somewha t 
confused but brings together a good deal of mater ial (bibliography, p p . 115-18), The 
double-headed snake is jus t one part icular case of the mythical serpents who play such a 
major role in Nor th American Indian representat ions, especially in the Sioux g r o u p (struggle 
of t h e Serpent and the T h u n d e r b i r d , etc.). It calls to mind the (three-) p l u m e d serpent of 
Mexico, the horned serpent of the Pueblo Indians, e t c — T h e documen t s utili7.ed here a r e : 
B E L L A - C O O L A : Franz Boas, 'I'he JMVI/IOICI^V of the Bella-Coola Indians (1900), vol. 1 of The Jesup 
North Pacific Expedition, pp. 28, 44-45. K W A K I I T L : Boas, Vfth Repcrl on the North-Western 
Tribes of Canada, in Report of the Sixtieth Meeting of the British Association for the Advancement 
of Science, Leeds iSgo (1891), p p . 67-68 ( = 6l9-6io of the whole) ; idem, Indianische Sagen 
von der Nord-Padfischen Ktisle Americas (1895). p . 160; i d e m . The Social Organization and the 
Secret Societies of the Kwakiutt Indians (1S97), pp. 370-74, 482, 514, 713; idem, and G, Hun t , 

Kwokiutl Texts, I (1905), vol. 3 of The Jesup Expedition pp. 60-63; Roas, Kwakiutl Texts, 
II (1908), vol. 10. pt. [ of The Jtsup Expedition . . . . pp. 103-13. 19^-207. tnrAMQT, S Q U A M I S H . 

C O M O K : Boas, Indianische Sagen . . . . p p , 56-61. 65-68; J ames A. Tcit , Mythology of the 
Thompson River {i9ii),vo\.S,pt.-i.oVi:heJesup Expedition .,. ,p,269. Here are a few excerpts : 
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protector, more often the demonic foe. He has numerous functions 
and purposes, saHent among which are his roles in the tricks of medi
cine men and in the myths of liberation of the waters. But his most 
important interventions are in matters of initiation, whether of the 
sorcerer or the chief, the hunter or the warrior. In some cases it 
suffices for the hero to have the chance of meeting the monster, 
in others he must also fight him and bring back his remains. The 
bond is particularly close between the monster and the warriors: 
among the Bella Coola, the Sisiutl is the particular serpent of the 
Great Lady who bears the name " W a r r i o r " ; among the KwakiutI, 
the Sisiutl's dance is that of the warrior chief, and the ritual of Toq'uit, 

A general presentat ion of the ambiva len t Ssiucl a m o n g t h e KwakiutI (Boas, Social 
Organi^aticin . . . , pp . 371-72): " P e r h a p s the mos t impor t an t a m o n g these [fabulous 
mons te rs ] is che Sisiutl, the fabulous double-headed snake, which has one head at each end, 
a h u m a n head in the midd le , one horn on each te rminal head, and two on the central 
h u m a n head. It has the power to assume the shape of a fish. To eat it or even to couch 
or to see it is sure death, as all the jo ints of the unfor tunate one become dislocated, the 
head being turned backward. But to those who enjoy superna tura l he lp it m a y bring p o w e r ; 
its blood, wherever it touches the skin, m a k e s it as hard as s tone ; its skin used as a belt 
enables the o w n e r to perfor in wonderful feats; it m a y became a canoe which moves 
by the mo t ions of the Sisiutl fins; its eyes, when used as sling stones, kill even whales . It 
is essentially che helper of warr iors ." 

A s u m m a r y (given by H. B. .Alexander, North America, p . 243) of a Squamish m y t h (Boas, 
Indianische Sagen . , . , pp , 5&-61): " A Squamish m y t h tells of a young m a n who pursued 
the serpent Senotlke for four years, finally slaying i t ; as he did so, lie himself fell dead, 
bu t he regained life and, on his r e tu rn to his own people, became a great shaman , having 
the power to slay all who beheld h im and to m a k e t h e m live again—a m y t h which seems 
clearly reminiscent of initiation rites." 

A description of the Toq 'u i t dance of the KwakiutI (Boas, Report..., p . 619); "Toq 'u i t 
is danced by w o m e n , the a r m s of the dancer being raised high upward , the p a l m s of the 
hands being turned forward. T h e u p p e r par t of the dancer 's body is naked ; hemlock 
branches arc tied a round her waist. She has four a t t endan t s who always su r round her . 
The dance is said to have originally been a war dance. The warriors, before going on an 
expedit ion, went into the woods in order to mee t the double-headed snake [ the double 
snake-heads flanking the head of a m a n ] , the Sisiutl, which gives t h e m great s t rength and 
power, j^ftcr re turn ing from the woods, they engage a w o m a n to dance the Toq 'u i t . 
Very elaborate a r r angemen t s arc m a d e for this dance. A double-headed snake, abou t 
twenty feet long, m a d e of woods, b lankets and skins, is h idden in a long ditch, which is 
part ly covered wi th boards. Strings are at tached to it, which pass over the beams of the 
house and are worked by m e n who hide in the bedrooms . As soon as the dancer appears , 
the people begin to sing and to beat t ime . In dancing the w o m a n acts as though she were 
t rying to catch someth ing ; and when she is supposed to have got it, she t h rows back he r 
hands and the Sisiutl rises from out of the g round , moving his h e a d s . . . . Finally the snake 
disappears in the di tch." At ano ther point in the ritual (pp . 619-10). a mons t rous figure 
would appear behind the s p e c t a t o r s : " It consists of a series of flat carved boards , which are 
connected on their nar row sides by plugs, which are passed tl irough rings of cedar ropes. 
It has two or three points on top and is o r n a m e n t e d with mica. It is in tended to represent 
the Sisiutl." 

4 
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in which the Slsiutl, represented by a scaffolding, plays the dominant 
role, is explicitly connected with the preparation of the warriors for 
military expeditions. On the Thompson River, the Squamish and 
Utamqt accounts are also as clear as possible in this regard: it is by 
seeking, pursuing, killing, and despoiling the Senotlke that the 
young man becomes (i) an infallible marksman, and (2) an invincible 
war chief, furnished in particular with that supreme weapon which 
is also found at the disposal of the ancient Scandinavian berserkir 
and the Greek conqueror of Medusa: the capacity to petrify the 
adversary, to gain immediate victory from a distance—the secret 
dream of every warrior. 

In the rites, especially in the initiatory dances, the monster is 
represented in various ways. In general, he is a man provided with a 
mask that flanks the human face with two serpent heads, one on the 
right, one on the left. The heads are fastened to the mask, but they 
are mobile, running over the shoulders. Sometimes, in certain Kwa
kiutl rituals, the representarion involves a heavy structure with boards 
and fabrics, set.so that it emerges from a thicket where it is animated 
by invisible stage hands. In the myths, where it is often the partner 
not only of the terrestrial hero but of the Thunderbird, the Slsiutl 
is more freely conceived, although srill in images which reflect the 
ritual props. 

The analogy of these North American representations to those of 
India may enable us also to perceive the ritual origin of the Tricephal 
in Iran. Throughout the epic texts, this monster, who still bears the 
Avestan name Azi Dahaka (Azdahak, pahak, Zohak . . .)—containing 
the word a^i, "serpent , " followed by an obscure appellative—is only 
rarely a monster. First he was a man like others until one day a 
serpent's head pushed up from each of his shoulders.' There is nothing 
to make us suppose this conception to be secondary to the Avestan, 
itself very vague but further removed from the human sphere; nor 
is there any reason to place it posterior to the RgVedic configuranon. 
It suffices to glance at the American Indian documentation, here 
barely skimmed, to ascertain that one and the same people may, 
with no difficulty, have several concurrent practices, somerimes very 

5. T h e mos t detailed version is in AI Tha'alibI, Hiitoire des roij de Perse, ed . and t rans . 
H e r m a n n Zo tenbe rg (1900; photographic repr in t , Tehe ran , 1963), p p . [S-33; see " D e u x 
rraits du mons t r e tricephale indo- i ran ien" (above, n. 1), p . la. 
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different, in which the " t w o - or three-headed serpent" plays a major 
role. But Azdahak, with the serpent heads surging from his shoulders 
and flanking his human head, best corresponds to the most frequent 
ritual representation of the Sisiutl. On the other hand, Iran seems to 
confirm the two features of the story of the Indian Tricephal which 
first oriented us toward the d u m m y interpretation: the connection 
of the monster with birds, and the intervention of a human workman 
in the victory. The Iranian hero who goes to kill the three-headed 
tyrant is actually led, exhorted, by a blacksmith, and the tyrant's 
palace is called " t h e palace of the Stork." Though the name has 
not been explained, it cannot be ignored.* 

The Indo-Iranian myths of the victory over the Tricephal seem to 
retain definite traces of a type of ritual in which the hero's victim was 
an other-worldly being who was represented materially, either by a 
lavishly masked man or by an imposing piece of mechanical wood
work. Evidently those western traditions in which the hero triumphs 
over three brothers are much less ancient. Presumably they represent 
a free literary variation, rationalized and historicized, on the theme 
of the triple adversary. 

But it is the Germanic peoples of the north who furnish the most 
direct proof that, in our ancient world, such d u m m y monsters were 
put to use on the occasion of initiation or promotion ceremonies. 
There are two documents to consider here: an account, which reads 
like a novel, of the first combat of a young warrior, and the account 
of the first "regulation d u e l " of the god porr. 

Wc have already encountered B69var Bjarki, the champion of 
king Hrolfr, in connection with his strange birth as the third of three 
brothers and his final battle in the form of a bear. He also acts as the 
master of initiation in a celebrated episode.'' 

Saxo Grammaticus, 2.6,9, offers only a brief schema here. In 
contrast, the Hrdlfs saga Kraka, in chapter 23, develops it at length. 

6. Former ly I sought to in te rpre t the Tarvos Trigaranos, the " b u l l with th ree c r a n e s " 
of the Gallic m o n u m e n t s (Lutice, Treves), in an analogous m a n n e r : Horace et les Curiiices, 
p. 133. Since then other explanat ions have been offered, be t te r suppor ted by strictly 
Celtic facts. 

7. what follows is adapted from m y Mythes et dieux des Germains (1939), p p . 93-98. T h e 
texts are conveniently assembled and translated in Raymond W. Chamber s , Beowulf^ 
C1959). p p . 131-33 (Saxo), 138-46 (saga), i8i-86 (rimiir). 
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And a poem in Bjarki's honor, the Bjarkarimur, furnishes a third 
variant. 

In the Danish account, the hero Biarco is present at a wedding 
banquet at which his neighbor Hialto is bullied by a number of rowdy 
warriors. He takes Hialto under his protection and kills the most 
insolent tormenters. Shortly afterward, Biarco kills a gigantic bear 
with one stroke of his sword; he makes Hialto drink the blood which 
flows from the wound so that he will be more vigorous: " for it was 
believed that a draught of this sort caused an increase in bodily 
strength."^ 

In the saga, BoSvar Bjarki, the itinerant champion, again takes the 
young Hottr under his wing. The youth is here the terrorized whip
ping boy of the hirdmem, the " b o d y g u a r d s " of king Hrolfr,^ and it 
is one of the latter that B69var Bjarki kills. Instead of punishing him, 
Hrolfr—who appreciates strength—offers him the dead man's posi
tion. B69var accepts, but only on the condition that the unfortunate 
Hottr will remain beside him and be treated as liis equal. Soon, 
however, at the approach of the midwinter festival (jol), everyone 
becomes somber. Hottr explains to his protector that, for the past 
two years, an enormous winged monster had appeared at j6{ and 
had killed the king's best champions (kappar). "Th i s is not an animal," 
concludes Hottr, " b u t the biggest t ro l l " (pat er ekki dyr, Mdr er pat 
hit mesta troll). On the eve of jof, Hrolfr forbids his men to leave. But 
Bo9var departs secretly, taking the thoroughly frightened Hottr 
with him. Upon seeing the monster, Hottr howls, and screams that 
he will be devoured. His eider throws him in the mud, where he 
remains in terror, not daring to flee back to the royal homestead. 
Then B68var advances toward the animal, which is apparently 
motionless, draws his sword, and with one stroke—and no opposition 
—pierces its heart. The animal falls down stiff. Bo6var goes to fish 

8. Ursum quippe cximiae niagnfriiiiinij cbuium sibi inter dumeta factum iaculo ccnfecii [Biarco] 
comiumque suum Hialtcnem, quo uiribus mdior tuaderei, appiicalo ore egestum beluae cruorem 
haurire iussit, Creditum namquc crat, hoc potionis genere corporei roboris increntetita praestari. 
T h e practice is attested a tnong the berserfcir (cf. Achilles at the h o m e of the Cen t au r Chiron, 
the Luperci, or at least theii p ro to type in the etiological m y t h ) : they ate r aw meat and 
d r a n k blood. As a li terary t h c m c , the i no t if is c o m m o n in the tradit ions of nor the rn Kurope, 
as well as in o the r places: J ames Q. Frazer, Spirits of the Corn and of the Wild i ( l y t i ; vol. 3 
of The Golden Bought), chap. 11, " H o m e o p a t h i c magic of 3f\esh diet" id. La saga de Hadingus 
(1953), p . 44 and n. 4. 

9. Axel Olr ik justifiably sees here a m e m o r y , a li terary render ing , of t h e t roops of t h e 
berserkir. 
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Hottr up. He forces him to drink two great gulps of blood and to eat 
a piece of the heart; then, turning against him, he takes him on in a 
lengthy duel. Hottr has become truly strong and courageous. 

But here the saga account takes up again. " W e l l done, comrade 
H o t t r ! " says BoSvar, " c o m e , let us straighten out the animal and 
arrange him in such a way that others will beUeve that he is l iving" 
(reisttm upp dyrit ok buum svd urn, at adrir aetii at kvikt muni vera). The 

next day the king's scouts report that the monster is still near the 
castle. The king approaches it with his troops, and says: " I do not 
see any movement in the animal; who will take it upon himself to 
confront i t ? " B68var proposes Hottr, and, much to the king's surprise, 
the latter accepts. " Y o u have changed greatly in little t i m e ! " {mikit 
hefir um pik ikipa^ d skammri stundu /), says the king. Hottr, who has no 

weapon, asks for the king's sword GuUinhjalti ("Hilt of Gold" ) , 
with which he easily " k i l l s " the monster's corpse. But the king is not 
fooled. He tells Bo5var that he suspects the truth, and adds: " I t is 
no less a good deed for you to have made another champion of this 
Hottr, who did not appear destined for great things." Finally he 
changes Hottr's name to confirm the promotion: the new champion 
will bear the name Hjalti after GuUinhjalti, the king's sword. 

To Axel Olrik, this theme of a dead animal rearranged to look like 
a dummy was merely a literary trick by the author of the saga, and 
he recalled several more or less analogous occurrences in the Nordic 
literature. It is hard to see the point of such a trick when the king is 
not taken in and when it adds nothing to Hottr's merit, his vigor, or 
his future chances. It is more Ukely that an ancient initiatory scenario 
has surfaced here, retaining that apparent naivete—so necessary a 
part of any human action—which assumes it can direct invisible 
forces, have an effect upon the sacred. For to be surprised that a 
scene which deceives no one, which could not deceive anyone, whether 
participant or spectator, suffices to give a young Dane or a young 
KwakiutI a valor or certain powers he never had before, is to question 
the very principle of all rituals: merely by being used in a ceremony 
a d u m m y becomes a living being, just as a mask, worn ceremonially, 
incarnates a new personality in the body of the dancer. 

But B69var Bjarki's d u m m y can be substantiated by a more 
remarkable parallel from Scandinavia itself."* 

10. what follows is adap ted f rom Mythes et dieux des Genitiiim, p p . 99-103. T w o articles 
in the Festschrift Felix Genzmer. Edda, Skalden, Saga (1952), were devoted to the H r u n g n i r 
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episode: H e r m a n n Schneider, " D i e Gesehichte vom Riesen Hrungn i r . " pp. 200-10. and 
Kurt Wais, " U l l i k u m m i , Hrungni r , Armi lus und V c r w a n d t e , " pp. 211-61 (on which see 
Jan de Vries, Aitgermanische Reli^onsgeschichu^, 1 [t957]:ij6, n . 1). 

11. Cf. seven s t rophes of t h e Ha wjdiJng (" Pastimes of a u t u m n [evenings]"?) by the skald 
^j6a6lfr o r Hvini (end of n in th century) , conserved in Snorri 's Edda, I.e.: Ernst A, Kock, 
Den norsk-inidndskaskaidedikiti'mgen t ( i946);9- i i . O n the connections be tween these various 
texts, see t h e Judicious r e m a r k s of Jan de Vries, Altgermtnische Religionsgeschkhte'^, 1 (1957): 
134; Edward O, G. Turvi l le Pc t re , Myth and Reiigion in Scandinavia (1964), p p . 76-77-

12. Jan de Vries, pp , 430 -J i . 
13. A vertical s t roke with two diagonal strokes branching u p w a r d f rom the midd l e of 

the vertical, each half as long as the vertical a n d at right angles to each o the r ; this sign 
equals hr (van Langenhove) . 

Snorri, in the Skdldskaparmdl, 1 7 , " tells how once, while j>6rr was 
away slaying monsters, an undesirable guest, the giant Hrungnir, 
entered the home of the jEsir in full "g iant r a g e " {Hrungnir kafdi svd 
mikinn jotunmod...). The ^ s i r could do nothing but invite him to 
their banquet, where he terrorized them, threatening to carry off 
Valholl to his own country, to kill all the gods, to take the goddesses 
Freyja and Sif with him, and—while Freyja fills his cup—^to drink all 
the beer of the ^ s i r . The Msir then pronounced the name Jjorr, 
and immediately the god appeared in the hall, fiill of rage. Hrungnir, 
rather troubled, remarked to "Asa)?6rr" that he would gain little 
glory by killing an unarmed foe. He proposed an encounter, one 
against one, at GrjotcinagarSr, " o n the frontier." Jjorr showed all 
the more willingness to agree to this rendezvous as it was the first 
t ime that he was given the chance to go til einvigis, to a regulation 
duel, at a place fixed in advance, hdlmr (porr vill fyrir ongan mun bila 
at koma til einvigis, er konum var hdlmr skoradr, pviat engi hafdi honum 
patfyr veitt).*^ 

Here we seem to have an incoherence. Actually, it is a significant 
one: the giants, assessing the importance of the duel and not wishing 
Hrungnir to succumb, " m a d e a man of clay at GrJ6tunagar9r, nine 
leagues high and as big as three under the a r m s " (pd gerdu jotnar 
man af leiri, ok var hann Ax. rasta hdr, en priggja breidr undir hand). 
They could not find a heart big enough to put in him, except for the 
heart of a mare ; but porr arrives too soon. We would expect that this 
" d u m m y " would be substituted for the actual Hrungnir, but, in
stead, the latter comes to the rendezvous and simply stations himself 
nearby. Indeed, he himself is a sort of statue: his heart had been made 
of hard stone " w i t h three horns, of the form which then became that 
of the runic sign called the 'heart of Hrungnir,"'^ He also has a head 
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of S t o n e , a stone shield, and, f o r his offensive weapon, a whetstone 
(fieirt). The giant and the man of clay wait at the appointed spot, 
Hrungnir holding his shield before him, the man of clay so afraid 
that, it is said, he urinates at the first sight of J^orr. 

The god is victorious, but in part thanks to a ruse performed by 
his " v a l e t " and companion fijalfi. The latter arrives before port 
and, passing himself off for a traitor, warns Hrungnir that the god 
expects to surge up from under the ground. It is for this reason that 
Hrungnir places his shield beneath his feet, and does not keep it 
in front of his c h e s t and head. Scarcely has he adopted this unusual 
posture when ^orr appears, with lightning and thunder, from the 
sky. His hammer breaks the whetstone (a fragment becomes lodged 
in the god's head) and smashes Hrungnir's skull. But in his fall, the 
giant drops on the victorious Jjorr and pins ]?6rr's head under one of 
his feet. Meanwhile, at )>6rr's side, )?jalfi attacks the man of clay 
" who falls with little g l o r j . " Then jjjalfi tries to disengage his master's 
neck, but Hrungnir's foot is too heavy. Learning that {?6rr has fallen, 
the .Csir also attempt to free him. But it is not possible. An appeal 
must be made to pOTv's own son, Magni ("Force") , a three-night-old 
tot, who removes the foot with ease. In recompense, })6rr gives him 
Hrungnir's horse, t h u s earning a reprimand from Odinn, according 
to whom )76rr should give the booty not to his son but to his father. 

Many of the details of this account have caused difficulties for the 
commentators, who have often tried to surmount them by declaring 
that the whole business, including the man of clay, is no more than 
the literary embellishment of several old myths of the storm. In this 
there is little likelihood. The d u m m y man of clay, defeated in a 
subordinate duel by povr's " second," is probably to be interpreted 
at face value, oflering besides, and by counterstroke, an explanation 
of f>6rr's own conquests, the stone giant—that ponderous, im
mobile target "Resistance," overcome without any difficulty by 
the god's agility and offensive "flashes." Is p)i\?i porr's " s t u d e n t " 
here? Or, to put it differently, is his duel—in which his opponent is 
described as a dummy—simply a double for his master's engagement, 
as every ritual doubles the myth which justifies it? Perhaps. We 
would thus have a two-leveled account, the warrior " init iation" of 
Jjjalfi reproducing in a realistic, terrestrial form—also a slightly 
ridiculous one, as with Hottr-Hjalti—che fabulous and almost cosmic 
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martial exploit of f»6rr. For present purposes, it is not a major matter. 
What concerns us is that this fabulous exploit (the god's firs: " regu
lation duel") shows certain parallels with the exploit of the god 
Vrtrahdn, the vanquisher of the Tricephal and the conqueror of 
Resistance. Just as the Tricephal, with his three mouths, threatens 
to swallow the cardinal points and the beverages of the gods, just as the 
demonic Resistance threatens to destroy the world and the gods, so 
Hrungnir with the three-horned heart threatens to drink all the beer 
of the JEsir, to massacre the gods, and to transport their residence 
to his homeland. Just as the storm god after overthrowing Vftra is 
at first as good as annihilated, to the gods' despair, and able to regain 
his force and glory only through the incantations of one of them, 
so |j6rr, after slaying Hrungnir, is, materially, the captive of his 
exploit, immobilized through an accident which alarms the gods, 
and he is taken care of only by one of their own. 

Finally, like the three-headed Trisiras, Hrungnir is a triple being, 
having a three-horned heart. The triplicity of the monster adversary 
of the new Victor-type champion is such a general feature in the 
Indo-European world that one is tempted to see it as an inherited 
detail from the common prehistory. There are difi'erent ways this 
triplicity has been expressed. We have met the principal ones at 
several points in this book: somerimes it is a three-headed or three-
bodied being (the Vedic and Iranian Tricephal, the Greek Geryon), 
sometimes triplet brothers (the three sons of Nechta, scourges of the 
Ulates and adversaries of the young Ciichulainn on the day of his 
first exploit; the three Curiaces, etc.), somerimes, finally, a being whose 
heart, a particularly dangerous organ, is triple in some way. In Ireland 
for instance, such is the case with the adversary of a certain Mac 
Cecht, who is probably the celebrated champion of Conairc, The 
Dindsenchas of Rennes, i j , ! * writes summarily but clearly: "Mcche , 
son of Morrigan (one of the goddesses of war), in him were three 
hearts lintil Mac Cecht killed him on the plain of Meche, which, up 
to then, had been named the Plain of Fertaig. Thus were those hearts, 
with the shapes of three serpents through them {amlaidh. badar na 

14. Revtw cekique 15 (i894):304, C o r m a c translates Cecht as " p o w e r " ; t h e word «s found 
again in the n a m e of Dian Cecht, the phy.sidan of the Tua iha T)i Danann , In a note to 
a pa rag raph from the Di-ndstnchas, ihe edi tor , Whit ley Stokes, wr i tes ; ".Mac Cecht, one 
of the Tua iha De Danann , or, m o r e probably , Conaire 's champion . " 
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cride sin, cc ndelbaid tri nathrach treitkib). Now, if death had not befallen 

Meche, the serpents in him would have grown, and what they left 
alive in Ireland would have been destroyed" {meni torsed dano bos do 
Mechi arforhertais na nathracha ind ocus focnafed ana. faigbet beo i 
nHerinn).^^ 

Ac che end of Snorri's account, ]>6rr incurs inn's disapprobation 
because he has lacked regard for his father, gratifying the " y o u n g " 
instead of the " o l d . " There is no reason to consider this trait a late 
addition, for such an opposition between age classes is fully at home 
in a myth of the warrior function. 

Once it is set alongside the human episode of Hottr-Hjalii and the 
analogous scenes from other Indo-European mythologies, the duel 
between pdrr and Hrungnir, doubled by the duel between Jijalfi 
and the man of clay, may now be interpreted literally, point for 
point, as a memory of much older rituals and myths of initiation or 
military promotion.'^ This does not, of course, prevent the myths 
from having also been—and even congenitally—myths of the storm. 
It is the destiny of the warrior gods, patrons of the terrestrial warriors, 
to be storm gods as well, or to have a tendency to become confused 
with them. f>6rr, che " thunder," with his hammer, like Indra with his 
thunderbolt, has obvious nature-god significance, and the story of 
Hrungnir, in both pjoSoIfr and Snorri, is one of those where he is at 
his most " s u p e r h u m a n " : he appears instantaneously in the hall of 
the jEsir; he no less suddenly assails the giant from amidst the 
flashes and rumblings of the sky. 

15. After the dea th of Meche, Mac Cecht bu rns the hear t s and casts their ashes in the 
s t r eam, which then begins to boil so that the fish all perish. Thus both t h e plain and the 
river receive new names . 

16. An indication of such a view is a lready given by Christ ianus C. Uhlenbeck, Acta 
PhiMogica Scaniiinavka i (1926)1109 (discussing G. Schtitte, DiftiijcJie.T Heidentum, p . 134); 
" Die Geschichte des artifiziellen Riesen Mokkurk i l f i be ruh t vielleichc auf wirkhch gcijbten 
Zaube rb rauch . Die Hers te l lung artifizieller Tiere u m Peinde zu to ien findet sich bei den 
gronlandischen Eskimo (s. Heinrich Johannes Rink, Tales and Traditions of the lisHmc, 
p p . 53. 151 f., 2 C I f., 414 ff., 457 f.)." 



SIGNS UPON THE HERO 

One feature of the myth of Hrungnir confirms the " init iatory" or 
" p r o m o t i o n a l " value of this famous duel: since that time, it is said, 
p6rr bears in his head, as a bothersome certificate of victory, a piece 
of the whetstone (hein)—the giant's weapon—that became lodged 
there.' We are dealing here with an authentic popular tradition, one 
borrowed also by the Lapps. It is now three centuries since Scheffer, 
in his book Jsaponia, described the idol of the Lappish god Hora 
galles, the "goodman J j6rr " : in capite infigtint clamm ferreum, cum 
silicis particulis, ut si uideatur ignem Thor excutiat. The explanation 
may be a secondary one, but the fact is there: the idol of the Lappish 
porr had a piece of flint fixed in its head by a nail.^ 

This sign, a consequence of the god's victory in his first einvigr, 
recalls one of the signs—numerous, excessive, often monstrous— 
which appear upon the young Cuchulainn after his first combat. 
Some of these immediately become stable features, others reappear 
only in the hero's attacks of martial furor.^ The sign that is similar to 
port's is mentioned in the episode in the Macgnimrada of the Tain B 6 
Cuailnge, "rising from the summit of his skul l . " In the In carpat 
serda episode, however, it is described with much greater precision: 

1. Cf. m y article " H o r w e n d i l l u s et Aurvandi l l , " Melanges Claude Uvi-Strauss (1970). 
2. Jan de Vries, AUgermanischt Religionsgtschichte^, 1 (i957):389; the au tho r also d raws 

the nails (reginnaglar) of" the po.st of the seat of h o n o r " (Sndvegissulm) into the compar ison. 
3. These signs have been studied by compar ing t h e m with the figures on Gallic coins: 

Marie-Louise Sjoestedt-Jonval, "Li-gcndcs dpiques irlandaises et monnaies gauloises, 
recherches su r la consti tution de la l i gcnde de Cuchula inn , " Etudes celtiques i (1936): 1-77 
(with plate , pp . 42-43). The thesis is surely false: the peculiarities of the Irish Cuchula inn 
were certainly not produced by the ingenious interpreta t ions of figures clumsily traced by 
the cont inental Cel ts ; bu t the idea of bringing the t w o sets of data together is a good one 
and the documenta t ion is va luab le ; the " m o o n of t h e h e r o " is t reated on p p , i i - i z , 14-16. 

m 
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end of this grueling mission, a curious dialogue takes place between 
Yudhisthira and the omniscient Kf^ija.^ 

Kf^na notifies the king that he has learned from his informers 
that the horse and its escort are approaching; it is time to prepare 
the sacrifice. Arjuna, he adds, returns greatly emaciated, worn out 
from so many battles. These words stir an anxiety which the eldest 
Paijdava has long kept in his heart: Why, he asks, has his younger 
brother always been deprived of rest and comfort? Is his destiny not 
lamentable? What sign could there be upon him to require such 
miseries and discomforts, to exact this "exceedingly large share of 
unhappiness?" KfSiia responds: 

I do not see any censurable feature in this prince, except that the cheekbones 
of this lion among men are a little too high. It is in consequence of this that 
that foremost of men has always to be on the march. For I do not see any
thing else in consequence of which he could be made so unhappy. 

This physical disgrace, these cheekbones that are a little too high, 
thus condemn .Arjuna to agitarion, expeditions, fatigue (for it is 
indeed a quesrion of this, and this alone: adhvasu . .. vartate clarifies 
and sets the hmits to duhkham), in brief, to the career of a warrior. 
On his countenance, they are the sign of his vocation. I do not know 
if the fiterature of India menrions such a connection anywhere else. 
But could it not be simply the stylizarion into lahana, into a congenital 
sign, of a " f o r m , " a ddb in the Irish manner, appearing on the tested 
warrior and distinguishing his appearance from that of the ordinary 
man, a " f o r m " which, in its origin, is probably derived from a tradi
tional heroic contortion? 

8. 14.89.2-8. O n the distr ibution of t h e tasks a m o n g the five Pandava, following the i r 
"functional na tu r e , " dur ing the preparat ion for the horse sacrifice (Wikander) , see MB 
i : i Q i - i . 

9. na Jiv asya nrpau kindd anisiam vpalaksayc 
ru purusasimhasya pindifee 'syddhike yatah. 
tdhfiyam $a purusavyaghro mtyam adhvasu vartaK, 
na ky anyad anupaJydmi yendsau duhkhabhdjanam. [SI. 7-a] 

N u m e r o u s variants; for atiistam ("undes i rab le ," Poona) : sams'Jistam, samfeiislam. jomftrstiim, 
etc . ; for pindike 'sydiihike yatah: p. 'sydtikdyatah (Poona), -kdyake, -kdyih ("excessively 
developed" ' ) ; for dithkhabhdjanam ("receptacle of m i s e r y " ) : duhkhabhdgjayah (Poona) or 
bhavei ( "he mus t be") . Pindikd, which designates " a g lobular swell ing o r p ro tube rance , " 
here certainly has the mean ing " c h e e k b o n e . " Draupadi , the c o m m o n wife of the five 
Paridava, w h o has a preference for Arjuna (cf 17.1.6, paksdpala), takes s t rong exception 
to a challenge of this kind to the hero 's perfect beau ty ; she throws an angry glance at 
Krsna, w h o , in his own affection for Arjuna, enjoys he r feminine reaction. 
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